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FORE WORD

SECTION 3, REVISION 14

The Guidance System Operations Plan (GSOP) for Program

COLOSSUS 3 is published in six sections as separate volumes: _

1. Prelauneh

2. Data Links

3. Digital Autopilots

4. Operational Modes

5, Guidance Equations

7. Erasable Memory Programs |.

With this issue, S_ction 3 is revised from the previous issue,of

COLOSSIJS GSOP (It,wision 13, February 1971 for COLOSSUS 3) in

order to reflectthe NASA/ MSC -approved changes listedon the "Re-

vision Index Cover Sheet" dated March 1{}72. •

Although the GSOP specifies an earth-orbital capability, and this

capability has been provided, verification testing shall not be accomplished

for earth-orbital rendezvous and landmark tracking. "

This volume is published as a control document governing

digitalautopilotprograms for COLOSSUS 3. Revisions constituting |

changes to the COLOSSUS Program require NASA approval.
p
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REVISION INDEX COVER, SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN ..

t]S()I' No. 1t-577 Title: For Manned CM Earth Orbital anti l,unar
Missions llsing Peogram COLOSSUS

Sot,ties No. 3 Title: Digital Autopilots (Revision l)

Revision 1 incorporated the following NASA/MSC changes: PCR
123, _'It03 Ascent Stage Only"; PER 151, '"Restore I)eadband";
l*CIt 175, "TVC DAP l'_nd-of:hurn Updates '; PCR 204, "Changes
and Additions to Chapter 3 of COLOSSUS GSOP"; PeR 423,
"Clarification of 'NO-DAP' and SATURN Configuration Bits";
PCIt 425, "FNTRY 1)AP Buffer-zone Description"; PCR 484,
"'.I'VC DAI' Third- order Filter. "
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Date. November 1968

'l
REVISION INDEX COVER SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. R-577 Title: For Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar
Missions Using Program COLOSSUS I

Sc.cti_nNo. 3 Title: DigitalAutopilots (Revision 2)

Revision 2 incorporated the followingNASA/MSC approved
changes: PCR 50, "Logic Flow Change of Pre-entry Computa-
tionsr'; PCR 155, "Lift-vector-up Roll Attitude When Drag Level
is Below 0.05g"; PCR 201, "Revised P-82 Logtc"; PCR 209,
"Remove Restart from Stroking Test": PCR 238, "State Estima-
tor Gain Change"; PCR 467, "Error in P-63 Initialization";
PCR 523, "New Mass-prop Constants"; PC_ 566.I, "TVC
I)AP Gain Correction to GSOP Section 3.0"; PCR 825, "Disen-
gage OPTICS DAC Before TVC. "
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Date: 17)eeembee 1988

REVISION INDEX COVER SHELT

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. R-577 Title, For Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar
Mission_ Using Program COLOSSUS 1A

Sc,¢,titm No. ,q 'rith_: l)igital Autopih)ts (tt o.visinn 3)

Revision 3 incorporated thp following NASA/MSC approved
changt:t_, anti was pulilished as page additions to GS(.)P Svctton
3 (lte.v 2): PCR 250, "Put l_I intn Erasable"; PCIt 598,
"ENTITY DAP (EXOATM) Manual Override"; PCR 605, "I,lmit
Computed Body-rate Magnitude during TVC"; PClt 643, "ENTRY
I)AP Compensation for Poor Alignment, " With thc pages adds.d,
GSOP Section 3 (Itev 3) becomes the control document both for
COI,OSSIIS 1(ltev237) antifor COIX)SSUS IA tRey 249). Note
thattim control document fop COLOSSUS 2 begins with Rev 4;
consequently, Rev 3 must be retained as the control document

D for COLOSSUS 1 and 1A.
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Date. April 1989

REVISION INDEX COVER SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. R-577 Title, For Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar
Missions Using Program COLOSSUS 2
(MANCHE 45, Rev, 2)

Sectinn No, 3 Tit],}: Digital Autopilots (Revision 5)

R_vislon 5 incorporated th¢_ following NASA/MSC approved
changes and was publlshed as page chanties to GSOP Section
3 (Rev, 4), PCR 220, "COLOSSUS Entry I,ogie Modifications";
PCR 747_ "Remove TVC DAP Initial Attitude Errors"; PCR
78fl,"Fix P83 Logic"; PCR 787, "TVC Data Correction," With
the pages _ubstttuted, GSOP Section 3 became the control
document for COLOSSUS 2 (MANCHE450 Rev. 2).
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Date. April 1969

REVISION INDEX COVER SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. R-577 Title. For Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar
MiesionB Using Program COLOSSUS 2A

Section No, 3 Title: Digital Autopilots (Revision 6)

Revision 6 incorporated the following NASA/MSC approved
changes and was published as page additions to OSOP Section

3 (Rev, 5): .PCR 275, "Change Selective Max RCS Rate from
4'/see to 2 /see"; PCR 749, "TVC DAP initial errors, CSM
alone." With the pages added, GSOP Section 3 became the
control document for both COLOSSUS 2 and 2A,
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Date: August 1989

!

REVISION INDEX COVER SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. R-577 Title: For Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar
Missions Using Program COLOSSUS 2C

,St:ction No. 3 Title: Digital Autopilots (It.t_visinn 7)

lit, vision 7 im_wpnratt.,d the follnwing NASA/MS(' appPnwM
¢,{lang¢+t4and btw.amt _.tht_ control document f_v C()I,¢r._,SUS 2(,:
PClt 204, "t,hang¢_s anti additions of ('hapl,:P _ eft ('{:)I.()SSIIS
(IStllt"i I_('lt '/il5, "ltevi_i'l'u ' VSONIII logic in ll20i'l lt{'lt ill0, ,
"YAW liAI _ ('l)li t4arnpllnll"l l_Cli till, "TV(' I)AP gain l_hanlud I
l'(,lt lilFi, "Digital autnlllhlt haPlil'l_tltl lrlltith_ Pnutlnv, "
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Date: October 1960

REVISION INDEX COVER SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. R-577 Title: For Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar
Miasion_ Uaing Program COLOSSUS 2D

S_tion No, 3 Title: Digital Autopilota (Revimion 8)

Revimion 8 incorporated neither NASA/MSC-approved
changes nor document_improvement changes, It wall
published as page additions to GSOP Section $ (aev. 7)
for the sole purpose of extending that document to
become the control document for both COLOSSUS 2C
and COLOSSUS 2D.
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Date: December 1989

|

REVISION INDEX COVI_R SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. R-577 Title, For Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar
Missions Using Program COLOSSUS 2D

Section No. 3 Title: DigitalAutopilots(Revision 9)

Revta ion ,q incorporated the following NASA/MSC- approved
change and was published as paae additions to GSOP Sectto_
3 (Rev, 8): PCR 984, Avoid Coarse Align during Saturn.
With the pages added Section 3 remained the control docu-
me, nt for COLOSSUS 2¢2 and became the final control
document for COLOSSUS 2D (MANCHE72 Rev. 3)
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Date: February 1970

REVISION INDEX COVER SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATION_ PLAN

GSOP No. R-577 Title: For Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar
Missionn Using Program COLOSSUS 2E

Section No. 3 Title: Digital Autopilots (Revision 10)

R_,vi_ion 10 incorporates the following NASA/MSC approved changes and becomes
the _ontrol document for COLOSSUS 2E.

PCR
(PCN*) TITLE

28,q Addition of MIN. IMP. from RHC

292 Add Time Display to V79

822 Delete Stroke Test

._-_ 887 Make R64 Y Rotation Fix

| 869 Rate Aided Optics Drive.

1020 Change Initial T_CEXEC Delay

.....--_-'zuu_' GSOP Sec. 3 Rev l0
Editorial Changes
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Daze: June 1970

t

REVISION INDEX COVER SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. R-577 Title: For Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar
Missions Using Program COLOSSUS 2E

Section No..q Title: DigitalAutopilots(Revision 11)

R_:vision11 is published as change pages to Section 3, Revision 10. With the pag_s
substituted,itbecomes the control document for COLOSSUS 2E (Revision I08).
The followingNASA/MSC approved changes are included inthisrevision.

PCR
(PCN':') TITLE

'1041 _'_ Add AVEGFLAG check in implementation
of PCR 984 ....

D
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Date: October 1970

3
REVISION INDEX COVER SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. I_-577 Title: For Manned CM Earth Orbital and
Lunar Missions Using Program
COLOSSUS 2E

So.ction 3 Title: Digital Autopilots (Revision 12)

ltevision 12 is published as change pages to Section 3 Revision 10, ll. With the
pag_s substituted it becomes the control document for COLOSSUS 2E (Rvv, 1O_).
The following NASA/MSC approved changes arc included in this revision.

PCI{
(I'CN)* TITLE

=* 1103' Section 3 Rev 12 GSOP Changes
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Date: February 1071

1

REVISION INDEX (_OVER SHEET _,

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN ].

!
GSOP No. R-577 Title: FoP Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar ,i

Missions Using Program COLOSSUS 3 !

Section No. 3 Title: DigitalAutopilets (Revision 13)

Revision 13 incorporates the followingNASA/MSC approved changes and becomes

the control document fop COLOSSUS 3.

PCR .,,
G'CN ") TITLE

318 Stfftwareworkaround for statefailuresof Channel 31, i

bits 15, 14, 13. a

878* New CSMMASS Update Logic

104!) CSM Automatic Rendezvous Sequence (MINKEY) |

1051 Un Lyersal Pointing

I 1060 Allow DEADBAND selection via N79 During Options 0, 1,
4, and 5 of P20

1069, 1 Delete Rendezvous and Orbit Navigation Tests for Earth "
Orbit

1081::' Coding Change to Fix Anomaly COM 44 (DisabledDACs in

S40.6) _,

1083' Improvement to DEADBAND selection via N79 During Option
0, 1, 4, and 5 of P20

1089"' NEEDLER Initialization after coarse align

1090Rl::, 3 AXISFLG Resetting
I

1138' Sect 3 Rev 13 GSOP Changes
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Date' March 1972

REVISION INDEX COVER SHEET

GUIDANCE SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN

GSOP No. R-577 Title. For Manned CM Earth Orbital and Lunar Missions

Using Program COLOSSUS 3.

Section No. 3 Title. Digital Autopilots (Revision 14)

t
Revision 14 does not reflect a change in the COLOSSUS 3

Program. Rather, it contains technical and editorial changes

which improve the quality of the document. These changes have

been indicated by a series of dots in the margin, and authorized by

PCN I191'.

In addition, _ome PCRs not completely implemented in

previous revisions have been added. These are indicated by bars

and by the notation on the bottom of the page.
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SECTION 3

DIalTAL AUTDPILOTS

3, I INTRODUCTION ,

Within separate sections of the command-module computer (CMC), COLOSSUS
Program, three digital autopilots (DAPs) perform the stabilization and cont'rol required
for CSM coasting flight, CSM powered flight, and CM entry:

a. The reactlon-control-system digital autopilot is described in subsection 3.2,
The RCS DAP is the means by which the primary guidance, navigation, and
control system (PGNCS) maneuvers the command and service module (CSM)
during the free-fall phases of the mission -- with, and without, the lunar
module (LM) attached,

b, The thrust-vector-control digital autopilot is described in subsection 3, 3.
The TVC DAP is the means by which PGNCS stabilizes and controls the
attitude of the CSM (or CSM/LM) during service-propulsion-system (SPS_

thruoting.

c, The ENTRY DAP (subsection 3, 4) provides the means for controlling the
attitude of the command module (CM) after separation from the service
module (SM),

In addition to the primary autopilots, a SATURN takeover function (subsection

3,5) is prov!ded by which PGNCS can issue rate-command signalsto the S-IVB
autopilot.

3.I,i Astronaut Interface

3. I. I. I Normal Hardware Interfaces

The activationof any DAP or SATURN-control function,as well as itsinterfaces
with other programs, is governed by the major mission program in progress. (See
COLOSSUS GSOP, Section 4.) Astronaut initiationof a DAP function,except for the

RCS DAP FREE mode, requires thatthe PGNCS inertialsubsystem (ISS)be in the

inertialmode (evidenced by the absence of the NO ATTITUDE indication)and thatthe
SC CONT switch be in the CMC position. The RCS DAP can be used in the FREE mode,
independent of ISS status. In addition,crew controlof DAP operationis effectedas
follows:

CMC MODE Switch Position. -.

AUTO ..... Commands RCS DAP automatic mode
HOLD ..... Commands RCS DAP attitude-holdmode
FREE ..... Commands RCS DAP free mode

RotationalHand Controller _RHC),-- Six dlscretes command angular rotation
during operation ofRCS DAP and during SATURN control.

Translation Hand Controller (THC). -- Six discretes command translationaccel-
erations during operation of RCS DAP.

Minimum Impulse Controller(MIC).-- Six discretes command rotationalminimum
impulses during operation of RCS DAP in the free mode.

' Note that the RCS DAP responds to all three hand controllers, as well as to mode-switch selectlon; the SATURN-control function responds only to the RHC. All other

, _ 3. I-I
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I
DAPs aperate independent of CMC MODE selection and of manual inputs. Should the

SC CONT switch be moved from the CMC position, PGNCS control :_111 terminate and

will attempt to resume when the switch is returned to CMC. Steerlng accuracy,

however, may be downgraded.

The crew also has (_ccess to DAP padload eraaables: as normal procedure, the

crew will be responsible for selecting MANEUVER rates and deadbands for the RCS

I)AP; in certain instances, the crew may be responsible for changing gains and filter

coefficients for the TVC DAP.

For normal activity, the DAP data input, display, and verification are mech-

anized through a single extended verb (V48). This verb sequences through three noun

displays (N460 I_i47, N48), comprising all data that the crew Is normally responsible

tot'. Thcs_ nouns _re described in detail in the appropriate subsections for the

individual DAPs.

3.1.1.2 Backup Software Interfaces.

| The CMC MODE switchand SC CONT switch interface with the AGC via

channel 31. If, due to a hardware failure, the SC CONT switch or CMC MODE !

switch is not recognized by the AGC, the ceew has the ability to specify the

desired mode of operation by a software workaround. An erasable (C31FLWRD)

is examined by the AGC to determine if the channel representations of the CMC

MODE switch, SC CONT switch, OPTICS MODE switch, or OPTICS ZERO

** switch are to be used or if backap indications are to be used.!
, The erasable is of the form A00D08.

Digit D is used with reference ito the optics switches and is discussed in

Se'ction 2 of the GSOP.

If A = 0 or 4, the CMC MODE SWITCH and SC CONT SWITCH indications

are assumed valid. Other values of A cause the AGC to use A as a back up in-

- dication as shown in the following table: -_"

• " A value Meaning .......

. I G&N control FREE

2 G&N control ATT. HOLD

3 G&N control AUTO

5 SCS control FREE

6 SCS control ATT. HOLD

7 SCS control AUTO

3.1-2
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I)|glt A of C31FLWRD should be padloadeci zero. If the astronaut dcslres

I to use the backup software workaround for mode selection, ke should load digit

A of C31FLWRD via V21 N01 to a value shown in the above table,,

3.1.2 Automati." Transitions in Operat/ng Mode

RCS DAP turn on is a manual procedure via the DSKY and is described in

subsectt_.n 3.2.

TVC DAP operation is governed by program control (P40). At Ignltton time,

the SPS-thrustlng program automatically suspends RCS DAP cont_-ol and initiates the

TVC DAP. At bu_'n termlnat/_n, the program transfers _ontrol back to the RCS J)AP.

ENTRY DAP operation is governed by t_e P60 pragrams. Once the RC_ DAP has |

positloned the spacecraft in the CM-SM separation attitude, separation h_.s occurred,

and this has been acknowledged by the crew via the DSKY, the mission program

automatically suspends RCS DAP operation, and ENTRY DAP controls CM attitude

during the remainder of the mission. (For the definitive and _p-to-date description

of the mlssion-control sequence, see COLOSSUS GSOP Section 4.)

t

3.1-3
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3.2 REACTION CONTROl, SYSTEM DIGITAL AUTOPII,OT S

" The Reaction Control System Digital Autopilot (RCS DAP) provides attitude
'rod translation control for all three axes of the CSM during nonthrusting phases of

flight. The DAP receives and processes data from various internal and external

sources. Included among these are the keyboard routines that affect the autopilot,

the panel switches and Imnd controllers, the IMU-CDU an_,les, and the internal

steering commands for controlling automatic maneuvers. The DAP, in turn, issues

jet-on and jet-off commands to the reaction jets on the s'_rviee module,through nut-

putChannels 5 and 6, and ,;eneratesattltude-errnrsignalsfor displayon the flight- •l

director-attitude-indicator(FDAI) err,_rmeters.

3.2. l Modes of O,)erations

The RCS DAP may operate in one of three modes selected by the crow wa

theCMC MODE switch. These modes can he summarized as fallows:

, i. FREE Mode

a. Rotational hand controller (RItC) commands are treated as

minimum impulse commands. Each time the RIIC is movc,d out of o
detent, a singh, 14-ms firing of the control j(,ts results on _at'h of
tho ax(_s vemrnandcd.

b. If there are no RHC commands, minimum-impulse controller (MIC)

commands are processed. Each time the MIC is moved out of detent, a

single 14-ms firing of the control jets results on each of the axes com-
manded.

c. If neither RHC nor MIC commands are present, the SIC will drift

freely.

ii. _OLD Mode

a. If there are no RHC commands, the S/C will be held about the attitude

reached upon switching to HOLD or upon termination of a manual rotation.

b. RHC commands override attitude hold and res_.t in rotations at a

predetermined rate (as specified by N46) on each of the appropriate con-

trol axes* for as long as the RHC remains out of detent. When the RHC

returns to detent in all three axes, all angular rates are driven to within

a deadband; attitude hold ts then established about the new S/C attitude.

c. MIC commands are ignored.

*The controlaxes are rotated,with respect tothe naviga' Jn base axes, by -7.25 deg
about XNA V. This rotal_onalignsthe controlaxes withthe RCS jetaxes. Specifically,

the Y-control ares isparallelto a linejoiningRCS jetQuads B and D, and the
**Z-control axis isparallelto a lineJoiningRCS jetQuads A and C.

Refer to paragraph 3.I.I.2 for a discussionof the backup software workaround
for mode selection. Inthe followingparagraphs, allreferences to mode selection
via the SC CONT switch or CMC MODE switch apply equallyto the analogous mode ,'
selectionvia the backup software workaround.

3.2-1 ::
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ill.AUTO Mode

a. Ifthere are no RIIC commands, the DAP accepts rate and attitude "_I
commands from the automatic steering routines to bring the SIC tn tile •

desired attitude at the specified rate,

b. RHC commands override automatic maneuvers and are interpret_,d

,'israte commands (as in ii.b.above). When RHC comm:md ceases.

automatic maneuvers are not immediately resumed, but rather attitude

hold is established about the new orientation. The automatic maneuwr

can be resumed only by astronaut actionvia the DSKY.

c. In the absence of automatic-maneuver commands, tile DAP functions

exactly as in the attitude-holdmode.

d. MIC commands are ignored.

Translation hand controller(THC) commands willbe accepted in any mode and

willbe combined with the rotationcommands whenever possible. In the event of n

quad failure, however, rotation control will assume priority over translation; i.e.,

translationswillbe ignored ifthey would induce rotationsthatcannot be compensated

by RIIC (or automatic) commands or ifthey would cancel a desired rotation. The crew

is responsiblefor performing ullagewiti_the THC and by the selectionand management

of _-X -translationquads as described below.

3.2.2 Crew Control of RCS DAP Configuration

3,2.2.1 DSKY Operation

VERB 48: Load DAP_ Data

Most of the DAP variables over which the crew has controlare loaded by means

of Verb 48, which is normally executed before the DAP is turned on for the firsttime

and any time thereafterthatthe crew wishes to change or update the data. (Chan_-

in_ the rate data, however, has no effecton KAI,CMANU once the maneuver begins.)

Verb 48 willdisplay, successively, three nouns for loading and verification:

NOUN 46, NOUN 47, and NOUN 48.

NOUN 46 -- Registers I and 2 each display fiveoctaldigits(l_egister3 is blank):

Register 1 [ Config. [ XTAC [ XTBD I DB ] RATE ]

Configuration: 0 -- no DAP is requested

1 -- CSM alone

2 -- CSM and LM

3 -- SIVB, CSM and LM (SIVB control)

6 -- CSM and LM (ascent stage only)

3.2-2
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( XTAC: X-translationsusing Quads AC
O -- Do not use AC

I -_ Use AC

XTBD: X-translations0 -- DousingQuadSnotuse BDBD .Ill(

I -- Use BD

DB: Angular Dendhand fop Attitude llold and Automatic Mnnouvors
t

' 0 -- ± 0.5 deg

I -- ± 5,0 deft

RATE: Rate Specification for RtlC in IIOLD or AUTO M,)ch. and f,w
KALCMANU-supervised Automatic Maneuvors

0 -- 0.05 deg/see

I -- 0,2 deg/sec

2 -- 0.5 deg/sec

3 -- 2.0 deg/sec

AC Roll: Roll-Jet Selection

1 -- Use AC Roll

0 -- Use BD Roll

h

Quad A, Quad B, Ouad C, Quad D: _uad fails

1 -- Quad operational •

0 -- Quad has failed

NOUN 47 -- Two-decimal components

Register 1: CSM weight in pounds.

Register 2: LM weight in pounds.

The moments of inertiaand other pertinentparameters are stored in

the CMC as a functionofthe keyed-in weights.
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NOUN 48 -- Two-decimal components, used for TVC DAP only.

Register 1: Pitch-trim gimbal offset, in 1/100 degree .

Register 2: Yaw-trim gimbal offset, in 1/100 degree

To initialize or chang,_ the operation of the DAP, the Verb 48 procedure is

normally used. The logic of Verb 48 decodes each of the nouns and, on the basis of

its value, initializes a number of DAP variables. Direct loading of one of the nouns

(via Verb 24, for instance) would not cause the noun to be decoded and, therefore,

would not be an effective means of altering DAP operation.

Verb 48 should not be executed while the TVC DAP is on (during powered

flight). An attempt to execute Verb 48 while the TVC DAP is running will cause the

operator-error light to go on and will have no further effect.

VERB 40: Establish G&N Control

After V_rb 48 has been completed, Verb 46 may be executed to establish

autopilot control of the S/C. If the configuration digit is "1," "2," or "6," and if the

TVC DAP is not running, the RCS DAP will begin initialization. Should the IMU be

on and usable, the RCS DAP will become fully operational in slightly over 1.7 sec-

ond. If the configuration digit is "3," RHC commands are sent to the S-IVn autopilot

and steering jets for manual rate control. If the configuration digit is "0, 't execu-

tion of Verb 46 will terminate the RCS DAP and the SATURN Takeover Function.

During TVC DAP operation, execution of Verb 46 will not affect the RCS

DAP, which is not then operational. Tt_e significance of executing Verb 46 during

TVC operation is described in subsection 3.3.

VERB 49: Start Crew-Defined Maneuver

Verb 49 calls R62, the crew-defined maneuver routine. As described in

Section 4 of this GSOP, R62 provides the crew with the ability to specify a final

vehicle attitude. This attitude can be achieved by means of a KALCMANU-

supervised attitude maneuver. (A detailed description of the coasting-flight attitude

maneuver routine is presented in Subsection 3.6. ) '

VERB 58: Resume Tracking or Rotation
$

*• Routine 61, the TrackmgAttitude Routine, provides the DAP with the informa-

tion required to automatically track during options 0, 1, 4, and 5 of P20*. When-

ever R61 requires an attitude maneuver-either dt, e to a pointing-angle error**

•* greater than 10° for options 0 or 1, or due to a gtmbal-angle error** _"

•• 10° for options 4 or 5--the routine will check the VSON18FL flagbit and, if it is

set, will call the attitude maneuver routine (R60). If the V50N18FL flagbit is not

See Section 4 of GSOP for a description of these options.
** Pointing-angle error is the angle between the specified axis (when the vehicle

is at the center of the commanded deadband) and the dtrectton of the desired LOS;
•i gimbal-angle error is the angle between the desired CDU and the center of the .
• commanded deadband.•

3.2-4
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set. the UPLINK ACTY light will be lit, new tracking commands will not be commu-

nicated to the DAP. and the DAP will continue to maneuver with the last computed

tracking commands. V50N18FL is set by calling P20 initially (rendezvous flag not

set or V37E20E keyed when P20 is the present major mode) or by keying V58E. It I

is also set in R00 far any V37 except P00. It is reset by all R61 exits. !

When Rfl0 is called, it produces a flashing V50N18 and displays the desired glin- t

bal angles. For options 0 and 1, a PRO in response to the VSONlfl will cause the execu- I

tion of the VECPOINT routine; and, for all options, the PROCEED will result in a check i

to vcrifythat the SC CeNT switch is in CMC and the CMC MODE switch is in AUTO. Ifthe_;e •

two switches are so placed, the maneuver is executed via KALCMANU; otherwise.
f

lift0 does not proceed with the maneuver, but continues to display VSONISt on the DSKY.
@

An ENTR r¢_sponse to V50NI/t causes RflO to he exited. •

If automatic tracking is interrupted by RttC activity, the flag bit STIKFI,AG

is s_)t. This inhibits tracking commands and puts the DAP into an attitude-hold

mode: when the stick is undefleeted. VERB 58. in addition to setting V50N18FI,.

also resets STIKFLAG; thus, the use of VERB 58 after RHC activity will re-

enable automatic tracking.

Routine It67, the Rotation routine:, provides the DAP with the

information required to automatically rotate the CSM during option 2 of P20.

If automatic rotation is interrupted by RlIC activity, the flag bit STIKFLAG is

set. This inhibits rotation commands and puts the DAP into an attitude-holdmode when the stick is undeflected. VERB 58 resets STIKFLAG; thus, the use

of VERB 58 after RHC activity will re-enable automatic rotation.

3.2.2.2 Attitude Error and Estimated Rate Displays

The RCS autopilot generates three types of attitude errors for display on the

FI_AI error meters. The modes of operation are designated as Mode 1, Mode 2 **

and Mode 3, and display the following quantities:

Mode 1) Autopilot phase-plane errors -- selected through the DSKY by V61E.

Mode 2) Total attitude errors with respect to the angles in N22 -- selected by

V62E.

Mode 3) Total astronaut attitude errors with respect to the angles in N17 --

3elected by V63E.

Mode 1 is provided as a monitor of the RCS DAP and its ability to track auto-

matic-steering commands. In this mode, the display will be zeroed when the CMC

MODE switch is placed in the FREE position.

Mode 2 is provided to assist the crew in manually maneuvering the spacecraft

to the attitude (gimbal angles) specified in N22. The attitude errors with respect to

these angles and the current CDU angles are resolved into RCS control axes.

| ,3.2-5 :
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Mode 3 is provided to assist the crew in manually rnaneuvering the spaceeratt

to tile attitude .gimbal angl,-,_) specified in N17. The attitude errors with respect to

these angles and the current CI)U angles are resolved into RCS control axes.

In all three modes, the errors are updatcq every 200 milliseconds.

Verb I]0 is provided to load N17 with a snapsh)t of the current CI)I! angles,

synchronizing the Mode 3 display with the current S/C attitude, This verb can be

u_.ed at any time. N17 can also be loaded with values chosen by the crew, using

V25N] 7E.

It should he noted that the same ,met of dll_ltal-to-analog cnnvorters (DAC._)

ls used for e_)arse aligning the inertial platform and for driving the error needles.

After a t"oarse align has b,+o.n dime, several eraaables used In the needle drive

rt)utlrle mu++t I+e r+,-illitiali_.ed lost a bias error be intro,lt_+red in the nredle display.

If the coarse ali_n In done with the. CMC Mt)I)E switch in Fl{b+'E (_{:++Cf)NT awitf+h

in eithel _ t+rMC or S('S) the r,,-initialiv.ation of the era,_ah_es will not (wcur. In order

to pr_dt|,_o, the proper re-initialization, V4flE should be t<eye,I after the coarse

_. align is complete (N(3 ATT light off). A switch to lt()l,l) or AUTO will also produce
the proper re-initialization.

These displays wilt be available in any nod,: of operation (AUTO, HOLD, FI_EE)

and under either SCS or CMC control once the ltCS DAP has been initiated via V46E.

Mode 1, however, will be meaningful only in CMC AUTO or ttOLD, and all display -_

modes assume that the IMU is on and inertiaD] stabilized. The crew can preset an

attitude rceerence (desired gimbal angles_ into N] 7 at any time. A fuhctional diagram

of the attitude-error display modr: ,,. presented in Fig. 3.2.1.

3.2.2.3 Autopilot Operational Procedures
'A

3.2.2.3.1 Autopilot Torn-on Sequence. -- Before turning on the autopilot, the crew

• should perform the CSM DAP Data Load Routine (R03) (V48) and review or modify the da_ae

" displayed. For CSM-RCS DAP operation, the configuration code must be a "I," a "2, "

or a "6. " To activate the RCS DAP, the crew must then establish guidance and navi-

gation (G&N) control with V46E. If the SC CeNT switch is in CMC and the IMU is on

and usable, the DAI' will become fully operational within 1.7 see after V46E. If the SC

CeNT switch is placed in SCS or if the THC is rotated clockwise, the DAP will revert

to an id!e mode. In this mode, the DAP will not respond to any inputs, but will display
l

attitude errors, provided that the IMU is on and usable. When the SC CeNT switch ts

returned to CNIC, or the THC is returned to detent, the DAP will perform its start-up

sequence and become fully operational within 1.1 sec, provided the IMU is on and usable. '

If IMU power is off or if the IMU is on but is in the coarse-align or CDU-zero

mode, computer-Initiated jet firings will be inhibited when the CMC MODE switch is

in AUTO or HOLD. The AUTO and HOLD modes are disabled, therefore, under the _

3.2-6
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• pt C,I"BLA qK1,t0'Ii iL ll:',l
e_mditions statd_]a_h'[_4_AP will not respond, even t,l RHC, inputs. The autopilot

sets a flag bit indicating that re-initialization is required before the 1)AP can imcome

fully operational in the AUTO or HOLD mode. The FREE mode does not require all

l attitude reference in order to operate, and therefore the autopih_t can lie used in the

1_IliA, mode whether the IMU Is OFF or ON in any operational mode,

3, 2, 2, 3, 2 .Autopllot Transitions, -. Switch-over to the TVC DAP whun performing

an SPS burn-is accomplished under program control, Note that ullage must he initiated ii
and controlled by the crew, using the TttC, During tim transition to 'PVC, the ullage

jets will continue to fire until P40 shuts them off, At the end of the burn, RCS con-

trolIs automatically re-establishedwith wlde angular deadband. The transitionto the

ENTRY autopilotis also performed under program control.

3.2.2.3.3 Deadband Selection, -- Various programs in the CMC will select the angular

deadband of the autoptlot. When switching to minimum deadband, the programs will zero

the attitude error before collapsing the deadbande in order to save propellant. Note°

however° that the attitude hold reference may be changed. The programs also update the

deadhead code in N4{I, When any program terminates, the RCS-DAP deadband will be

restored to the value specified during the mast recent DAP data load {Verb 4H).

Ifthe crew wants to selectthe deadband, they may do so by displayingN4ll via

V4B and by changing the deadband code with V21, This procedure, however, does not

change the attitude reference, Therefore, when switching to minimum deadband, the (_M(,

MODE switch should be placed in FREE, in order to avoid the additionalfuelexpen(li-

ture0 and returned to HOLD or AUTO aftersettingthe deadband.
During P20 the contents of N79 are examined and used to determine the

deadband used during R61 and R67. The crew can selectany non-zero deadband

during these routines by loadingN79 appropriately. In order thatthe phase plane
#

retaingeometric similarity,the deadband loaded should be >0.46 deg. Loading

a zero deadband willresultin the use ofthe minimum deadband (0.5°). P20 initia-

tionpreloads N?9 with the deadband specifiedby R03. N79 is also used to determine

the rotationrate for R67. N79 is examined every pass through R61 and at the initia-

tionof rotationin R67.

3.2.2.3.4 AutopilotTurn-off. -- Normally, the DAP need not be deactivatedonce

itisturned on, For checkout, however, executing V46E with a "0" in the N46 con-

figurationcode turns offany jetsthatare on, turns offthe T6 clock, and idlesthe

autopilotcontrol interrupt(T5) in order thatno DAP coding willbe executed -- a

resultalso achieved by a computer fresh start (V36E). Executing V46E with a "3"

in the N46 configurationcode turns offjetsthatare on, turns offthe T6 clock, and

activatesthe SATURN takeover function.

3.9..3 RCS DAP Implementation

The RCS autopilothas four controlfunctions:

a. AttitudeHold and Rate Limiting

b. Automatic Maneuvering

t c. Manual Rate Control

d. Minimum Impulse Control

3.2-11
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The first of these control functions is shown by the block diagram of Fig. 3.2.2. -

The input to the logic Is a set of reference angles (adj , J = 1, 2, 3) correspondin_ to
desired outer-0 inner-, and middle-gimbal angles. These angles are then differenc_d

with the current CDU angles, and the result is resolved into the three control axes, using

the small-angle difference approximation in order to yield a set of body attitude errors

(%). The _lext step in the computation is to compare the attitude errors with a set of
J

estimated body rates (_t), also resolved into control axes. These rates are derived from
IMU timbal-angle differences, which ape transformed into corresponding body-angle

differences and smoothed by a second-order filter. For greater accuracy, the commanded

angular acceleration of the RCS jets (a j) is included in this computation. As a function
of attitude error and attitt, de rate, nonlinear switching functions in the phase-plane logic

are used to generate RCS _et-on time (7]) for each control axis. The rate-limiting
functitm is incorporated in the phase plane. A jet-selection logic is then used to combine

the rotation commands with the translation commands frnm the THC and to select the

individual jets to be fired. The actual control and timing of the RCS jets is accomplished

with the _id of the T6-interrupt structure of the computer.

Attitude maneuvers are implemented with exactly the same logic as that used in

_ttitude hold, except for the additional inputs shown in Fig. 3.2.3. One important differ-

ence is that the reference angles (%j) will, in general, be functions of time. Since the
steering programs, such as the attitude maneuver routine, generate these desired tim- _

hal angles with an _nterval (AT e) that is much greater than the autopilot sample rate

(AT s = 0.I see), a set of incremental angles (A%j's).are computed as follows: ,

AT s

A%(tn) = [Sd(tn+l)" E}d(tn)] _c ' (3.2-I)

The autopilotwillthen perform the followingangle additionsevery I00 ms:

8dx (N) = 8dx (N- I)+ Aedx (tn)

%y(N) =(}dy(N - I)+ Aedylt n) (3.2-2)

%z (N)--0dz (N- 11+ _0dz (in).

The steering programs also compute a set of c_mmandS/C rates (_dj),which are sub-
tracted from the measured body rates by the autopilot0and the resultsare used in the

phase-plane computations. This procedure allows the autopilotto maneuver the space-

craftsmoothly at the required rate. For proper attitudecontrol, the desired glmbal-angle

rates should be consistentwith _d_" In addition,the steering program may generate a set

of attitude-error biases (_t), which are added to the attitude errors in order to providetl

additional leao and prevent overshoot when starting and stopping an automatic maneuver

(especiallyKALCMANU-supervlsed maneuvers). NormaLly, the required lead is only -_'

1 to 2 degrees, but during high-rate maneuvers itcan be as much as 3.33 degrees. The

biases remain fixeduntilthe maneuver is completed, when they are reset to zero.

3.2-12 _:
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Note that when steering is completed, _d ' A_dj ' and _j are rosette zero, and, in effect,
tile autopilot reverts to attitude hold abou_ the final, desired glmbal angles.

I The manual-rate mode (as shown in Fig. 3.2.4) is implemented such that it will al._,_
utilize the phase-plane logic. Command rates (_¢j), resolved into control axes, are
computed on the bases of the Pate magnitude selected in N4fi and of the position of tile

RHC. Estimates of the actual body rates (_j), also resolved into control axes, are
provided by the rate filter. Command rate is subtracted from estimated rate in order

to give rate error (Wej):
A

= " _12jtdej Wj

The rate error is then used as one input to the phase plane.

The computation of attitude-error inputs for the phase plane is controlled by

three rate-damping flags, one for each control axis. Whenever there is any chang_ in

RHC position, all three flags are set. The flag for any axis is reset to zero when the

phase-plane point for that axis falls within the phase-plane deadzone for the first time,

since the flag was set. While any one of the three flags is set, the phase-plane atti-

tude-error inputs for all three control axes are set to zero. When all three rate-

damping flags are finally reset, the difference between command rate and unfiltered

measurement of S/C rate is integrated for all three axes in order to give a set of

cumulative mttitude error (eej), which will be used as the attitude-error input to the
phase plane:

e ffi
ej /(Wcj - _j)dt :f cj dt- _ dt.

This integrationis done incrementally inthe AGC. A set of commanded body-axis

angular increments (AOdj)over one DAP cycle is computed on the bases of the rate •
magnitude selected in N46 and the position of the RHC: •

_edj = At,where _cj

At = 0. I sec, the DAP cycle time.

Measured gimbal-angle changes (A _, AS, and At) over one DAP cycle are

transformed, using the K-matrix, into control axes in order to obtain a set of measured

body-angle changes (AAj), which are used as the integral of unfiltered S/C rates over
a DAP cycle:

dt = AAy ffi K Ae , 13.2-3)

J_z d _¢

(
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where

l

K = O cos tb cos _t sin _
i

0 -cos _bsin _' cos _' i

_'= _ -7.25deg(cf., footnote p. 3.2-1) '_

, _}, _J are the outer-, inn_r_ and middle-gimhal an_les,

Tile set of cumulative attitude errors (gej) is computed recursivPly:

{}el (t +At) _ 8ej (t) + AA dj - AAj.

All the gej _s are initialized to zero before the integration is initiated by the resnttin_
of the darnpteg flags.

% is used as the attitude-error input for the phase plane of each '_xt_. As is

done in attitude hold and automatic maneuvers, the phase-plane logic generate s jot-on

times (Tj) for each axis; these are used as inputs to the jet-selection logic as
described above.

Qualitatively, the action of the DAP after receiving a new RHC command is

( (1) to rate damp, i.e., drive S/C rate about each control axis to within a deadband

of the command rate, and(2), once this is done, to incorporate in the forward loop an

extra integration that will eliminate residual rate errors.

One particular consequence of the rate-damping feature is that, upon release

of the RHC, the angular velocity of the S/C is driven to near zero before attitude-hold

reference angles are picked up. This eliminates the fuel-consuming overshoot-and-

return characteristic of high=rate manual maneuvers using the SUNDISK DAP.

Another feature of the manual-rate mode is that of forced firings. Ordinarily,

when the phase-plane point lies in the deadzone, no jet firings are commanded. If :,:

either the 0.2-deg/sec or 0.05nteg/sec rate is selected, the phase-plane point initially

willfallwithinthe two-dimenslonal deadzone. Unless some special provision is made,
!

there will be a lag between command and response, since no firing will be commanded

until the attitude error has been integrated to a value large enough to move the phase-

plane point outside the deadzone. For narrow attitude deadband and 0.2-deg/sec rate,

the lag will be about 0.2 sec. For the same attitude deadband and the 0.05-dog/see

rate, the lag will be on the order of 10 sec. To eliminate this lag, the following pro-

vision has been made: Whenever there is a change in RHC position,bitsindicating

which axes have had a change in command are set for one, and only one, DAP cycle;
p,

whenever these bits are set for an axis, a firing will be forced in a direction such .;

3.2-17
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as to reduce the rate error for that axis, even should the error fall within the deadzone.

The effect of this provision is to provide the astronaut with immediate response fop

all RHC changes at all rates.

The manual-rate mode can be activated by RHC action when the CMC MODE

switch is in either AUTO or HOLD. Note that the manual-rate mode will take priority

over any automatic maneuver in progress, even should the CMC MODE switch be in

AUTO. When the stick is released, the automatic maneuver is not immediately

resumed, but rather the S/C remains in attitude hold about the manually acquired

attitude. The automatic steering can be re-established by proper DSKY procedures.

The minimum impulse control mode is the simplest of all the operational

mod_,s. 'rim logic is shown in Figure 3.2.5. RHC deflections are treated as

minimum impulse commands. If RHC commands are present the appropriate jet-on

commands (Zj) are set to the minimum impulse time (14 ms). Each deflection of
the IHIt! will produce another minimum impulse on the appropriate axes.

If MIC' commands are present (and RHC in detent), the corresponding rj's
ar_ set equal to the minimum impulse time (14 ms). Each deflection of the MI('

will produce another minimum impulse on the appropriate axes.

The mechanism for establishing the control reference of the autoptlot is a

multiple-purpose switch called HOLDFLAG. It has the following three states:

i. (+) Sample the CDU angles and store in {)dj (autoptlot reference angles) "_
before resuming attitude hold and resetting HOLDFLAG to "+0"

ii. (+0) Remain in attitude hold about previously established reference

angles (9d.)
]

iii.(-) Enable automatic steering.
#

HOLDFLAG is set to (+0) if IMGA[ > 75 ° .

HOLDFLAG is set to the '%" state by':

a. occurrence of RHC commands,

b. turn-on (freshstart) of autopilot,

c. SCS MODE selection,

d. FREE mode selection,

e. switch-over to HOLD mode from AUTO mode when performing
automatic maneuvers*, or by ....

f. improper IMU mode condition. _

*In t :::this case, HOLDFLAG is never actually set to "+, " but the logic functions as i.:!_:
if it were.

[] Revised COLOSSUS 3 3.2-18 _

['-lAdded GSOP # R-577 PCR # 1049 Rev, 1_=._4Date March 1972 !_o.
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To enable automatic control of tileautopilot,the steering programs set
@
• H_LDFI-AG to the"-" state, but this is done only after the CMC MO]_]_,' switch has beenQ

set to AUTO, the astronaut has indicated his desire to allow automatio control,

and the initial values of _dj' _dj' AOd ' {]j have been loaded by the automatic-maneu-J
vet routine (with interrupt'inhibited). Thereafter, HOLDFLAG is monitored by the

steering program in order to determine whether the automatic sequence has been

interrupted and, if so, to take appropriate action. For automatic maneuvers

initiated l_y II_0, the DSKY will flash a request to trim the S/C attitude to the re,

quired angles, For automatic tracking or rotation during I_20, however, the pro,

i Tracking Attitude l_utine (1:181)or tile RotationRautine (RflT) will

automatic_ally re-e_tablish tracking or rotation unless the .steering has been inter-

ruptetl I_.Vthe ot'currenee ot' RIIC' commands. Should steering have been interrt_ptod.

a VS_i: will re-establish the automatic tracking or rotation, provided that the i'M(:
AIrT/) rood,' ha_ been selected,

3.2.4 RCS DAP Program Design

3.2.4.1 Computation of Attitude Errors

1,'or automatic maneuvers and attitude hold, desired attitude is expressed in

gimbal angles Od, C/d, and _d' These angles are compared withthe actual gimbal

angle;s, and the differences computed to yield gimbal-angle errors.

Since the RCS jets work in the control axes p, q, and r, it is necessary to -,

resolve the gimbal-angle errors into control axes. For small errors, the

K-matrix used for angular-velocity transformation is also valid for angular
differences:

Pe "

qe = K 0 - 0d . (3.2-4)

" re ¢ " Cd

This yields formulas:

Pe = (_ " _d ) + (9 - 9d) sin ¢ (Roll Error)

qe = (9 - 9d ) cos ¢ cos _' + (¢ - Cd) sin _' (Pitch Error) (3.2-5)

re =-(Q- %) cosCsin_' +(¢-_,d )cOs_, (Yaw Error).
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The small-angle approximation involved is sufficiently accurate for the

purposes of the DAP, even though the K-matrix is updated only once per
second. During automatic maneuvers, a set of biases (_ x' By, and t3z)
is added to the attitude errors in order to compensate for the time

required for theS/C to change angular rate. The biases eliminate the pro-

blem of rate overshoot_ when a maneuver is started, and the problem !
of attitude overahoot_ when the maneuver is stopped. Thus, for auto- !

matte maneuve rs_ _

Pe " " ]

I
!

qe ,K O- Od + /3y , (3,2-fi)

re _ " _d /3z

Dur,tng manual-rate maneuvers, measured gimbal-angle changes

over one DAP cycle are transformed, using the K-matrix, into control

axes in order to obtain a set of measured body-angle changes, set
A

of desired changes (Agdj) for these control-axis quantities is computed
on the bases of the rate mr4nitude selected in N46 and the position of

the RHC:

Aedj At,= _dj

where

At = 0.1 sec, the DAP cycle time.

1
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Wlmnev_r rate damping, described above, is not in progress, a set of

cumulative attitude errors is computed reeursively: "'I.

[ Pe (t+._t) peR) "_adp _(t+_t) -. 6(t)

q_ It+At) _ qe (t) - _d * K _(t+At) - _(t) .
q

r e (t+_t) re(t) I A_j ¢(t+At) - _J(t)
• r "

3, 2.4, 2 Dleplay of Attitude Errors

The DAP provides inputs to the FDAI neealt_r, in order to permit monitor-

ing of it_ apc_ration during automatic maneuvers and attitude huld. There live

thr,._ _ display modes available:

Dts_,y...Mode 1. -- The _Jegattven of the attitude errors computed above

ar_._ displayed on the needler. For automatic maneuvers, this display is

sometimes called "maneuver following error," If the DAP is functioning

Pralmrly, these errors should remain within the deadband s_lected during

attitude hold_ automatic maneuvers, and manual-rate maneuvers.

Dts_p._ Mode 2. -- The attitude errors displayed ave computed as the

difference between the measured gimbal angles and the contents of Noun ').2 _.

(_c' ac' and $c ). These differences are resolved into control coordinates:

Pd 6c - 6

gc

qd • K @c " 9 . (3.2-7)

During R-60 automatic maneuvers, the contents of N22 (and N18) arc

set to the terminal attitude of the maneuver in order that the needles xvill

indfcat angles to be gained to completion of the maneuver.

Display Mode 3. -- The attitude errors displayed are computed as the

difference between measured gimbal angles and the contents of Noun 17

(_a' %' and _Ja ). The differences are resolved into control coordinates:

q

3.3-22
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Verb riO, which can he executed at any time, loads Noun 17 with a snap-

shot of the current CDU angles. Noun 17 can also he loaded directly by tlw

execution of V25N!7. The attitude specified in Noun 17 can be regained by

manually steertngthe ,qfl2such as to null the error needles,

3.2.4.3 Angular-rate Filter

The RCS digital autoptlot ts, by the very nature of digital machines, ,_

sampled-data process. Thus it must infer or estimate angular veloctt:,, from

a series of samples of the environment at discrete intervals. The inputs to

the rate estimator include timbal angles (attitude) and estimates of the con-

trol forces applied to theS/C by the RCS Jets (control acceleration). Both of

these quantities must be considered "noisy": IMU angles are perturbed by

uncertainties in the CDU counters and by quantization effects; S/C aceelera-

1_ are perturbed by Jet thrust and by random forces --
tions uncertainties in RCS

vehicle bending, vibration, fuel slosh, etc.

The design of the rate filter can be viewed in terms of Kalman filtering

techniques and can be derived as a set of recursive difference equations using

this approach. Given the derived attitude _ and the derived velocity _ at

time t 0, the state at some later time (t 1) is estimated by extrapolation:

//iA

@' (t 11 =_(t o) + _(t o) AT+ ul_ldT, (3.2-8)

"0

1
_' (t l) =_(t 0) + u (¢)d_', (3.2-9)

t o
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where U(T) = the control acceleration caused by jet firings, and '_
i

&T = t 1 - t 0 = 0, 1 see for the DAP.

Tile prime notation indicates the estimation just before the incorporation

of the measurement of current attitude.

After the state estimate is updated by this extrapolation, the estimated

attitude is compared to the measured anglos (_}, and the state estimate is

revised on the basis of the difference between the two values;

(t 1) _'_, (t 1) + W 1 (t 1) ['_ (t 1) - _' (tt)lo (3.2-10)

(t I) _-_' (t 1) + W2 {t l) ['_ (t 1) - _' (tt)]. (3.2-11)

The parameters W 1 and W 2 are weighting factors applied to the error in

adjusting the extrapolated values. These weighting factors represent a

measure of the relative confidence that one has in the extrapolated values as

opposed to the measured attitude figures. The selection of values for W

and W 2 to yield optimum performance depends on the statistical measures
of variance of _ and _, and is beyond the scope of this discussion. For the

DAP, the values can be selected in advance. After initialization {the first 1.1 sec

of operation}, the gains remain constant such that Wt(t) = K1, and W2(t) = K 2,
for t > 1.1. The exception is that during translations and high-rate automatic

or manual rotations the gains are set equal to higher, but still constant, values.

Translation gains take precedence over rotation gains. The numerical values

of the filter gains are shown in Table 3.2-I.

As implemented in the RCS DAP, Eq, 3o 2-10 and Eq, 3.2-11 appear in

slightly d:fferent form, If we define

X (t11 = u(_) de° (3.2-12)

to ;

t I t

y (ti) ._tf_ 0 u(_)d_, 13.2-13) .
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then Eq. 3.2-B and Eq. 3.2-9 become

it' (t 1) ,_(t o) +_(t o)AT +Y (11) , (3.2-14)

_' (t 1) = _ (t O) + X (11). (3.2- 15)

If we also define

p (t i) • _ (t1) - _, (tI ). _ (tI) - _ (to) - _ (to) AT - V (ill, (3 2-1_)

then _q, 3.2-1_ _,n,.! Eq. 3.2-11 become

(t 1) ,_' (t 1) +W l (t X) p (t 1); (3.2-17)

(t 1) =,_' (t t) + W 2 (t 1) p (11). (3.2-18)

If we add -_ (t 1) to both sides of Eq. 3.2-17,we obtain

(t 1) -"_ (11) = _, (t 1) -'_ (tl) + W 1 (tl)P(tt)0

(
e

or referring to Eq. 3.2-16,we have •

'_ (tl) - _ (tl) = [l - Wl(tl)) p (11). (3.2-19) ,

Substituting t o for t I in Eq. 3.2-19,we obtain

"e (t o) - _ (t o) = [1 - W 1 (to)] p (to). (3.2-20)

A

If we solve Eq. 3.2-16 for e (t 0) and substitute this result in Eq. 3.2-20,we obtain

p(t t) = [1 - W l (t0)]P(t O)-Au(t o) AT-Y (t l)+['_(t 1) -_(t0)]. (3.2-21)

The computation of p(t l) can be greatly simplified if we neglect the contribution due

to Y (tl). If we do this, the filter equations become:

p (t1) = [1 - w1 (to)]p (to) - 0 (to) AT + ('_(t1) - _'(to)]; (3 2-22)

tl

w(t l) •_(_0 ) +W 2 (t l) p(t 1) + u(_') dT. (3.2-23)
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TABLE 3, 2-I

DAP FILTER GAINS

1) Kalman Filter Gains

Time W1 W2 n

O. 1 O. 9342 8. 683

0.2 0.8151 4.817

O, 3 O. 6933 2. 955

O. 4 O. 59'T0 1. 985

O. 5 0. 5223 1. 422

O. 6 O. 4634 1. 060

O. 7 O. 4161 O. 832

O. 8 O. 3774 O. 666

O. 9 O. 3452 O. 545 "_-

1.0 O. 3180 O. 454

t> 1.1 O. 0640 O. 016 O. 40 O. 80 \
2) Normal Filter Gains

0.0640 0.016 0.40 0.80

3) High-rate-rotation Filter Gains

0.2112 0.1742 1.32 0.80

4) CaM-alone Translation Filter Gains

0.8400 3. 6000 6.00 0.70

5) CSM-dooked LM Translation Filter Gains

0.2 112 0. 1742 1.32 0.80
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Measured gimbal-angle changes (Li_, A0, and A;,j) over one DAP cycle

are transformed, using the K-matrix, into control axes in order to obtain
a set of measured body-angle changes.

Although Eq. 3.2-22 and Eq. 3.2-23 were derived for a planar problem,

they can be expanded to three axes if we make the small-angle approximation:

,XAx"_ _(tl ) - _(to)

LiAy = K (t o ) O(t1) . o(t0) , (3.2-24)

LIAT, _(tI)-_(to)

where

m l

l sin _ (t O) 0

K (t o) - 0 cos ¢ (tO) cos_' (t O) sin_' (t o) ,

o -cos _ (to) sin _' (to) cos_' (to)
(i - -

_' = ¢ -7.25deg,

and

_, 0, _ arethe measured outer-, inner- and middle-gimbal angles.

Substituting _ for 0_(tl ) - 9*(t 0) in Eq. 3.2-22, we obtain the filter equations
as programed in the autopilot-"

A

Px(tl) ffi(1 - W 1 (to)) Px (t o) " _x (to) LIT +LiAx; (3.2-25)

^ tlA

_x (tl) -- _x (to) + W2 (tl) 0x (tl) +/ ux (_") dT, (3.2-26)¢/
t o

with similar equations for the Y and Z axes.

t
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Since the thrust of an RCS jet is assumed to be constant, the control
t

acceleration integral reduces to CAtf, where C is a constant and Atf is the /

single-jet operation jet-on time* calculated during the interval to < t < t r

Tile K-matrix is updated every 10 cycles, or once per second.

The result of this estimation procedure can be represented as a second-

order linear sampled_data system with the block diagram of Fig. 3.2.6. The

input[AA(Zflis the measured "body angle" difference over the previous sample

period. The output is _(Z), the estimated body rate; and X(Z) is defined by

ttle Z-transform of Eq. 3.2-12. In steady-state operation0 one can define

an equivalent damping ratio, (_) and a natural frequency (_n) for this filter.

To a goad approximation, they may be defined:

W 1

i The filtergains used by the DAP are shown in Table 3.2 -I. The Kalman

gains are used during the firstsecond of operation in order to speed up the

initializationof the filter. The bandpass is initiallyset very high and gradually _

reduced to the nominal value. For normal operation,_n • 0.4 radian/sec,

and _ = 0.8. The higher filter gains are used when performing maneuvers "

at the 2-deg/sec rate and, also, during translation. During 2-deg/sec

maneuvers and CSM-LM Docked translations, _n ffiI.32 radians/sec and

•o _ ffi0.8 ,"during CSM alone translations,_n • 6.0 radians/see and _ ffi0.7.

Figure 3.2. 7 shows the filterresponse obtained from an all-digitalsimulation

for a step inputof 4 deg/sec. _ae four curves represent the response for

each of the filtermodes of operation.

The rate flRer provides virtualisolationofthe DAP from various noise

sources and undesirable perturbations,includingS/C vibration°vehicle

bending, and CDU quantization,and enables the autopilotto establishextremely

low-rate minimum-impulse limit cycles. Although a penalty is paid in

terms of a rather slow response time, performance is, in fact, adequate

for the maneuver rates involved.

*Ate is the duration that a single jet must be fired in order to attain a desired
rotational impulse about a given axis. If two Jets are used for the rotation, both
will be fired for a duration Atf/2. When one Jet is used, Atf can range between
14 and 100 ms. When two Jets are used, however, the firing time (Atf/2) must
still be in the range 14 to 100 ms; the value of Atf would, therefore, range

between 28 and 200 ms. - ._
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3.2.4.4 Phase-plane Switching Logic

For attitude hold, automatic maneuvers,and manual-rate maneuvers, rnte

limiting and attitude control are performed by a nonlinear switchinR logic.

Attitude errors, which are assumed to be small, are calculated and resolved

into control axes, Rates are derived in control axes by the ratf, filter.

The dynamics of the switching logic for a _ingle axis can best be under-

stood by interpretation in the phase plane (See FiR. 3.2. _i).The horizontal

axis is attitude error; the vertical axis is angular-rate error. Paths of zero

acceleration are horizontal lines, and paths of constant acceleration are

parabolas.

In attitude-hold mode, consider what happens when the vehicle begins

in the state represented by the point A. Since the velocity is positive, the

state moves to the right until it reaches the decision line at B. The DAP tlm_l

fires RCS jets to drive the rate to zero. To allow for vehicle torque-to-

inertia ratios that are greater than those assumed by the autopilot and to pro-

vent overshoot in this case, the desired impulse is intentionally reduced by

20 per cent. In the normal case, this means that the rate change falls short

of the desired rate line, producing an over-damped response. The state drops

only to point C and moves more slowly toward the decision line. Due to delays

in the rate filter, line CD will not be perfectly straight, but will approach the

( correct rate value gradually. When the decision _.tne is hit again, at point D,
the cycle repeats. Because the firing time can never be less than 14 ms,

the state will eventually cross the decision line close enough to zero to over-

shoot on the next jet firing. The state will then move left (since the velocity

is now negative) all the way across the deadband to point F. Jets will fire

to drive the rate in the opposite direction, overshooting again to point G. The

end result is the minimum-impulse limit cycle EFGH. This limit cycle is

encouraged by the flat region in the decision lines where they cross the attitude-

error axis.

A summary of decision areas and responses is given in Table 3.2-II of

Fig. 3.2.8 for the top half of the phase plane. The bottom half functions

symmetrically with respect to the origin. Note that from decision areas 2

and 5 the rate is driven to the hysteresi s lines +HSLOPE or -HSLOPE in

order to ensure that the deadband is entered even should the impulse be short

by as much as 20 per cent.

The width of the rate-limit deadband is fixed at 0.2 deg per second. The

astronaut can either select maximum (5.0 deg) or minimum (0.5 deg) angular

deadband through the DSKY, by executing Verb 48 and changing the appropriate

component of Noun 46 when it is displayed.

(.
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Automatic maneuvers are implemented by exactly the same logic as that

used in attitude hold, except that the inputs are rate error and attitude error.
The rate coordinate represents the difference between tlae actual rate and the

rate specified by the maneuver routine. Of course, the desired attitude will

change for each cycle of the DAP during execution of a maneuver. In prac-

tice, the automatic-maneuver routines calculate new attitudes only periodically.

A set of angle increments is also calculated. The DAP uses these incremental

angles to interpolate desired attitude angles between computation cycles of the

maneuver routines, such that smooth transition from one attitude to the next

is achieved.

Manual rate maneuvers also use the phase-plane logic, with rate ,_rr,)r

and attitude error as inputs. The computation of error quantities durittg

manual rate maneuvers is described in paragraph _. 2.3.

3.2.4.5 RCS DAP 3st Selection Logic

The RCS DAP executes rotations and translations of the S/C by means ,_f

the 16 RCS Jets located on the forward end of the service module. Those jets

are clustered in four quads, lettered A-D, four jets to a quad. Quads A and (:

are aligned with the yaw-control (Z) axis. (See footnote on page 3.2-1.)Quads l_

and D are aligned with the pltch-control(Y) axis. Jet configurationand

i numbering is shown in Fig. 3.2.9.

Rotations alone, about a given axis, or translatlonsalone, along a given

axis,are normally executed with a pair of jets--one each on opposing quads

(AC or BD). A singlejet firingwillresultin both a rotationand a translation.

Thus, fuelis conserved by combining rotationswith translationswhenever

posslble, Figure 3.2.9 shows thatX-translationscan be combined with pitch-

axis rotations,uslngQuads AC; X-translationscan be combined with yaw-axls

rotations,using Quads BD; Y-translationscan be combined with roll-axis

rotations,using Quads AC; and Z-translations can be combined with r,_11-axis

rottflons,using Quads BD.

Pitch and yaw rotationsandY- and Z-translationsare peculiar to a single

pair of quads. Roll and X-translations can be performed using eitherquad

pair. The crew can selecteitheror both quad pairs for X-translation and can

select one pair or the other, but not both t for roll. .

Provision is made for informing the computer, via Verb 48, of quad

failures when one or more of the Jets in a quad have failed. In the event of

a quad failure, the computer will not attempt to fire the jets in that quad,

but will compensate for the reduction of control torque when performing
!

Ib ' ii
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attitude maneuvers. This feature of the quad-fail logic can be used for

t fuel management and the attainment of single-jet rotational control for

minimizing propellant consumption in attitude, hold. Because of tile reduc-

tion in overall control authority, however, some of the translational

capabilities of the system must be sacrificed to permit attitude stabilization.

Should one or more Jets in a quad be disabled or failed and it be desired |inot to inactivate the entire quad, quad-failure information need not be com-
l

muntcated to the computer. The autopilot will continue to function but at

reduced efficiency.

The logic that combines rotations with translations generates two con-

trol words during each autopilot cycle: Word 1 contains jet commands for

rotations andtranslations combined; Word 2 contains jet commands for

translation only. The logic incorporates the quad-fallur_ information as

follow s:

t. Command Word 1.--Rotations and Translations Combin,_d

a. Pitgh Word._. -- X-translations are ignored if Quad A or C

has failed; astronaut should shift to BD quads for X-translations.

b. Yaw Word. -- X-translations are ignored if Quad B or D has

failed; astronaut should shift to AC quads for X-translations.

i e. AC Ro11
I. Y-translations are ignored if Quad A or C has failed. A

shift to BD roll may make the translatlon possible. (See below, )

2. Z-translations are accepted tn spite of Quaff B o1"D failure

unless the resulting torque cancels desirer" roll torque, This can

happen only if a single jet is use _ for roll:

a) Case 1. -- Should one-Jet roll be a re_ml_ of f_ilure

on Quad A or C, the Z-translation cannot: be done unt_,l the

roll maneuver h_ts been completed.

b) Case 2 .-Should one-jet rollbe a re__-'Itof csmb!ning

rollwith a Y-translati',.%the Y-trans)_tion must he completed

befer_ the Z-trauslat_,on car. be done,

d. BD Roll

t. Z-tr_mlations are ignored if Quad B or D has failed. A

shift_o AC -'oli _ay make the translationposs_ble.(See above. )

2. "Y-tran,;tationsare accepted in spiteof Quad A or C failunless

the resultingtorque cancels desired rolltorque. This can

happen only i_ a singi,: jet is used for roll:

3.2-3 !i
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a) Case 1. -- Should ;-jet roll be a result of failure of --.

Quad B or D, the Y_translation cannot be done until the roll •

maneuver has been completed.

b) Case 2. -- Should one-jet roll he a result of combining

roll with a Z-translation, tile Z-translation must be com-

pleted before the Y_translation can be done.

The net result of the logic of command-word 1 is that rotations will be

attempted regardless of quad fails. Translations are accepted only if their

execution will not adversely affect the execution of rotations. In some cases,

translations can be enabled by judicious choice of rail quads and X-translation

quads. In other case_, q_,id fails can force the postponement or rejection of

translations. Ttle logic c,f command-word 2 is somewhat simpler, since only

translations are involved:

tt. Command-Word 2.-- Translations Only

a. y- and Z-trassl,_lona

I. Should AC rollbe selected, Z-translationswould be accepted

regardless of Quad B or D fails;Y-translatlonswould be rejected

inthe case of Quad A or C fails.

2. Should BD rollbe selected, Y-translationswould be accopted
!

regardless of Quad A or C fails;Z-translationswould be rejected

inthe case of Quad B and D fails.

b. X-Translations

I. Were one quad of a pair failed by the astronaut, neither

quad would firein response to X-translation requests. The astro-

naut should selectunfailedquads for X-translations.

Implementation of jetselectioninthe jet-selectionphase of the DAP is by

means of a table look-up procedure. Two sets of four tableseach are pro-

vided. The firstset {Tables 3.2-111through 3.2-VI).glvesrotationsand transla-

tionscombined; the second set {Tables 3.2-VII through 3.2-X) gives translations

only. Entries are included for quad fails,where appropriate, and a torque

parameter is included to indicatethe directionand magnitude of the resultant

torque. This parameter isused both in the calculationof jet-ontime interms

of the actual number of Jets fired and in evaluating the effects of quad fails on

the resultant torque.

8
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TABLE 3.2-III

( JET SELECTION FOR PITCH ROTATIONS -- QIIADS AC

Item Pitch X-Translation Quad Fall Jets TorqueJ

l 0 0 None O

2 + 0 1,3 2

3 0 2.4 "2

4 O _ 1,2 f)

5 + + 1 1

6 + 2 -I

7 0 " 3,4 0

8 + 3 I

9 - 4 -I

I0 0 A None 0

11 + A 1 l

12 - A 4 -I

13 0 C None 0

14 + C 3 1

15 - C 2 -I

( TABLE 3.2-IV

JET SELECTION FOR YAW ROTATIONS -- QUADS BD

Item Yaw X-Translation Quad Fail Jets Torque

1 0 0 None 0 ,

2 + 0 5, 7 2

3 - 0 6,8 -2

4 0 + 5, 6 0
5 + + 5 I

6 + 6 -1

7 0 - 7.8 0

8 + - '7 I

9 - 8 -1

10 0 B None 0

II + B 5 1

12 - B 8 -1

13 0 D None 0

14 + D ? I

15 - D 6 -I
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TABLE 3.2-V

JET SELECTION FOR ROLL ROTATIONS -o QUAD AC

Item Roll Y-Translation Quad Fail Jets Torque
,w,

I 0 0 None 0

2 + 0 13, 15 2

3 0 14, lfi -2

4 0 + 13,14 0

5 + + 13 l

6 + 14 - I

7 0 15, 15 0

8 + - 15 1

,q - lfl -I

10 0 A None 0

11 + A 15 1

12 A 14 -1

13 0 C N_ne 0

14 + C 13 1

15 - C 16 -1

TABLE 3.2-VI "_

JET SELECTION FOR ROLL ROTATIONS -- QUADS BD

Item Roll Z-Translatlon Quad Fail Jets Torque

I 0 0 None 0 .

2 + 0 9,II 2

3 0 10, 12 -2

4 0 + 9, 10 0

5 + + 9 I

6 - + 10 -1

7 0 - 11.12 0

8 + - II I

9 - - 12 -1

I0 0 B None 0

II + B 11 I

12 - B I0 -I

13 0 D None 0

14 + D 9 1

15 - D 12 -I

3
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TABLE _. 2-VII

X-TRANSLATIONS -- QUADS AC

Item X-Translation Jets

I' i o " None'
2 + 1,2

3, 3, 4

TABLE 3.2-VIII

X-TRANSLATIONS -- QUADS BD

Item X- Translation ,lets

I 0 None

2 + 5, fi

3 " 7,8 I

TA]3LE 3.2-1X

Y-TRANSLATIONS -- QUADS AC

Item Y Translation Quad Fail Jets Net Roll Torque ....

t 0 ' " None 0 ' '

2 + 13, 14 01"
_. 3 - 15,16 0

4 0 A None 0

5 + A 14 -1

6 - A 15 +I

7 0 C None 0

8 + C 13 +1

9 - C 16 .'I

TABLE 3.2-X

\ Z-TRANSLATIONS -= QUADS BD

Item Z Translation Quad Fall Jets Net Roll Torque

1 0 None 0

2 + 9, I0 0

3 - 11, 12 0

4 0 B None 0

5 + B 10 -1

6 - B 11 +1

7 0 D None 0

8 + D 9 +l

t 9 - D 12 -1
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3.2.4.6 Program Logic

The RCS DAP operates at a basic sample rate of I0 cps. Within each

sample period, three distinct sets of operations are performed by the auto- "'_

pilot. In principle, Phase I samples the Btate of the S/C environment, Phase 2

calculates rotation commands, and Phase 3 adds translation commands and

generates jet timing and selection commands.

Phase_____l. In Phase 1 during nominal operation, the CDUs are read and the

gimbal-angle differences c_nverted to body-axis angle differences by use ofP,

a trnnsformation matrix (K). From these readings, new estimates of vehicle

angular rates are made by a filter system. The K-matrix, itself, is dependent

on vehicle attitude and, therefore, is updated periodically. In practice this

isdone once every I0 sample periods. Finally,the FDAI needles are updated.

Phase 2. Phase 2 calculatesrotational-controloutputin terms of impulses

to be applied to each of the control axes by the RCS Jets. These outputs are

designated as TO (impulse about the X-axis, roll), _'l(impulse about the Y-axis,

pitch),and 72 (impulse about the Z-axls, yaw). These impulses are expressed

as jet-on times, and designate the amount of time a single RCS jet must be fired

to produce the desired impulse. For these calculations,the DAP takes into

account the average thrustof the RCS Jets,the moment arm, and S/C moment

of inertia about each axis.

To handle adequately the requirements of the various modes of the autopilot,

Phase 2 calculates jet impulse in one of three ways. In all cases, a negative -

designates an impulse in the negative direction; the jet-on time is equal felt I:

I. For RHC controlin the FREE mode, Phase 2 generates impulses

thatwillturn on the appropriate jetsfor 14 ms, thisk_eingthe minimum

jet-ontime.

2. For MIC controlin the FREE mode, Phase 2 generates impulses

thatwillturn on the appropriate jetsfor 14 ms.

3. For attitudehold, automatic maneuvers, and manual-rate maneuvers,

Phase 2, using the phase-plane logic,generates impulses to establishand

maintain S/C rate and attitudewithindeadbands of desired values.

Case 3 requires that S/C attitudeand angular ratebe known. For this

reason, attitude hold, automatic maneuvers, and manual-rate maneuvers

require the IMU be operating and in fln___ealign before any commands can be

accepted, or any impulses calculated.

Phase 3. Phase 3 of the RCS DAP processes the tau's from Phase 2 and,

in addition, accepts and processes translation commands from the THC. The

output of Phase 3 consists of the jet command words and timing words. The

jet command words are AC,C data words suitable to be loaded into output

Channels 5 and 6 in order to turn the required Jets on or off. Two command -_
words are generated for each axis. Word I enables Jets both for rotations

and for translations. Word 2 enablel Jets for translations only. The timing
,o
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word is a jet firing time for rotations, which is the tau value from Phase 2

divided by the number of jets contributing to the requested rotation.

_, Should 7 divided by the number of jets used be less than 14 ms, hnwew_r,
_. the firing time will be set to !4 ms'. should 7 divided by the number nf jots

be greater than 100 ms, the firing time will be set to 100 ins.

After processing _" and generating the jet-command words, Phase 3

resets Tie zero if the required firing can be completed before the next

Phase 3, i. e,, within 0. I sac. If the required firing cannot be completed

within 0. 1 sac. however, Phase 3 resets "r to a value that will produce the

firing required in excess of 0. 1 sac. For example, if the initial 7 were 270

ms and two jets were to be used, Phase 3 would command the apprc, pviate

jet pair to fire for 100 ms (the duration of one cycle) anti than reset 7 to

70 ms. This excess 70 ms wouhl either be replaced during the next Phase 2

or be saved for the next Phase 3.

lJuring normal operation. Phase 1 computes a phase-plane p,_lnt ,wory

cycle; should the point lie outside the detldzone, Phase 2 computes a new 7

to replace any T hehiover from the last Phase 3. Shouhi the new phase-plum,*

point lie within the dandy.one, however, Phase 2 leaves the existing value t)f

z unchanged. Tbe existing valu___._of v will be zero t)r nonzero, dept_,nd-

ing upon whether, at the l_st execution of Phase 3, there was a firing require-

ment in excess of 0. 1 see. For the example given (original z of 270 ms),

the existing value of _" would be 70 ms,

The logic of this phase is equipped to deal with failures of one or more of

the RCS _et quads and to honor astronaut requests for preferred quads for

roll and X-translations. Under certain conditions, the execution of a transla-

tion would cancel a desired rotation or would induce rotations that cannot be

compensated by RHC (or automatic) commands. In such cases, the translation

requests are ignored: rotations always take precedence over translations.

Actual Jet turn-on and turn-off is performed by a separate program

(T6 Program) with its own timing clock. This program is described in

paragraph 3.2.4.11°

3.2.4.7 DAP Idling Sequence

If the DAP is running with the SC CONT switch in SCS (computer not

directing guidance, control) and with the CMC MODE switch

in AUTO or HOLD, the DAP is not fully operational. Phase 2 and Phase 3

are not executed at all. Once every 0.1 sec, an abbreviated form of Phase 1

is executed to update the FDAI needles and, at 1.0-see intervals, to update

the K-matrix. which is used in updating the needles. No other autopilot

functions are operational. If the CMC MODE switch is in FREE, however,

all these phases are executed. This is done because the channel bit that the

DAP checks and the SCS selection resets is also reset when IMU power is off.

Therefore, to ensure the providing of FREE mode control when the SC CONT

switch is in CMC but the IMU is off, all DAP phases are executed whenever 'the CMC MODE switch is in FREE. ....

a.2-41
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3.2.4. B DAP Turn-on Sequence

To establish DAP control of the SIC, an initialization sequence is executed, i

Thi_ _equenee is entered whenever the SC CONT switch is turned to CMC while

the DAP is on, or whenever tile DAP is started (through V46) while the SC

CONT switch is in CMC.

The rate estimate is initialized by means of a Kalman-filter procedure.

The filter gains are initially set very high and gradually reduced to nominal

values in the course of the first t. 1 second ot operation. During this first

1, 1 second, Phase 3 is omitted entirely since no Jet commands can be

calculated while tile filter is being initialized. Normal Phase-2 operation is

disabled, and Phase 2 functions only to count down the tables of filter gains for

the Kalman filter. Phase 1 updates the rate estimation, the error needles,

and the K-matrix when necessary.

3.2.4.9 Initialization Phase

The initialization sequence begins with an initialization phase, which

stops any jets that may be firing, initializes a number of variables, and cal-f
culates the K-matrix for the first time. Phase 2 is execrated next, it1 order to

select the first set of Kalman gains. Following these initial two.steps, the

sequence is thus: Phase 1, to update rate estimate, displays, and K-matrix;

Phase 2, to selectthe gains for the next Phase-I pass. This sequence is ....

executed once every 0.I sec for 1.1 sec. At the end of I.I sec, the rates

are properly initialized,and normal DAP operation begins.

For the rate estimate to be valid, the above initializationsequence requires

thatthe IMU be usable. Ifthe IMU is not usable, rate=estimate initializationis

not possible. Operation without valid rates depends on the mode, In AUTO or

HOLD, no controlcan be provided; therefore, Phase 1 exitsat once. Inltlallza-

tion is attempted every 0.2 see thereafter until successful. In the FREE mode,

normal Phase-2 and Phase-3 operation is permitted, such that manual control

by the RHC, MIC, and THC is possible. Phase 1 bypasses all operations requiring

the IMU, and the error needles are not updated. As long as the DAP is kept in

the FREE mode, no further attempt will be made to initialize the rates, even

though the IMU becomes usable. As soon as the DAP is switched intoAUTO or

° HOLD. initialization will be attempted, and the attempt will be repeated every

0.2 see until successful.

Should the IMU become disabled for any reason, after rate initialization, the

rates immediately become invalid. Operation reverts to the without-valid-rates

condition described above, Just as though the rates had never been initialized.

$.2-4_
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3.2.4. l0 Program Timing

_ Adequate performance of the RCS DAP depends on the maintenance of

accurate timing between the various phases. The mechanism for this timing

is the TIME5 register. This register is incremented every l0 ms and, upon

overflow, initiates an interrupt. When the interrupt occurs, all normal

operation is suspended, and control is transferred to an address contained in

a variable-address register. The interrupt takes precedence over any job,

regardless of priority, and therefore can be delayed only by another interrupt,

which hopefully wili be brief and ooeur but rarely. The scheduling process

consists of setting the TIME 5 register to overflow at the desired instant and

loading the variable-address register (TSLQC) with the starting address nf the

phase to be executed.

In pL'actioe, the initialization phase, Phase i, and Phase 2 all have the same,

starting address, and are selected within the DAP by the setting ,_f a fla_vord.

The Jet-selection phase (Phase 3) does have its own starting address. ,_inee the

TIME 5 register cannot be shut off, an idling address is also available. This

address is the start of a short program that merely resets the interrupt f_,r tim

maximum time interval possible (163.84 sac) and then returns to the program

active at the time of the interrupt.

Turning on the DAP consists of setting the flagword to "% " setting the

TIME5 counter to overflow in a suitably short time (typically 10 ms), and load-

( ing the starting address of the DAP into the address register. To turn the DAP

off requires only the loading of the idling address into the address register.

In the implementation of the DAP, it is the responsibility of each phase of

the DAP to schedule the phase to follow by setting the flagword, loading the

address register, and setting the TIMES register.

If we designate the start of Phase 1 as time 0.0, beginning the 100-ms

cycle period, then the timing of the various phases within the cycle period

typicaJly will be as follows=

I. During DAP idle (DAP on, e,- . _)NT switch in SCS, and CMC MODE

switch in AUTO or HOLD), Phase I merely reschedules itself to begin again

in 100 ms.

2. For the initialization sequence, the initialization phase schedules

Phase 2 for time 60 ms in order to select the filter gains; Phase 2 schedules

Phase 1 fL,r time 100 ms in order that Phase 1 will fall at the beginning of

the next cycle period.

3. Thereafter, during filter initialization, Phase 1 begins at time 0;

Phase 2 begins at time 20 ms.

4. During normal operation_ Phase 1 begins at time 0, Phase 2 at time

20 ms, and Jet-selection phase at time 40 ms.

(.
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Matrix updating is not done during Phas_ 1 itself#but is scheduled as a sepa-

--'ate job with relatively high priority. In the absence of waiting interrupts or jobs

with high priority, the update Job will begin immediately following completion ,_

of Phase 1, whenever it has been scheduled.

The timing of the DAP phases may be clarified by the graphs of Figs. 3.2.10

and 3.2.11. Figure 3, 2.10 shows the first 2 seconds of DAP initialization and

Pun following turn-on at time 6. O seconds. Figure 3.2.11 shows a typical

2 seconds of normal DAP Pun t one-Jet firing was initiated at time 3_. 2_ and

terminated at time aD. 3. The typical timing described above and sheen in

Figs. 3.2. lfl and 3, 2.11 will, at times, he altered slightly, DAP computer inter-

Pupts can be'delayed by other interrupts already in progress. Delays, however,

should be sho_ and infrequent and, consequently_ _hould not degrade DAP

po rformanco.

3.2.4.11 Jet Timing

J_t timing is handled by a program initiated by undetflow of the TIMEll

counter. This counter differs from the TIME5 counter in that it is decre-

mented rather than incremented, its time increment is O. 025 ms rttther than

10 ms, and it may he shut off when not in use. The folicwing description

t_akc, s no attempt to account /'or delays caused by conflicting intt:rrupts

t (including C 13STALL),

The Jet-selectlonphase produces two command words and a time word -.
I

for each controlaxis. Command-word I contains Jetcommands for rotations

and translations;command-word 2 contains jetcommands for translatlone

alone, The time word designates the desired duration of the rotational

impulse--ranglng from a minimum of 14 ms to a maximum of I00 ms. For

certain rotation-translationcombinations, rotationalcommands for 86- to

100-ms firingscan resultin one or more jetsfiringfor less than the 14-ms

minimum. To prevent this, the logic is structured such that all firing com-

mands for the 86- to 100-ms range produce' actual firing times of lOOms.

The original firing-command value, however, is fed back to the rate filter--

introducing, infrequently, a slight error. The jet timing program is

scheduled by the jet-selection phase for time 55 ms. When this first interrupt

occurs, the timing program places Word 1 into the appropriate output channels

and sets the TIME6 counter to underflow again at the end of the time period

specified by the time word. This initiates all impulses--Potations and trans-

lations. When the second interrupt occurs, the timing program replaces

command-word 1 with command-word 2 in order that rotations cease while

translations continue.

In actual practice, ther_ are three sets of command and time words.

On the first interrupt, firing begins for all three axes. There are then up

3.2 -44 !
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_. to three more interrupts to turn off the rotational jets at the appropriat_
time during the cycle period for each axis. After all rotations have ceased.

the TIME6 counter is shut off, The result is that rotational impulses may have

a duration of from 14 to 100 ms per cycle, but translational impulses continue

tar the entire 100-ms cycle, and are ceased only by generation of new cam-

mend words by Phase 3 of the DAP.

3.2. fi Restart Behavior of the RCS DAP

Should a restart occur during RCS DAP operation, any ,jatt_ ttmt

happen to ha an will be turned off. and re-initialization af the RCS {)tkl _ will

he scheduled, This re-initialization is the _ame as tile initialization t'aumql

by ltCfl DAP turn on using V4fl, with exception that tht_ attitude rtfft_rol3t_t_

anglos arc nat changed.

Non.P20 automatic maneuvers governed by lift0 that wcr_, in pro- !

gross at the time af a restart will not automatically be resumed, I_a_her,

attitude hold will bo ostaidlshed following re-initialization, The automttllc

maneuver can he resumed by appropriate DSKY action.

(
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[ 3.3 THRUST VECTOR CONTROl_, AUTOPILOT,by A, Engel, A. Penchuk, R, Schlundt, and G. Stubbs

During thrusting portions of flight, S/C attitude control in pitch and yaw is

achieved by driving the gimbal serves of the SPS gimballed engine, The resulting

offsetof the thrustvector with respect to the vehicle center of Rravity results in the.

gen,,ratinnof control torques about the S/C pitch and yaw axes. The computation nf

_imbal serve commands in response tn angular-rate oommands from the steerin_

prn_ram (P40) is the functionof the Thrust Vector Control DigitalAutopilot(TVC

|)AP). A separate autopilot(TVC ROLL DAP) provides attitudeand rate cnntrnl in

tilerollaxis by means nf the RCS jetson the Service Module (SM),

The followingis a summary outlineof TVC pitchand yaw control:

a. The CMC steering loop computations gem:rate attitud¢_-ratecommands

in inertialcoordinates and tranAform them intobody coordinates.

b. The CDU angles are read and hack differencedto give attituderates in

platform coordinates. These are transformed Intobody coordinates and

subtracted from the CMC rate commands.

c. The resultingattitude-rateerrors are integrated to form the attitudeerrors

in body coordinates.

d. The respective attitudeerrors are fed to the pitchand yaw compensation

filters,whose outputs are the commands to the engine-gimbal serves for

pitch and yaw.

The TVC ROLL DAP is designed to provide attitude and rate control about

the roll axis by use of the RCS jets. Its function is strictly attitude hold: the orien-

tation of the S/C about the roll axis at the time of ignition is held within a specified

deadband throughout the burn. The outer-gimbal angle (OGA) is read and processed

to yield approximate roll-attitude and roll-rate measurements. A switching logic in

the phase plane is then used to generate jet commands to the RCS jets.

The operation of the DAPs during an SPS burn is completely automatic,

requiring no inputs from the astronaut. Before the burn, however, the astronaut

may enter the CSM and LM weights or the estimated engine-trim angles in the pitch

and yaw planes. (This entry is optional, to be made only should the astronaut be

dissatisfied with values which have been pad-loaded, computed, or entered earlier

after a vehicle configuration change such as the LM undouking). By entering V48

on the DSKY, the astronaut can change the CSM/LM filter during a burn. He must

also determine ullage requirement and initiate timely ullage thrusting. Astronaut

entries are discussed in paragraphs 3.3.2, 3.3.3, 3.3.4, and 3.3.5.

3.3.1 TVC DAP DesiBn Requirements
The TVC DAP programs must fulfill the primary requirement of pro-

viding, in conjunction with the external-guidance loop, satisfactorily small velocity-

3.3-I
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pointing errors at thrust cutoff. The DAP programs must aiso limit excursions in "_

w_hich: attitude and in thrust-vector orietltation in such a way as to minimize pro-

pellant usage and gimbal-servo clutch wear and to allow pilot monitoring. A simple

roll-control program that holds the roll attitude within ±5 degrees of the desired angle

is sufficient to prevent adverse pitch and yaw cross-coupling, Cross-coupling could

result in errors on the matrix transformations used to generate body-axis pitch- and
yaw-attitud_ errors.

The, I)AP programs must operate with uncertainties in initial conditions and

with vehicle characteristics, only roughly defined, that vary with flight time. These

are discussed in paragraphs 3.3.1.1 and 3, 3.1,2.

3.3. I. 1 Initial Conditions

The TVC I)APs will experience several initial perturbations at SPS

ignition tim e :

a. Initial turning rates in roll, pitch, and yaw. -- Off-nominal RCS-jet per-

fortune,Ice during ullage may lead to turnin_ rates at SPS ignition time of

up to I dog/see.

b. Initiallateralslosh-mass displacement. -- No specificdata are yet

availableon the maximum possible displacements, but a value of 0.5 ft

has been used for testing. "_ -.
J

c. Initiallongitudinalpropellantdisplacement. -- The DAP designs were

based on a pre-burn ullage;therefore, no testingwas conducted with "

initialconditionsresultingfrom no-ullage propellantdisplacement.

d. Thrust-vector mlsalignment. -- Before thrust initiation,the CMC supplies

trim signalsto the engine-gimbal serves in order to orientthe thrust .......

vector through the estimated c.g. position. Itis very likely,however,

thatthere willbe some error in the alignment. There are two sources

of thrust-vector misalignment, viz., uncertainties in the thrustvector

positioningsystem and uncel'taintiesin the estimation ofthe c.g. posi-

tion. These sources have been described quantitativelyin Ref. 3.I,

which gives a 3a misalignment angle ranging from 1.4 deg {full)to 0.98

deg (empty), for the CSM, and I.25 deg (full)to 0.710 deg (empty) for ii

the CSM/LM,

In additionto the initialmisalignment, there willbe a time variation,because

of fuelconsumption, in the c.g. position. Also, there is a possibilityof fluctuations

in the thrustvector withinthe nozzle as a resultof uneven erosion. The time varla-

tionof the c.g. positionis given Jn Reference 3.2. The maximum predicted rates i

for the CSM/LM are about 0.003 deg/sec, in the pitchplane, and 0.003 deg/sec in the

yaw plane. For the CSM, the figures are 0.U0ti3tleg/sec,inthe pitchplane, and "_ i
,l ;t

0.014 deg/sec in the yaw plane.
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The thrust vector variation has been described in Ref, 3.3 and 3.4. It

appears that the variation will be less than 40.2 deg in any 20-second interval and

that the total variation over a long burn will be within _0, 3 deg,

3,3, l,2 Variationin Vehicle Characteristics

The dynamic characterif.tics of the CSM/LM are sufficiently different

from those of the CSM alone as to require the development of separate autnpilot

programs tailored to the characteristics of each vehicle, The three pvint'ipal differ-

ences in the two vehicles are as follows:

a, The bending mode frequencies of the CSM/LM are as low as approximately

2 cps; the bending mode frequencies nf the CSM alone start at approx-

imately 5, 3 cps.

b. The two vehicles differ substantially, both in the moment arm from the.

gimballed engine to the center of gravity and in the vehicle moment of

inertia, As a result, a given deflection of the g_mballed engine of the

CSM alone can produce as much as four times the angular acceleration

as the same deflection in the CSM/LM vehicle.

c. The fueland oxidizer slosh behavior in the CSM/LM vehicle is different
than the CSM alone because of the additionalslosh masses inthe LM

tanks, the effectsof the increased mass and moment of inertiaof the

overallvehicle, and the differencesin c.g. location.(See Ref. 3.5.)

The problem of minimizing the excitationof slosh modes and preventing any

destabilizationof these modes is of equal importance for both vehicles. The problem

of avoidingthe excitationof the bending modes and preventing their potentiallydesta-

bilizinginfluenceis primarily a problem in CSM/LM autopilotdesign.

3.3.2 Operating Procedures

During an SPS burn, the functioningof the TVC DAPs is automatic, but

there are several important interfaces that must be properly established before the
burn.

3.3.2. 1 R03 (Verb 48): Configuration and Initial Gains

Routine R03 (called from DSKY by Extended Verb 48) is normally executed

before an SPS burn. The Noun 48 sequence of R03 -- in particular the CONFIG bits

of R1 (DAPDATR I) bits 15, 14, 13 -- provide information on vehicle configuration as
follows:

, ° 'q
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000 CM (tw no DAP) ")

(nits 14, /ool CSM,.,,ne
CONF'IG _of DAPDATRI] = _0 IC CSM/LM

I011 CSM/LM/SIVB

llO CSM/I,M, ascent stage only

Bit._ 15, 14,and 13 are used in the TVC DAP aa follows: (I) by TVCDAPON initial'.-

zat/on tn select gains and sample rates; (2) by the PITCH DAP and YAW I)AP to

select the proper CSM or CSM/LM filter; (3) by TVCEXECUTIVE to perform the one-

.sh.t enrrt, et[on.. (4) by TVCMASSPROP (as below).

The Noun 47 sequent:e af R03 provides CSM weight anti I,M weight (in p.und,q),

and N.un 48 I,r-vi,h,s the values of PTRIM and YTRIM (in degrt:es). The vtflliele

w,,ight,s are used by TVCMASSPROP, which is called by It03, tt_ nbtain the prt_pvr

vttlt/t,S nf Ixx , IAV(] , and IAvG/T_ x' These in turn are used t¢_ calculate th,, IIAI*
l'iit,q' gains, (See paragraph 3.3.4. )

PTRIM and YTIUM are used by the gimbal-drive test/trim suquenec tn posi-

ti.n flu, engine for ignititm. Also, TVCDAPON uses these same values to initialize

the ,,ffsc_-tracker filters DELPBAR and DELYBAR, the double-preclsion trim

tpnt.kc, rs PDELOFF anti YDELOFF, and the initial values of the I)AP output com-

mands PCMD and YCMD. The thrusting program (P40) also uses these values in

¢'omputing vehicle alignment for ignition. "_

3.3.2.2 Gimbal-Drive Test and/or Trim ($40.6)

The gimbal-drive test/trimsequence ($40.8)prepares the digital-to-

analog converter output interfaces for transmitting TVC DAP commands to the SPS

engine actuators. The routine is entered automatically as part of the pre-ignition

• sequence of P40. Before execution of $40.6, the SC CeNT switch will have been

put in the CMC position, (See Section 4 of this document. )

The routine provides for an optional test of the engine-gimbal actuators before

the engine trim angles are commanded. If the astronaut wants the test, he key• in

PROCEED at the appropriate time (see Section 4), and the test is performed. The

test entails commanding a sequence of _2-deg deflections, both in the pitch and the

yaw gimbal actuators, which the astronaut should monitor on the SPS gimbal angle

display. Upon completion of the test, the trim values are commanded in preparation

for ignition. Should the astronaut wish to omit the test, he can key in ENTER instead

of PROCEED, and the trim angles will be commanded in 4 seconds. The output inter-

face between the autopilot and the engine actuators is established regardless of the

option selected. This is in order that, at the end of $40.8, the SPS engine will have

been aligned for ignition, and the actuators will be running. Figure 3.3. I is a

functional flow chart of $40.8. 4l__

3.3-4
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From
P40

1 Rsquelt Altro_naut Decision=

Test/Trim, or Trim Only.

Bet a TEST/TRIM flag

accordingly.

Rsquirea S_ CONT Switch

[ S40.8 3 lnCMC

l _o,7,,yJ
Disable OPTICS_

I ERROR Counter_
!

[l)isen_a2eOPTICS DAC]
t

Wait,oms.
i

Enable OPTICS' 1
ERROR Countors [

L .=,___=o_,=oj

( .

N_ Tr_ o.Ty

TTEST/TRIM

_' GIMDTEST- )

PITCH C M.NDS

+2 deg for 9. sec- deg for 2 sec
for 2 sec

YA__.W CMNDS
+2 deg for 2 sec
.-2degfor 2 sec

' Odeg for 2 sec

_Wait 4 sees

GIMTRIM

Command Actuators to the

_ PTRIMand_rRIM of Routine 03

TASKOVER

Fig. 3.3, 1 Otmbal Drive Test/Trim :_
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3.3.2.3 TVC DAP Start-up Sequence

After the completion of R03 and the glmbal trim ,sequence, the TVC DAPs

are staeted by a call to TVCDAPON, which is the TVC initialization sequence. This

call comes from the P40 rcutine (at DOTVCON). which is tile controlling routine for

engine ignition. A!I functions then proceed automatically. (Special events such as

V4t3switchover, and normal shutdown require special interfaces.)

Following a O. 4-second delay after ignition, P40 sets the TVC restart phase

indicators, sets the T5 bits (bits 15, 14 of FLAGWRDfl) to indicate that TVC uses

tim T5 clock, and makes the call to TVCDAPON.

TVCi}APON performs allremaining TVC preparation: (1) it_eros the

,,rasahlc._+for filterstorage and other temporary locations;(2iitselects {based on

I,M-nn or I+M-_ff configuration) the DAP coefficients, gain, Thrust Mlsaltgnment

(',_n're,,'.ticm l,oop (TMC) gain, and steering gain; (3) it initializes the offset-tr:Lc.k_r

filters,the double-precision trim crackers, the attitude-errorintegrators,and the

I)AP commands: and (4)itprepares the FDAI needles with a specialinitialization

call to N EEDLLlt. The final operations of TVCDAPON are a 0.51 second WAITLIST

call for TVCEXECUTIVE, and a TIME5 call for I)APINIT.

DAPINIT reads CDUY and CDUZ for the past CDU values of the pitch and yaw ._

Cifferentiators.DAPINIT then calls PITCHDAP, and DAP computations begin. From ' ,_

then on, PITCIIDAP calls YAWDAP, which in turn callsPITCHDAP, etc., main-

tainingthe sampling frequency, The time required for the IGNITION-TVCDAPON-

PITCIIDAP sequence is approximately 0.5 sec.

The routine TVCEXECUTIVE is self-perpetuatingat I/2-sec intervals. Among

its functionsare callingthe ROLL DAP0 callingNEEDLER to update the FDAI attitude-

error needles, updating the variable gains, and making the one-shot and repetitive

thrust-misallgnment corrections.

' Figure 3.3.2 is a time-llne chart of the main DAP routinesfor the firstfew

seconds of an SPS burn. The nominal time of ignition(TIG-0) was 180 see. This

time llneis for illustrationonly, and should not be construed as DAP performance

specification.

O
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3, ,'t, 2, 4 Engine Shutdown

The engine shutdown sequence originates in the SERVICEI¢ routine, aftt_r

the steering computations findthat TC_O (time to reach the desir_.dvolt,city)is l_'_s

the_l 4 sen. SERVICER computes the time fop stopping the engine and calls P40 (at

SPSOFF) to do the actual shutdown sequence, Following the SPS engine shutdf)wn0

there is a 2.5-see delay while the TVC DAPs continue to functionas the thrustIcw_l

decays, There is an additional 0, 8-see delay before 1h_: RCS I)AP is restarted

(itC;S])APON). ,let firings start approximately 1 sec later.

At TVC DAP termination, an end-of-burn update of the triln estimates

PACTOFF and YACTOFF takes place, The update occurs when tim e.ngine.-off

_,ommand is generated (SPSOFF) and consists of picking up the pitch and yaw

I)ELFILTER valses I)EI-,PBAR and I)ELYBAR and loadinlt them into the trim rugist¢,rs

PACTOFF and YACTOFF. The update is not permitted until I.)EI,,PBAI_. and I)EI,YI{A I¢

imw: been properly establishedafter TVC initialization.

3. :t. 3 TVC I)AP Filters: l)esi_n and Implementation

3.3.3.1 General

,.evenmajor pointsregarding frequency r¢,sponscand _tahilization¢_f

the system should be discussed befo_'eproceeding to a descriptionof the individual

autopilots:

I. All significantpoles and zeros of the CSM and CSM/LM engine-vehicle

system occur at frequencies thatare well below halfthe lowest sampling

frequency. Therefore, itis possible to treatthe digitalautopilotplus

engine-vehicle system as ifitwere continuous and to apply the classical

frequency-response approach to the designing and describing of the

system.

2. Every significantbending and slosh mode of the CSM/LM vehicle results

in a complex pole pair thatis immediately preceded by a complex zero

pair in the englne-vehicletransfer function (relatingvehlcle-attitude0

to engine deflections). This makes itpossible to apply the same phase-

stabilizationcriterionto allbending and slosh resonances in the CSM/LM.

The same zero-before-pole configurationoccurs in the CSM for propellant

loadings associated with the nominal lunar mission. For the off-nomlnal :
loadingof 60 to I00 per cent, however, the fuelslcsh in the sump tank

produces a pole-before=zero configurationthathas a freq_:encyclose to

thatof a zero-before-pole configurationcaused by storage=tank fuelslosh.

Fortunately, itturns out thatthe surer-Caskslosh mass has a ',rerysmall

_!
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-- 179,555 CLOCK,Ion

1I_0 180. 005 IGNITION -.
I flO. 041 READACCS t

,p

•, IB0. 183 fi4O. it (STEERING)

180. 405 T VC I)APON
180, 4156 MASSPItOP
180.426 EN I)TVCIN
18{3,4fl5 !IAPINIT

-'---'--, 1flO, 545 IqTC|II)AP
lfl0, 555 CLOCK,lOll
lflO, 5tl5 YAWI)AP

I -! i_ !-- l_t0, f_:_1 PV(,EXEC

-- I[_1. 431 TVCEXEC

-- 18 I. 555 CLOCKJOB

------- 181. 931 TVCEXEC

182 . . 182. 001 ULAGEOFF

-------- 182, 041 READACCS

-- 182,222 $40.8 (STEERING)

182,411 OMEGACLC (STEERING)
182.431 T VCEXEC i

FL_. 3.3.2 TVC DAP Startup (CSM/LM. 80 msec sampling rate) ,_
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I mc)ment _rrn tn the vehicle, c.g, As a result, il i_ p_)ssible It) pha_e-stnbilizt_ the mnre predtnTiinant _t_)r_ge-tank slosh misfit, wilht_tll dl"li,_-

tienlly de_tahilizing th(_ sump-tnnk m_de, In fact, lh(_ arnplil,M_, -f lhe

l_UlTl])-ll_Ink o,_It_lllfllil_l_ _Pf)Wl_l clnly |)y tl I'_l(_lt)p O_ lhPl_t_ h'1 1111' IiFIH' illi_f!n it

t(_ gt_ fPtml 10D pep eerlt dt_v,,rl I.() 61_ pop cent pl'()l)t,llall! It)ailing, ,,v,,n l

with the p(,s_imistic t_ssumptitm _f zer,_dampin_ f()rlhe ,_urnp mr,d,,, [

With a _mall amount nf ptmitiw: dnmpin_._,_e. R, , o. 00fi), lhis _l'()wl[1 l';i|(_
i8 much hIwer.

%, 'l'h(_ effect ,ff eauh nf the z.era-pMe ptiirs _,n th(' ._tnlHlity tff the s.V._t_'n_

carl Im m_Myzed in t¢,erns af the magnittlde and phtu_(, e()ntrihuti(m I,_ th('

r)vi,r_]l (Hmn-]()rl p R_irl vl3Pi._llHphtlffe phil t)f the Hy/4|('lll, l':_li'l| z(,l"(_-l)tJl('

ImiP prr)rlueeM In thiM ph}t a elnm, d (_()rllllllP lhHl l|ltlffl lit' pP,,vi'nl_,d l'fq)lll

t,nchq,ling lhe 0-d]l_ - 1fl0-dt,g ll(_hlt, TIIiH p(dnl <.m,pe_p(mds I. lht. - ]

lUdlH _II (_Nyqllli_l pln|:.

4, The valueff (_I' lhe ffhmh lind lwmlln_ zert,-p, fl(, Iml,',_ mm d_,In,mlenl (m lh_,

I)V()l)('llanl h)atltng; the. rl!mtlinlh)r of th(. ()v(,I, ttll ()l)Pll-1,)()11 I'LIn('li()ll JH

t,m_,,n_iallyIndependent.f thlshmtlln_,(sincethe autopilotfiltergain

I_('oml)enMale:lautonmtlcally I'()_engine-vt,hleh,gain chan_es). There-

ft)t'('0 it |s (:t)nv(:nlent tt) analyze tilt, el'ryeS ,If the clmnl/ing zer.-l),)l,.

i)airs hy SUl)erln_pt)slngtheir,varying gain-phas(_characteristicst'()r

{_ different propellant loadings on the remainin_ anchanl_ingportion of the

open-loop function. This constant portion of the open-loop function con=
\

sista of the rigid body. the autopilot, and the engine gi_nbal serve transfer

functions, The portion will henceforth be referred to am the "rigid-body

open-loop function, " although it also includes the static _ain effects of

vehicle bending. The transfer function of the engine gimbal serve used in

the design and analysis is

6 5.12 x 103
T (s) :

c (s + 19.62) (s 2 + 15.9s + 260)

The deviationsin gain and phase of the actualengine gtmbal servo from the

gain-phase characteristicsof the above model willalterthe stabilitymargins

reported here. (See Ref. 3.6.) The stabilitycharacteristicsof the autopilot

design are described in terms of the rigid-body open-loop functionpresented

in Figs. 3.3.3 - 3.3.5, where the solid curve represents the autopilot-

vehiclewithout the thrust-mtsallgnment correction loop, and the dottedline

shows the complete system.

5. All the zero-pole pairs of bending and slosh occur at frequenciesabove the

main crossover frequency. Therefore, any potentialencirclement of the

0-dB, -180-deg point would have to be the result of the resonance peaks ,'1
3,3-9
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produced by the slosh and bending poles. These peaks may be prevented

from reaching 0 dB by attenuation in the autoptlot filter, or they can h_) °_

plisse shifted to prevent the peaks greater than 0 dB from encircling the

0-dE, -180-deg point. The former approach is called "gain stabilization";

the latter, "phase stabilization. "

6. The frequency analysis required in order to design the autopilo_ filter

for phase stabilizing the slosh and bending rnt_des is _reatly simplified

by assuming that the zero-pole pairs for these mQdes have infinitesimal

damping ratios. This assumption leads to autt)pih)t designs that are

slightly (hut not excessively) conservative. With thi.q assumption, each

zern-pole-produced contour in the ow_rall magnitude versus pham, plot

will cross 0 dB at _ anti _ + lfl0 deg, where _ is the phase of the rigid-

bt_tly open-loop function at the pole frequency. These crossovers may

he prew_nted from straddling the 0-dB, -lfl0-deg point by restri¢:ling

i(_a range, at _he pole-frequency, as follows:

(q- 180 tleg) < _ < - _.

litre, a is a constant selected to achieve a desired minimum margin of

stability, lienceforth, t_ will be referred to as the "resonance stability

margin. "

7. If the required open-loop phase at a particular resonance frequency is

produced by a preceding positive-phase excursion, the resonance is

said to be lead stabilized; if the required phase is produced by a nega-

tive-phase excursion, the resonance is said to be lag stabilized.

3.3.3.2 CSM/LM Filter Design _

The autopiiot system employs two fitter functions-- one in a high-bandwidth

mode, Dh(Z), and one, for backup, in a low-bandwidth mode, Dl(z).

The high-bandwidth filter stabilizes the bending modes by a combination of

phase lag, for low frequencies, and attenuation for high frequencies. The filter

takes advantage of the fact that the estimated minimum bending-mode frequency has

been raised appreciably above the slosh frequencies. This increase in bending

frequency allows the phase lead provided at the main crossover frequency to be ex-

tended well beyond thiscrossover point in order to stabilizethe slosh modes with-

out adversely reducing the large phase lag required to lag-stabilizethe bending

modes. As shown by the open-loop plots in Fig. 3.3.3, the filterlead-stabillzes

the slosh modes out to 0.65 cps (witha resonance stabilizationmargin of 0 deg)

and lag-stabilizesthe bending modes down to I.34 cps (witha resonance stabiliza-

tionmargin of 35 deg). The lower limit on bending stabilization is 65 per cent of

the estimated minimum bending frequency.

3.3-10
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Figure 3.3.3 shows the open-loop characteristics nf the high-balldwidth mode

I with and without the effects of a thrust misaltgnment correction (TMC) loop. The filt_,,rstabilizes the slosh resonances for the CSM/LM propellant loadings encountered in the

nominal lunar flight, The maximum stable slosh frequency is 0.85 cps (or 4. 075 tad/

see), which is about 20% greater than the 0.54 cps (or 3.4 rod/see) estimated maximum

frequency for the CSM/LM in the nominal lunar mission. (The c_timated maximum

slosh frequency is the LM descent tank frequency in the last CSM/LM burn prior to

detaching the fully loaded LM in lunar orbit. )

The rigid-body open-loop function for the low-bandwidth filter yields the mag-

nitude-versus-phase characteristics shown in Fig. 3.3.4. The slosh modes are phase-

lag stabilized (with a resonance stabilization margin of 0 deg) down t_ a frequency nf

2.08 tad/sac. The gain margin is 8 dB, and the open-loop crossnver frequency Is

0.35 rod/see. The bending modes are attenuated by more than 100 dB.

The TMC loop is to be used both in the high- and the low-bandwidth modes

with a DELFILTER time constant of 8 seconds. When switchover to the low-bandwidth

mode occurs, the output of the TMC loop is re-initialized to the value of the DELFILTEI_

output just prior to the switchover. Concurrent with this TMC initialization, the low-

bandwidth filter is switched in with a zero initial output. Thus,the TMC loop assumes

the burden of providing the engine gtmbal command at switchover. It is logical to

make this command equal to the output of DELFILTER, which has been tracking the

engine gimbal commands at the DAP sample rate.

The low-bandwidth mode has been retained for three reasons. First, a stable,

low-bandwidth mode may be required for off-nominal propellant loadings where the

slosh modes are not stabilized in the high-bandwidth mode. Second, the low-bandwidth

mode is desirable as backup in the event that the present analytical slosh models are

not accurately representative of stability conditions. Third, there is some 'uncertainty

regarding the extent that engine-gimbal servo nonlinearities can destabilize large

amplitude slosh oscillation in the high-bandwidth mode.

A separate filter function is used for the low-bandwidth mode because the great

disparity between the modes makes impractical the use of one filter function sampled

at different frequencies.

Since the low-bandwidth mode may not be needed to stabilize the slosh modes

in most of the CSM/LM engine burns, it Is best to switch to this mode only when an

undesirable slosh oscillation is encountered. The astronaut must determine when

a slosh mode is oscillating in an unacceptable manner and make the switchover with

a V46E on the DSKY. The engine-angle indicator dials can be used to observe slosh

oscillations. If these dials indicate oscillations at the slosh frequency (roughly 0.5 cps)

and the oscillations grow to around dml-deg amplitude about the mean value, then the

t[. ,
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slosh mass is oscillating with approximately ±l-ft displacement. ThQu_h this is not

serious in a structural sense, the astronaut may prefer to switch to the low-bandwidth _'_

mode. Details of the switchover implementation are in paragraph 3.3.3.4, 2.

3.3.3.3 CSM/LM Filter Functions

Filter functions for the low- and high-bandwidth modes are described in

Tables 3, 3-I to 3.3-IV.

The gain factors of these filter functions (Kwh, Kwl , Kzh, Kzl)are given

in terms of the product of each factor times the vehicle steady-state gain constant (Kg),
where

Kg _ [s2G(s)]s_ 0

G(s) _ %(s_) _ engine-vehicle transfer function.

5c(s)

The value of Kg depends on the vehicle propellant loading and, therefore, varies
during a burn. The low-frequency gain characteristics of the autopllot depend on the

product of Kg and the low- and high-bandwidth filter gains. The variable-gain
mechanization, which applies equally to CSM/LM and CSM, is discussed further in

paragraph 3.3.4.

3.3.3.4 CSM DAP Filter _,

The CSM-alone DAP filter is a lead-lag function with the following
transfer function:

1 - 1.480247z "1 + 0,553559z °2 - 0.057085z "3
D(z) - K z

1 - 2.062524z "1 + 1.565661z "2 - 0.401160z "3 *

The gain relationship is Kz(T,_x/IAv G) : 8.4 sec "2. The gain factor (Kz) of the
filter is selected to produce a 0-dB crossover of the open-loop transfer function at

2.0 rad/sec. During the thrusting periods, where Tlx/I of the vehicle is changing

with time, the CMC automatically changes Kz so as to maintain the crossover

frequency at approximately this value. Thus, Kz varies from 3.75, for a full CSM,

to 1.25, for a nearly empty vehicle.

The phase margin at the crossover frequency is 50 deg; the gain margin

is 10 dB. (See Fig. 3.3.5. ) The slosh modes are phase-lead stabilized. The

rigid-body open-loop phase angle varies between -140 and -150 degrees over the

slosh frequency range 3.2 to 4.8 rad/sec. This provides adequate phase stabilisation

for the predominant slosh modes.

3.3-12
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TABLE 3.3-I

w - Tt'ansform of the lligh-Bandwidth Filt(_r

m

6

(w - w: i)
i: 1

[)h(W) = Kwh --'_

r_ (w - wdi)J

j-!

Kwh Kg 1.4530969 x I0 "l

Kssi_Kg 5. 50796355 x I0 "I

w - -I. 9285714 x 10 -2

Zeroes w :; -1

( of W : -1

Dh(W) w : - I ',

w : -5.2457143 x 10 -2 _- j 5.21!)3893 x 10 "I
I I

Poles w = -1.6875x 10 "I_- j 2. 9266072 x I0 "I

of w : -I.6875x I0 "I _:j 2. 9266072 x I0 "I

Dh(W) w : -6.5571429 x 10 -2 lj 3._12325 x 10 "I
)

Steady-State Gain Constants:

Kg = [s2G(S)]s = 0

Kssh = [Dh(W)]w : 0 : [Dh(Z)]z - I

Relationship between W and Z Transforms:

Dh(W) = [Dh(Z)] I + w

Z -- I -W

/
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TABLE 3.3 -If

w Transform of the Low-Bandwidth Filtor

=.= ===

6

rt (w - wai)

Dl(w) = Kwl 6

1"I (w - wbi )¢4

m

_ Ill

Kwl Kg 8.9 x 10 "5
i i

KsslKg 4.38 x 10"2
im

w = -4, 8 x 10 -3

Zeroes w : -I "'_

of W = -1

Dl(W) w = -2

w = -1.3056x 10 "2 _ j 1.299048x 10 "I
!

Poles w = -4.2 x 10 "2 i j 7. 284 x 10 "2 '"'

of w = -4.2 x 10 -2 _ j 7.284x 10 -2

Dl(W) w = -1.632 x 10 -2 _ j 7.99512 x 10 -2

Steady-State Gain Constants:

Kg = [s2G(s)]s = 0

Kssl = [DllWllw = 0 : [Dl(Z)lz = 1 _

Relationship between W and Z Transforms:

Dl(W) = [Dl(Z) J :i!

1 - w

._!.
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TABLE 3.3-III

(
z Transform of the High-Bandwidth Filter

6

(z - zci)rt
i = 1

Dh(Z) _ Kzh
6 "

(Z - Zdi)
J = 1

, Kzh/Kwh 4. 3116113

Kzh Kg 6. 2651A90 x 10 "1
t m

KsshKg 5.5079636 x I0"I
i

z ;. 0.6_15837 x 10 "1

Zeroes z _ 0

of z = 0

Dh(Z) z = 0
z = 5.2520484 x 10 "1 i j 7.5638593 x 10 "1

II | I

Poles z = 6.1026229 x 10 "1 _ j 4.0321755 x 10 "1

of z = 6.1026229x 10 "1 _ J4.0321755x 10 "1

Dh(Z) z = 7.2056066 x 10 "1 _. j 5. 1868883 x 10 "1
i i ....

Gain Constants :

Kwh = gain factor of Dh(W). defined in Table 3.3- I

Kg = [s2G(S)]s= 0

Kssh = [Dh(Zl]z = I = [Dh(W)]w = 0

Relationship between W and Z transforms:

Dh(Z) = [Dh(W)] z - 1

W=Z+ 1

( .i,
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TABLE 3.3-1V
4.

)
z - Transform of the Low-Bandwidth Filter

6

1"I (z Zai)

Dl(z) : Kzl i : 1
fi

rI (z - zb_)
j : I

Kzl/Kwl 10.15
m i j

Kzl Kg 9.04 x 10-4
l j i. L

Kss Kg 4.38 x I0_2
iI

z _ 9.9044586x 10 "1

_oroes z _ 0

of z -"0

l)l(Z) z : -3.333333 x 10"I "_f

z _ 9.4228732 x 10"I _- j 2.4905071x 10"I

Poles z = 9.1005219 x 10"I.+ j 1.3352035 x 10"I

of z -- 9.1005219x 10"1 _: j I.3352035x 10"I

Dl(z) z = 9. 5578068 x 10 "1 + j 1. 5385608 x 10 "1

Gain Constants:

Kwl = gain factor of Dl(W), defined in Table 3.3-II

Kg = [s2G(S)]s= 0

Kssi = [Dl(Z)]z: I " [Dl(W)]w = 0

Relationshipbetween E and Z transforms:

Dl(Z) : [Dl(W)] z - 1
W =

z+1 ,_
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TMC LOOP INCLUDED
TMC & STEERING _/

LOOPS INCLUDED ,_-0.03 "40

,.5 w CROSS(3VER 0.35 rad/|ec

PHASE(DEG) _O,16_b MARGIN , 46 DEG,

I ,I ,, I ._ _ _'_ I . • I J
- 360 -330 -2lO -230 -lEO _.,_30 -BO - 30 0

12 1,1 I

.2,0 ' w ,I,0 I

GAIN MARGIN 6 dll "20 fr 2,4 '

2.6

2.S
w "40,', 3,0

3,5 '
0 4,0

"60 $ .0

7.0

10
9.0

Fig. 3.3.4 CSM/L.M, Low-bandwidth Mode; Rigtd-body Open-loop function,
Magnitude versus Phase
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For, the nearly full (_SM, the slosh masses in the sump tanks are ahead of the .4.)
v[,hi_qc, _,:nterof gravity, This produces a pole-zero pair having the pole at a lower

frequency than the zero. This pole-zero configuration is destabilized by the phase +-

h_ad filter oharaeteristie. The, time ,_nnstant of the diw:rgent slosh oscillations, how-

ew;r, is an _rtlt.+r of magnitude greater than the time required for the prt)pellant to

deplete behind the c. g., wimre the unstable condition will cease it) exist.

A_'(_nrding to the latest data available, the bending modes for the CSM w.,hich_

n_:_:,r almve 5.3 _'ps, where, the loop gain is well below 0 dB, Using the minimum

+,xp,,e_It,[I vnluo [)f 0,095 for the _:aml)lng ¢)f hendin_ resonan¢,es, the bending pold_s

,_h_mld r_,mfdn al h,ast 20 dlt hel()w the D-dB line.: this ensures ad_quate _nin stahili-

Zll|jlm llf tli[_ h[_ndhlg11!I){J_+,_,

3.3.3.4.1 ],,i)t_r lmpl,,menCatlon. -- ltnth the C,SM +,onfiguration and the {]SM/L_I

_,_)ul'igtlrntion us0 a gen_:ralim,d sixth-order filter which const, sts of thrc, e cascaded

,_,('<md-¢mder se('l.i(ms, Tim CSM/I,M re.de uses all thrum 8e(:tlonu; the CSM ()nly

Iw,_. I,'i_._ur_, 3.3, (I llluHtr_teH tim filter m_e,hanizatlon, showinR tim test f(_r (I_M c)r

(_SM/I+M :d'i,er t,h+, s_mcmd ca,_cad(, s¢:ction, The dtft'_.rc, nce _+quntt+)nf¢_r ench ¢_f 1:lm

¢':l,_¢'_ul(,s(!¢'t,i()n,_ J,_RJvtq_I)y

()UT N0(IN)'_ rNI(IN)z "1 _ N2(IN)z "_1

. lJ)l(OUT>z"l + _)2(OUT>z'21 -'¢
whelm the transfer functionis of the form

OUT NO + Nlz "I + N2z "2

IN 1 + I)lz "1 + l)2z "_ '

The filter coefficients, which are loaded at the start of each burn in

TVCINITIALIZE, are singleprecision numbers. The coefficientsfo- the CSM ar,_for the

CSM/LM low-bandwidth mode are stored in fixedmemory; the CSM/LM high-bandwidth

coefficientsare pad-toad erasables. The filtergain coefficientKz, i.e., (VARK),
is a pad-load erasable for allthree sets of coefficients.The filterstorage variables

are stored in double-precision, and computations are done by multiplyingthe SP

coefficientsby the appropriate DP storage values. The three sets of coefficientsand

gain factors are given in Table 3.3-V and Fig. 3.3.7.

The filtertransfer functionsin the z-domain are described in terms of the

second-order factorsrequired for cascade mechanization. The coefficientsare un-

sealed except for the first-orderterms (NIl, D11, N21, D21, N31, D31), which are

scaled at one-half theiractualvalue {Fig. 3.3.6). The scalingfor the filterinputs,

storage, and outputsis 180 degrees per fullregister.
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TABLE 3.3-V

TVC DAP FILTER COEFFICIENTS ANI) GAINS

, _ . . J

CSM CSM/LM CSM/LM
Ili_h-Bandwldth Low-Bandwldth

i It II _ •

NI0 1.0 1.0 * 1.0

Nil/2 -0'2549 0 * -0.3285

NI2 0, 0588 0 * -0. 3301

" I)Ii/2 -0.7620 -0.6103 * -0.9101
m

I)12 0. 7450 0.5350 * 0.8480
I

N20 I, 0 I. 0 * 0. 03125

N21/2 -0.4852 -0.4811 * 0

N 22 0 0 '* 0
I iiI I I

I)21/2 -0.2892 -0.6103 * -0.9101

D22 6 0. 5350" * 0. 8460 '
I |

N30 -- 1.0 * 0. 5000
I I]

N31/2 -- -0.5252 * -0.47115

N32 -- " 0.8480 * ' 0.4749 ....

D31/2 -- -0.7208 * -0.9558

D32 -- 0. 788_ * 0. 9372 '

t m ii i I I I |KTLX/I 8.3965 _ 0.8242 * 0.05799 *

REPFRAC 0.250 * 0.0375 * 0.()375

KPRIME O. 10 * O. 1500 * 0.0500

Sample Period 40 msec ROmsec 8(Jmsec

*These are pad-load erasables, and are subject to change.
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Some care must be exercised in placing the second-order factors in the

cascade sections. Generally it is best to group singularities having similar J

fvequencles together in the same cascade section, If this is not possible (as in the

CSM/LM low-bandwidth third cascade), an attempt should be made to keep the dc

' gains of the numerator and denominator from becoming too dissimilar. (The de gain

either of the numerator or the denominator Is found simply by setting z -- 1 and adding

the coefficient values. )

l 3.3.3.4.2 High-bandwidth to Low-bandwidth Switchover. -- In the CSM/
LM mode, provision is made for a switchover from the normal high-bandwidth filter

to a slower-acting low-bandwidth filter. This is effeeted only by tile astronaut's

keying in a V48E. Once entered, V46 teats for (1) TVC control of the T5 clock and

(2) CSM/LM configuration. If both of these eonditton_: are met, V4fl transfers to

TVCINITIALIZE to (a) zero the filter storage locations; (b) pick up the I)ELFII, TER

values and load these into the trim registers PDELOFF and YDELOFF; (e) load the

low-bandwidth coefficients from fixed memory into the filter coefficient erasables;

(d) load new values for the I)AP gain, the TMC loop gain, and the steering gain; and

(e) set the switchover flag (bit 15 of FLAGWRDg) to indicate that switch-over ha-

occurred.

If Condition I is not met (TVC is not in control of T5 clock), V46 wili either

set up the RCS DAP or the SATURN Takeover Mode; if Condition 2 is not met (CSM.

only configuration), a V46E merely illuminates the OPR ERR light. 5 ,

No provision is made for switchingback to the high-bandwidth mode once the ,

V46 switchover has taken place. On the next burn, however, the high-bandwidth

coefficientswillbe loaded from erasable memory.

3.3.4 TVC DAP Variable Gains

The TVC DAP filter design -- in particular the selection of the filter gains --

is based upon the vehicle dynamics and gains at some selected,"design-nominal"

flight condition. The design is such that the changes in vehicle dynamics associated

with other flight conditions do not affect the stability of the control loop. Changes in

vehicle gain T2x/I do, however, affect control-loop stability and, therefore, must be

compensated by inversely proportionate changes in the DAP filter gain. The goal is

to maintain a constant, overall open-loop gain and, hence, a constant bandwidth.

The open-loop gain is proportional to the product of the DAP filter gain (Kz)

and the vehicle gain (T,_x/I) , as expressed by the following equations..

K z (T2x/I) _- K z (T2Px/I A VG ) (3.3 - 1 )

= Constant-A(KTLX/I) (designnominal),
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where

( IAVG = (Iy _ Iz)/2

Equation (3.3-1) relates tile optimum gain to the significant mass properties of the

vehicle, and may be used both to establish the initial gain and to vary the gain during

a burn as T,_x and IAV G vary.

The actual gain relationship for the TVC I-)AP is given by

VARK = KTLX/I (IAvGIT._x),

where the pad-loaded registers EKTLX/I, EKTLX/I'_I, anti EKTLX/I_2 contLtin thc_

,:onstantsthatape the product of the DAP gains (Kz) and vellieleffalns(T_.x/I}for th,

CSM, CSM/LM high-bandwidth, and CSM/LM law-bandwidth modes, rt_sp_ctlvely,

Variabl_ gains for the ROLL DAP are implemented similarly. The

desired roll gain (!/CONACC) is a function of roll moment of inertia:

(I/CONACC) = _ (Ixx), (3.3-2)

where M isthe rolljettorque of 1400 ft-lb.

The gains for the rollautopilotand TVC DAP filtersare established

inltiallyand updated using a small AGC program calledTVCMASSPROP. This ,,

program, which is calledevery 10 seconds by TVCEXECUTIVE, computes piece-

wise-linear approximations to the curves of Ixx, IAV G, and IAvo/Tt x versus CSM

propellantweight (CW). These curves are given in parametric form, with LM mass

as the parameter. (See sketch in Fig. 3.3.8,) Using A for ascent stage, D for aescent

stage, F for full,E for empty, and X for off:the vehicleweights used in constructing

the fixed curves are as follows: CSM dry weight : 23,956 Ib LM {AF, DF) _ 32,000

ib; LM (AF, DE) = 14,116 Ib; LM (AF, DX) --9,965 Ib;LM (AE, DX) = 4,938 Ib: (See

Ref. 3.7.)

The functioningof TVCMASSPROP is as follows:

a. Itchecks to see whether LM is attached {by checking bit 13 of the

word DAPDATR1).

b. IfLM is on, TVCMASSPROP uses the pad-loaded variable LEMMASS

to calculatethe desired piecewlse-linear curve from the family of

curves of parameter versus CW for each of the three output variables.
!

This means that. for each variable, a breakpoint parameter value is "_i'

computed, as well as the slopes to the left and right of the breakpoint.

Note that for the three variables _output eight quantities are computed
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f ....
1 I) hreakpolnlvalue . ]a9 ;77]zluqItv

I ,p_,_ 2i sl@e(CW,rlO,O00). 1],_7),1u9f1'/Ib

_N_()p , ]Jslope(CW_,IO0001. 4 _?15_,luqfl'llh

|) breakpointvalue , 224269rduqfl'

|kY_ 21sl_ (CW_IO0001, 7,OTJl_lllCLfl_llh
tluqfll |)_IOPeICW_]OQQQII, OM]_luqfltlll_

I |1 breakpointvalue M 4AO_,l,qflt
I CSMONLY - 2) _lope(CW_IOO(lOI 2,60[_zluqfl_llb

]1 SlopeICW_,)O,(_) 0 _]MP,,luqIt'/tb

I

I) I)reekpeir11value , 0,1HIE25$i__

2)slopeICW(|O,OOOI0.39163x104$ec_llb

11IIopI(CW>IO,OOO)O,21316xlO'sm:'_llb

]) brwekpolrdvllue ' O,09128sac_
IAVC4/T_' _, _o .,_ew AP_ULL__.d.,..,,,_ 2) slope(CW'tiO,O00i• 0,33781x10'sac_llb

Sff,_ _' Jl slope(CW)IO,000)• O,])JO_lO'$ecZllb

r? 2(l500II)l
i
t
i i) breakpointvalue * 0,30112sK_CSMONLYI

2} slopeICW':IO0001• O,i57lSxlO_sec_llb ___

11 31slope(CW>IO0001• O,O_51_xlO'secZllb
I

i) breakpointvalue • 40,861slu(j-ff_
21slope(CW<IO,000} O,5140slug-fl_llb
3Jslope(CW>]O000} O.5140slug-ft_lll)

i} breakpointvalue * 20,105slug-fl_
2) SlopeICW<IO,OQO)0.S149slug-ft_lll)
3) slope(CW>lOOOO)O.5149slug-f12111P

|XX

slu�-ff_
I |) brukpoirdvalue • 18,181slu�-ff_
I 21slope(CW<IO,O001• O,5140slu�-ft_/Ib

_11slope(CW:,IO,O00i• 0.5140slu�-fl'/Ib

i
IO,O00tO

CSMPROPELLA_I'_IGHT (CW),li}

l,'ig. 3.3.8 Sketch of Curves Used by Program

TVCMASSPROP To Calculate Ix.x, IAV G,

and IAVG/T,_ x

3
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i

I) breakpelntvalue • |61626slug-fl,_

_) itopltOW(10000). 6 51112|IuR ff'lt_} i_

L_

1) slopeICW>IO,O001. I, ))(Mslug-fl'llb [

ZAVG II braikpoIMvalue . 117,405slugft_ i

,l,, I1' J_ ,, ,Inllt ,CW(I00O0,•, t_M,,,,, fl'llb

I _ l) JlOlll(CW)IO,a) • 0,5]404IIIJg'flqlb!
I
t
i

. . J....

t) DrliDim value • 0.5)019sad

_) sl0pt(CW(10000)• 0 2]NIXl0'sKIIIb

3) Ilol_ICW>I0000)• 0 ll44MI0 *slcallb

ZAVGITka l) brllkp01Mvalul • 0,4)lJl sK_
SKi /I ,u&pSf.M_ _m'_* 2) IIoNICW¢iO,O00)• 0.22)lQx|O'*ltcZllb

IT • 20,SO0IM _ 3) slopeICW>lO,000)* O.09i9¢_10"Sic/lib( II
I

I

i
Z
i
• |) brNkpol_ valua • 26,316slug-ft_
I 2i slopelOW<t0,0O0)• 0 5149slug-ft_b

1) IIoN ICW>10,000i• 0.5149slug-fl_0

l) I)rllkpolMvalue • 23,0/2slug-IraI
Zxx 2) SIgNICWcl0000)• 0,5149slugfl lib

slug.flz 5l II_a ICW>IO,000)• 0.51_ slug-ft'llb

l_ 000Ib

CSMPRO_LI,N/I''/tlGNT ICWl,Ib

Fig. 3.3.9 Mass Properties Approximations:

CSM Docked with LM Ascent Stage Only.
!i,

i
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using LEMMASS. These are (1) a breakpoint value and two slope ",

values for IAV G versus CW, (2) a breakpoint value and two slope

values for IAvG/T_ x versus CW, and (3) a breakpoint value and

a single slope value for Ixx versus CW. (See Fig. 3.3. }t.)

If LM is not on, the eight quantities are still calculated, but

they then define the curves for CSM alone,

c. Once a specific carve has been chosen for each output variable,

the pad-loaded variable CSMMASS is used to determine the ac-

tual operating point on each of the curves. This defines the cur-

rent value of the three output variables.

d. Before returning control to TVCEXECUTIVE or R03,

TVCMASSPROP also updates the total vehicle mass, called

WEIGHT/G. This consists of CSMMASS (plus LEMMASSifthe

LM is attached).

Provision is made for the special case of the CSM docked with the LM

ascent-stage only (no descent stage). For TVCMASSPROP to function correctly

in this mode, the astronaut must change the CONFIG bits of the erasable word

DAPDATR1 (bits 15, 14, 13) to 1, 1, 0, and must load in a new value of LEMMASS -*

(ascent-stage weight). The three outputs of TVCMASSPROP are then calculated

as in the nominal case, except that corrections are made to the curves of IAV G ,,

and IAvG/T4 x. The curves for Ixx will be computed correctly using only
LEMMASS; no additional correction is needed.

The curves of the three outputs versus CW for this special case are ....

shown in Fig. 3.3.9.

TVCMASSPROP will give output values that match the original NASA

data package (see Ref. 3.7), with worst-case errors of less than 12 percent.

(For the modified APOLLO 15 and subsequent vehicles, the worst case errors

will be higher--about 18-20%).

I

Z ':i
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This includes any range, of propellant loadings for the LM ascent stage, descent

stage, or the special ease of no descent stage, discussed above.

Once the three outputs of TVCMASSPROP are obtained, they are used

by TVCEXECUTIVE, as in Eqs (3, 3-1) and (3.3-2).

Ifa restartoccurs during TVCMASSPROP computations° there is

nothing thatneeds protecting;the program willsimply he calledagain as soon as

TVCEXECUTIVE is restarted.

The astronaut is not required to enter any data in connection with the

autopilot variable gains. In R03, however, he is asked to monitor the DSKY for a

di;_play (V0(i N47) of CSM and LM weight in pounds. If he is not satisfied with those

values, he can enter new values, thereby both alteringTVCMASSPROP and tileauto-

pilotgains.

The 10-second intervals for the call to TVCMASSPROO are determined

by a simple counter within TVCEXECUTIVE, The loop-gain change at CSM/LM

switchover corresponds to a reduction of the design-nominal gain KTtx/I (Eq 3.3-1)

for the pitch and yaw gains. This is done automatically as part of the. switchovo.r logic,
in V46 and TVCINITIALIZE.

3.3.5 Trim Estimation

( Accurate engine-actuator trim (steady-state pitch- and yaw-actuator

offset) is necessary for good performance of the TVC DAP. Ideally, the trim values

are such that when the pitch and yaw commands from the autopilots are both zero, the

actuators position the engine bell s_ch that the thrust vector is aligned with the ve-

hicle center of gravity as to result in zero control accelerations. The ideal trim

values depend on the location of the c. g. 0 which tends to shift slowly during the burn. ....

Thus. the problem of trim estimation involves initial estimates of the trim values

and updating of the estimates as the c.g. is observed to move with shifts in fuel

loading.

Three sources of trim information are provided to the TVC DAPs: (1)

astronaut loads of PTRIM and YTRIM in Routine R03 (Verb 48); (2)a single-shot

correction shortlyafter ignition(CSM only), followed by repetitivecorrections (see

paragraph 3.3.5.2); and (3)an end-of-burn update at the engine-offcommand (see

paragraph 3.3.2.4). Each of these sources provides {potential)updates of the trim

variables PACTOFF and YACTOFF (equivalent to the upper registers of the double- !i

precision words PDELOFF and YDELOFF), which are the AGC registers containing
the trim information.

3.3-29
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l Astronaut Loads via R03 ")"+3.q.5,

The finalsequence of R03 (Noun 48) displays the current trim estimates

in registers 1 and 2, referred to as PTRIM and YTRIM, These are m(_rely con-

versions (todegrees) of the DAPregisters PACTOFF and YACTOFF. Those

registers are used by the thrusting program (P40) -- to adjust the vehicle burn

attitude for the Rfi0 maneuvers (accounting for c.g. position} and to do the gimbal-

drive test/trim routine, positioning the engine for ignition. The astronaut can

accept the displayed values, or he can load new values from vehicle-mass table s,

Thus, the astronaut has ultimate control over any internally generated values bef+w_

tho burn,

The gimhal-trim values are the angular offsets of the engtno-gimbal

st)ryes (pitch and yaw) necessary to align the thrust vector through the w, hicle c, g,

This alignment may be achieved by supplying trim commands to each gimhal serve),

whore the commands are expressed as follows:

5OFFSET- 6cg + 6E - +MECH '

The values of the 6 terms differ in the pitch and yaw planes: the variable _ iscg
the angular offset of the c.g. relative to the vehicle center line, as measured in

the given pitch or yaw plane; the variable S MECI! is the mechanical offset of the

engine gimbals; and 6 E is the error in the orientation of the actual thrust vector

relative to the commanded orientation of the engine bell, Several sources con-

tribute to 6 E, including misalignment of the thrust vector,relative to the engine-
bell center line, and nonlinearities and biases in the engine-gtmbal serve system,

Only the intentional mechanical bias (8 MECH) is known precisely. Tabulated

estimates of 6cg versus vehicle mass are available, but no initial estimates of

6 E' The autopilot tracks th_ actual 6OFFSET with an offset-correction loop whose

measur+ement of 6OFFSET increases in accuracy as the burn progresses.

The recommended procedure is to assume _E = 0 and to trim the

engine initiallyaccording to tabulatedestimates of _cg and the given _VIECH'
Then, afterone or more engine burns, a more accurate engine trim can be obtained

by usin_ the stored estimate of 5OFFSET provided by the offsetcorrection loop

at the end of the previous burn: the longer the previous burn, the more accurate

the correction-loop es_:Imateof 6OFFSE T' +

S :
3._-30
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1

The procedure for aligning the vehicle assumes that the position of the
engine, thrust vectew relative to the vehicle center line is given by 5OFFSET +

_/IECH (as [_htained far the pitch and yaw axes), This assumption neglects the

fact that a commanded gimbal trim equal to 6OFFSET results in a thrust-w_ctr)r :_.

_;rr_r ( _E }, The alternative to this approach would be to assume that the thrust t/
vector is aligned with the vehicle c, g, according to tht_ tabulated _eg estimates, _:

It turlls out, however, that the values of_ E are comparable to the errors in _cg' a
with the result that the two vehicle, alignment approaches produce nearly the same

system errors. Therof_we, for simplicity in programing, _.OFFSET is used as
a basis for aligning both the vehicle and the engine, In this connection, we should

I Imint _mt that, with tim pres_._nt autopllot, the transients resulting from an errnr

in engine alignment can I)r¢_duco an much as five times the vehwity pointing error

as the sam_ angular err_r In vehicle alignment,

In clmcklng the R0,_ display, the astronaut has the rospfmstbilttv to

onsurt, that the trim value,s are reasonable - - in partte,ular, that lhey rl_, n(,t ex_eod

tim limit 0 .q dog imposed by the eapae,ity of the optics error ee,ounte,rs used tc, gen-

t.,rato the _ignals for the engine, actuators. No AGC coding e,hecks against this

limit are made, in e,lthe,r the pro,thrust program or the engino-_imhal test/trim

r_mtine. Shouhl this limit be exceeded, the DAPa lose track of d_e engine command

by the exe,ess amount,

3, 3.5.2 Single-shot and Repetitive Corrections

To reduce the a_.titude and velocity errors, i_ is necessary to add an

estimation and correction scheme for compensating the thrust mtsalignment. A

functional block diagrltm of the correcter is shown in Fig. 3.3. 10. Basically,
the effect of the correcter is - -

a) to estimate the mistrim and make a one-shot correction a few

seconds after ignition (CSM only--see Table 3.3-VI); then

b) to become an effective proportional-plus-integral compensation

for canceling initial estimation errors and for tracking any c. g.

motion or thrust-vector variation.

The input to the correction loop is the filtered actuator command signal

coming from DELFILTER0 as shown in Fig. 3.3. 10. The filter time constant is

either 4 or 8 seconds, depending on the DAP sample rate. This is enough lag

s.s.s 1
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D to provide siffnifieant smoothinff of' the effects of slosh oscillations and initial
attitude rates,

The synchrnnized samplers in the correction hmp tie not close ft_r their t

first sample until a specified time (TCORR) after DAP startup, For this first |

sample, the gain Keg of the correction loop has a unique value (Ct.)RFRAC). After
the first sample, which produces the one-shot correction, the samplers continue ,,

i
to work, with a sample period of 0, h second, and the _nin K_g is drr_l_potl to a new I

c_mstant value (REPFtL_C), This lower steady-state vahm of Keg !s the re.suit _
of a compt, omtse between stability and improved traekinl,, Itl,:lq;'llA/_ is a pad-

loaded quantity for (2tiM /EREPl;'RA(2) anti OSM/LM hl_h-I_nl_thvi,l_h (I:IH,:PFHAO + 1),

Tile I¢I,_PFRAO value for the low-bandw|dth OSM/LM mtJdr, is fis_'d,

Table 3.3-VI summarize_ the operation of the TMC loop (in terms

of parameter values) both for the CSM anti the CSM/LM e()llftgtlratic_ns, 'l'ht,

dynamic r,ffet;t of the TMC loop carl be seen by looking at the equivalent b-plane,

dynamics as sht_wn In FiR, 3, 3, 11, '.'able :_. :_-VlI gives tho palal-zero valuus for tim

CSM _,nd CSM/l,Mconfigurations, The effectst,f thest, n, lditit)nal dynamics nn the

shown as dotted lines on Fi_s. 3, 3. 3 and 3, 3,5, ii_ain- phase plots are

t 3.3, 6 TVC ROLL I)AP

Roll control during SPS thrusting periods is achieved by firing RCS

rtdl-jet pairs, Phase-plane switching logic is used to select the jets and to control

the duration of jet firings. The control policy calla for maintenance of outer gimbal

angle tOGA) within a _ 5-deg deadband tolerance of a desired OGA (OGAD)0 which

is simply the value of OGA at SPS ignition. ROLL DAP performance is monitored

via the FDAI roll-attitude error needle, which is driven by the FLY-TO OGA error:

AK ,, OGAD - OGA. (3.3-3)

Needle updates are made at the ROLL DAP sample rate of I/_-second.

OGA control closely approximates directbody-axis roll-attitudecontroi.

provided thatthe middle gimbal angle (MGA) is small. The body-axis ro11-rate

equation shows thatcross-coupling of inner-gimbal- angle (IGA) rate is a second-

order effectfor small middle gimbal angles (MGA)'.

ii

{ :
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TABLE 3.3-VI

PARAMETERS OF THRUST-MISALIGNMENT ESTIMATOR

LOOP FOR TIIE CSM AND CSM/LM CONFIGU i{ATIONS

AGC CODE CSM/LM CSM/LM
I)ES¢] I_IPTION VARIABLE_ CSM llIGll-RW [,OW-BW

timo of initial TCORIt 3 nee. 0 sc,_,
_t)v re etian* (fixed) " - -

gain I,_g at COI(I,'ItAC 2 1
initial, (fixed) 2 (COItFI{AC)r(COI{F II_C) ---
('[) I" l'l' ¢!titln

i

._ample p_:Piod 0.5 see 0.5 .,me: 0.5 see
-f (,.,stimatien loop ---

g:tin l,; after ItEP1;'I_J_C 0. 250 0.01¢75 0. 0375

initial EREPFH.AC EREPFILAC-_ (fi×e¢l)

¢'()).'t'e ¢'ti¢)n (pad =load ) (pad - [o:ul ) "'_

*Time from first pass of TVCEXECUTIVE, which occurs approximately 0.03 st'e
after IGNITION. Note that the CSM/LM one-shot correction occurs approximately
0.4 sec after the first PITCHDAP pass. At this early time the DFLFILTER response
remains essentially unchanged from its initial value, thus the one-shot corr.ction
va_u_ is effectively zero.

3.3 -34
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TABLE 3.3- VII i,

EQUIVALENT s-DOMAIN TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR

THRUST-MISALIGNMENT ESTIMATOR LOOP

I

VEHICLE CONFIGURATION TRANSFER FUNCTION i
i,

CSM 40 msec
(s + 0.25) (s , 0.50)

0,250)
(Keg s(s _ 0.750)

csM/LM 80 msec (s+ O.125) (s.,O.075)

lligh-bandwidth s(s _ 0.20)

(Kcg _. 0.0375)
i,

CSM/LM 80 msec (s + O. 125) (s ._ 0.075)

Low-bandwidth s(s + 0.20)

(Keg = 0.03751
i

1
\

' J I
_ Equivalent I Equivalent

Attitude_.___ s-Domsln s-Domain Actuator

Error _.=DAP rj Transfer Function _'----_ Commandi for Co.rrectionLoop_ 6c

Fig. 3.3.II Equivalent s-Domain Transfer Function of

Thrust-mLsalignment Estimator Loop
%,

|
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p _ "D_ + T_ sin(MGA}, (3.3-4}

The roll autopilot is shown in Fig. 3.3, 12. Tile plla_v-plam: swRcMng

logic is shown in Fig. 3.3.13. It is an adaptation of the LM phase-plane switching

logic, discussed in Ref. 3.8, Phase-plane OGA error and OGA rate are required inputs

tn tha switching logic. Phase-plane OGA error is the negative of FLY-TO FDAI

nt:t_dlc error, and OGA rate is derived by a simple first-order back difference of
',)GA :

OGAERROR _ OGA - OGAD : -AK,
c3.3 -5)

OGA - z'lOGA
OGARATE =--T"----'

w]mrc z'l is short-hand notation for "the past value of, " and T is tlm I_OLL DAP

samph_ period of I/2 second.

The phase plane is divided by the switching logic into three regions:

j,,t firings for negative torque, jet firings for positive torque0 and coast (no ,let

firings). ()GAERROR and OGARATE establish the operating _ within one of

these regions, thus defining a particular control activity (+, -, or zero torque).

The jet firing time to reach the coasting region from the operatin_ point is a function

of the control acceleration (CONACC) and the required change in velocity fl)OGARATE- _'_.
OGARATE), where DOGARATE (desired OGARATE) is the OGA rate at the coast-

region penetration point of the control parabola through the operatin_ point. The ,

switching logic determines DOGARATE, and a running estimate of CONACC is

available, as explained below. Firing time is given by the following:

DOGARATE - OGARATE
AT : I CONACC (3.3-6_

Several operational constraints are applied to the AT firin_ time in

order to increase reliability, to conserve fuel, and to minimize control activity

a. The duration of a particular jet firing shall not exceed 2.5 seconds.

(Long maneuvers consist of repeated 2.5-second bursts of control

activity.)

3.3-36
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b. A delay of at least 0, 5 second shall separat(_ jet firings. (Periods
of zero torque enhance Pate estimates and prevent excessive contrnl

activity. )

c. Successive periods of the same sign of rontrol torque shall fire

jet pairs (for each torque sign there ape two pairs) alternately,

(Effect of jet failures, even combined jet failures, is minimized. )

d. Subsequent re-evaluation of a jet-firing duration may decrease, but

not increase, the total firing time (conserves fuel, espeoially with

jet failures, and prevents excessive control activity).

e. Jet firings shall not Le shorter than 14 ms (minimum impulse).

The parabolic portions of the switching lines (FIR. 3.3.13) are id_al:

they cry constant-torque trajectories (control parabolas), at least within th_

ability of the CMC to track Ixx. Limit-cycle operation can thereby be achieved
in truly optimal fashion, with but one or, at most, two jet firir)ffs if there are no

sampling delays. (See also the firing duration constraints above. ) Generation

of the idealswitching parabola requires a knowledge of control acceleration:

{_ Fd M _ CONACC _ (I/CONACC)" 1 rao/sec 2, (3.3-7)

where M is the RCS roll-jet-pairtorque (= 1400 ft-lb).The ROLL DAP gain

(I/CONACC) tracks the rollinertiawith 10-second up-dates {see paragraph 3.3.4)

and thus permits constructionof the idealparabolas.

The switching trajectories(Fig. 3.3.13) are composed of parabolic,

linear, constant-OGARATE, and constant-OGAERROR segments, as shown in

Fig. 3.3. 14. Analytic expressions for each segment are given. AJ.soshown are

the 12 subset regions thatmake up the 3 control regions of Fig. 3.3.13. The

'regionof "jetfiringsfor negative torque," for example, is composed of Subset-

regions I, Ill,and VP. The region of "jetfiringsfor positivetorque" is composed

of Subset-regions I',Ill',and VI. The remaining subset regions (II0If',IV, IV',

V, and V') constitutethe coasting region, i:

Identifying the operating point with a particular control region is i

accomplished by the process of eliminationillustratedin Fig. 3.3 15. Tests

for subset regions are used as buildingblocks. Each subset region is bounded

3.3-39
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I

Ente r

OGAERROR _ Operating
OGARATE J Point

i/CONACC

i
Yes I!

No "'

III, III' ?

No

_OrlS
II, H'

q P

Df)GARATE ']

MAXLIM J ions
IV, IV' ?

t
Regions

VI 0

P Determine desired OGARATE (DOOARATE) at the inter-
DOGARATE •

OGAI{/_TE section of the control parabola and the coast region boundary
I (Continue switch line. (The solution of a quadratic equation is desired;

[ Coasting) instead an approximation with linear extrapolation is used.

The approximation converges to the quadratic solution as

the coast region boundary switch line is approached. ) The

MINLIM limit is not considered,just the straight llne switch

i _T I (I/CO_ACC, | (_ARATE . O_ARATE,, ] ,.. i
JETSGN • SGN (DOOARATE - OGARATE) :.

,
L.Lo_Jet I

Select i (See Fig. 3.3.16) ,,

Fig. $. 3.1 5 TVC ROLL DAP Phase- Plane Switching l.o_ic i'_

i
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by combinations of the swltchlng-line segments and the abscissa axis and is thus

describable in to.ProS of simple analytlc inequalities, which are then used to make. the

indicated tests,

This subset logic is used to determine desired OGA rate. {I)OGAIIATE).

Fnr operating points in the coasting region, DOGARATE is simply the current

OGAt/.ATE (continue coasting), For operating points in Subset-re.glens III and III',

J}OGARATE is the OGARATE at the point that the parabolic trajectory penotrate.s

the. coast region, Thus, for Subset-reEions Ill and III e, DOGARATE is simply

_MAXLIM, the appropriate rats-limlt maximum,

For Subset-regions I and VIe (or I e and VI), DOGAH.ATE is dctcPmino,l by

the intoraoc'tmn _f the. control parabola with the straight-line swit_hinR line, 'rhi_

rc',iuiPe.s ._lution of a quadratic eqt_ation, for which ts tntrodt_cod an approximation

that simplifies the quadratic equation to a linear one and has the desirable proport:,

¢ff _,nnw_rging to the quadratic solution as the switching line is approached, The

approximation involves substituting a straight line (i. e., the tang_nt to the control

parabola) fo,, the actual control parabola for operating points in Ro._i¢_ns V[ and VI'.

¢,onst:_ "*The problem is then to solve for the intersection of the tangent anti the , .a._-slopc

_wit¢,h line. (For operating points in Region I or I e, a dummy ¢_p,,ratin_ p¢_int is

constructed in Re_ion VI or VI', and the tangent taken at that point. The dummy

point is located just off the control parabola at a fixed distance (0.1 dog/set,) from _
the x-axis. )

The equation used to solve for the intersection of the two lines (and hence

solve for DOGARATE) is

DOGARATE = NUM/DEN,

where

NUM --KY2(I/CONACC) - K[DB - X SGN(A)] + LMCRATE

DEN --KY(I/CONACC) - SGN(_),

and

X, Y " OGAERROR, OGARATE

DB = Deadband = 5 deg

LMCRATE --Limit cycl_ rate = O.1 deg/sec

K = (-slope)= 0.2 de_/sec/deg

A = horizontaldistance between operating point,and controlparabola

= X - [DB - Y2(I/CONACC)/2] SON(Y).

(This approximation is further described in Reference 3.9. )
i

/
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Once DOGARATE is obtained, the jet-firing duration is determined by
therelation.

l
_T * (I/CONACC) IDOGARATE - OGARATEI. (3, 3-tl)

where I/CONACC, the ROLL DAP gain, is the estimate of the control acceleration.

(See Eq. 3.3-7,)

Figure 3, 3, 18 shows the jet-select logic that applies the jet firing-

duration constraints, sets up the task to terminate the jet firings at the proper

time, and actually fires the jets,

Restart protection for the ROLL DAP consists simply of starting it =
over; there are no copy cycles, phase-points, etc. The original desired OGA is 2

_f

maintained. Table 3.3.,VIII l_sts numerical values for the significant 1_)I,I4 /)A) _

parameters.

3.3.7 TVC I)AP Interfaces

(
3.3.7, 1 Input Interface

IB

Cross product steering (see paragraph 5.3.3.4, Section 5 of this •

document)produces a vector-ratecommand (deg/sec)inreferencecoordinates

by thefollowingrelationship:

¢o T = K'T(1 VG y 1 MDT ) ,- eRE F - _

where MD__._T= - DELVREF + cb£t.

K S isthe steer-lawgain,and VGGisthevelocity-to-be-gainedvector.

The vectoristransformedtobody (NAVBASE) coordinatesviathetransformations
REFSMMAT and SMNB:

(SI_NB)(REFSI_MAT) T.
-_ CBODYT = __CREF

Figure 3.3.17 is a functional block diagram of the TVC DAP input

interface. The rate-feedback signals to the autopllot are formed by first taking ,

.,t

3.3 "43 :i:,_
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No _ets now
-- off ?

Yes
No

ltave
jetsbeen No
for at leaMt

DAP I/2 sec ? ]_xlt II/)LL DAP

(constraint _ ) (conMtrsint l_ )
Yes

AT No
PM,AX

AT m TMAX

Yes (constraint t__ )

Yes

Select a new Jet pair (if this
F ....

l AT • nl is not a continuation of anl earlier firing)!

(constraint o ) l )
_t

I Set uD task to terrain'ate 1;)et firings in AT seconds

I Fire melecte d :Jets
the

I Exit ROLL DAP

Fig. 3.3.16 TVC ROLL DAP Jet Selection Logic
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tile bark difference of the CDU angles. These differences are then passed through

a limiter whose output is linear (unity gain) up to 2.33 degrees but is zero for

greater magnitudes. The purpose of this llmlter is to protect the vehicle against

a spurious setting of the 11.25-degree bit in the CDU read eot_nters, ':_which would

produce an effective ll.25-degree step input to the TVC DAP filter. The read

c',Quntcvs would countdown the 11.25-degcee error at their 70-dog/see rate, which

would give a CDU difference of 2, 82 degrees per 40-msec DAP sample period,

i_ather than the full 2, 82 dog/sample, we used the lower number of 2.33 deg/sample

a,_ the limit, This number represents a compromise between the dest_'e to reject

most of the possible 1 I. 25-degree step error and the requirement that actual

v_htcle tumbling be monitored and controlled,

After passing _hrough the limiter, the CDUDOTs are transformed into

beady coordinates: WBT _ (I_) CDUDOT, where CDUDOT _ CDU - z "1 CD_U.

Scaling of the DAP-Steertng interface is complicated by the tmple-

mentational expediency of lumping the T_.sof the integrator and the differentiator

into the steering gain K', such that the effective scaling is inversely proportional

to tl_c I)AP sample _'_te.

The thr,=e standard matrix transformations arc SI_NB, '_
REFSMMAT, ,,_

and _. (_ is given in Fig. 3.3.18. ) The sines and cosines for _ and SI_NB are

updated every second by the routine QUICTRIG, which is called by P40 (CLOCKJOB).

A limiter, set for limiting the output at 45 deg, or I/8 revolution,

operates on each body-axis error integrator. The limiter is of the analog-feedback

type: the input to the integrator is nulled when the output is at the limit. The
h,

purpose of the limiter is to assist scaling of the DAP filters.

This bit is more sensitive than are the others to electrical noise in the CDU
environment; it is possible, therefore, though not likely, for the bit to be set by
a nol3e pulse.

Y
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WB _ (N) CDUD.____OT

(N)- 0 cos_cos_ sin

0 -sin _ cos _ cos

= outer gimbal angle

= middle gimbal angle "_o

@ = inner gimbal angle

Fig. 3.3. 18 CDU Rates to Body Rates Transformation
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-ErrorY
RCSAttitudeError*

P/rCHDAP (CST Only) j AKI{PITCHFOAl)

I, , *_(364 BITS* 16"7/8DEG)

I ) L _..I..., _- PERRB _tI.Z. I - , :,:
(TO PITCH FILTER)

-ErrorZ
RCSAttitudeError*

YAW DAP (CSN_ O,l'lly) _ AK2 (YAW FDAt)

• . (364 BITS, 16-7/6 DEG)

,.z-, ]_+45" (TO YAW FILTER)
. '_

#OLL DAP ,{_ AK (ROLL FDAI)

J _ (384etTS,I6-7/ODEG)

OGAD --CDUX(O)_K_ E (OGAERROR)

,.y ' :.-(TOSWITCHING LOGIC)
o

ICDUX -" OGA

*Limitedto± 1.5deg

Fill, 3, 3, ]9 FDAI Needle Variables :_

::
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Initial conditions are required by the pitch and yaw differentiatt,rs anti

I integrators, The subroutine DAPINIT, called one sample period before the first

pans through the pitch DAP, reads the CDUs for the initial valuers of CDll-past for the:

dlfferentlators. Initial conditions for the attitude-error integrators are established

for the CSM by picking up the negative RCS attitude errors for pitch and yaw (ERR(}ltY,

ERROHZ) just before TVCDAPON ls called. The values, subject to a :t 1.5-degree

limit, are then loaded into the TVC attitude-error registers PERRB and YEttHB

after the TVC zeroing loop has been completed. For the CSM/LM configuration,

the attitude-error integrators are initialized to zero to avoid possibly large engine
excursions at ignition.

3, 3.7.2 Output Interface

The D/A sections both of the IMU and the ()PTICS CI)Us are involved in

TVCI)AI* output: tim IMII CDUs display attitude-error signals on the I,'l)AI steadies,

anti the t)P'I'ICS C.I)IIa generate the analog signals that drive the SI+S glmbai actuators.

3.3.7.2. 1 FDAI Needle l)laplays, -- Pitch and yaw body-attitude errors

are displayed on the pitch and yaw needles; outer- gimbal- angle (OGA} error is dis-

played on the roll needle. The signal plckoffs are shown in Fig. 3, 3. 1,t). Each of

the I)AP variables (AK -- -OGAERROR, AK1 = PERRB, and AK2 = YERRB) are

scaled at the normal CDU scaling (full register -- 180 deg). All three variables are

( FLY-TO errors, positive in the sense:

Error -- Commanded Attitude - Measured Attitude.

Processing of the AK signals is handled by the subroutine NEEDLER

associated with the RCS DAP. Basic functions of this subroutine include preparing

the IMU error counters (initialization and enablement}, scaling the AKs for full-

scale needle deflection of 16-7/8 deg, generating incremental commands, and

releasing the pulse trains to the countere. These operations are shown schemat-

ically in Fig. 3.3.20.

Display is effected by a special initialization call to NEEDLER, followed

by calls from TVCEXECUTIVE every 1/2 seco:ad. The DAPs compute values for

PERRB and YERRB every 40 (at 80) ms and update AK1 and AK2 with the new

values. NEEDLER is called only once every 1/2 second, however, and the needle

updates are made with the then-current AKs.

During the changeover from RCS to TVC in the CSM configuration, there

will be a short period of approximately 1/2 to 1 second during which the needles

will be zeroed. After this period, the errors are re-established with the values

left by the RCS DAP, subject to the i 1.8-deg limit as discussed in paragraph

3.3.7. 1. For the CSM/LM, the needles are not re-established with the RCS errors. ,,

3.3.7.2.2 Actuator Commands via the Optics CDUa. -- The D/A

( portions of the OPTICS shaft-and-trunnion CDUs generate the dc analog .signals that I

drive the pitch and yaw SPS gimbal actuators in response to the AGC-generated
3.3-51
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actuator commands PCMD and YCMD. Figure 3,3,21 is a schematic diagrr.m of the T

actuator-command generat*on0 within the AGC, and of the generation, by the CI)tJ,

of the analog signals to drive the actuators. Note that the AGE output otmsists of in-

cremental changes in command:

_CMI) : PCMD - z "1 PCMD

: 'I'h_,s,; in,:rements are stored into the AGC output-counter registers TVCPITCll and
i

TVCYAW. When the 3200-pps pulse trains are released, tile error counter accm_u-

latos (sums) them, anti the associated D/A ladder and demodulatt)P transforms them

into the prt)portionai signal that drives the. actuator amplifiers.

S_aling f_)r the AGC command registers is sot by the t'.DI! interfa_,e,

whet,,, n_,minally, one bit represents 85.41 arc-seconds (or 0.0237 dog) of engine

dt_.floction, l}orivod from this ratio is the so-called actuator scaling revolution

IASCItEV ):

85,41 x lf1384
IASCREV :-_ _'1.0797511 rev/(fullm:gister).

Note thatthere is a differencein scalingbetween the I)AP input interface,

where a fuilrcgisturequals tS0 dog, and the outputint(:ri'ace,whet(:a fullregister

cquais 3liB.3 dog (360 x i ASCREV). This differenceamounts to an inherent ,h'

gain across the I)AI:'of 2 ASCREV (or2 1595). This factoris accounted for in "_*

the gain factor VARK, *

To drive the gimbal serves, the CDU must be in the thrust-vector-

control mode, To initiatethismode, the SC CeNT switch on the main control

panel must be set to the CMC position. This generates the fiN&C autopilot-control

discrete and sets up the actuator amplifier to receive voltagesfrom the OPTICS

CDU. In the CDU, the discrete arms, but does not energize, the thrust-vector-

controlrelays. The TVC ENABLE discrete from the computer to the CDU ener-

gizes these relays, thereby switchingon the de-error signalsto drive the actuator

amplifiers. "/'hecompu*er must also send the OPTICS ERROR COUNTER ENABLE

discrete thatenables the error counter to track the command increments receives

by the CDU. These increments are released from TVCPITCH and TVCYAW by

settingthe OPTICS ACTIVITY bits. Preparation of the CDU (activatingthese discretes

subjectto certaintiming constraints)isnormally handled by the Gimbal Drive Test

• and/or Trim Routine S40.6.

3.3. S Restart Protection of the TVC DAP
l

Computer restarts fall into two categories -- hardware restarts, which

cause many channels (including those used for TVC) to be reset to zero; software

restarts, which do not affect the TVC channels. Both kinds of restarts cause WAITLIST "
_ask information to be lost, thereby preventing the TVC DAP subroutine TVCEXECUTIVE

from perpetuating itself at 1/2-second tntervalts.

a. 3.s2 i
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llardware Restarts, -- In the event of a hardware restart during an SPS burn, the mast "_

irnpartant requirement from the paint of view of TVC DAP operation is to re-establish

the I)/A interface between lhe I)APs and the engine-gimbal serves, This must he dane

qui,_kly, as a hardware restart deactivates the OPTICS I,',RROR counters anti resets

TVC ENABLE, This action drives the engine serves to their eloctrieal-nul! positions,

since, tile driving voltage drops to zero, Depending on the night condition, the

eh, ctric.al-null positions could be several degrees off the desired engine-trim positions,

Tlmrefore, nulling the engines could result in a large transient moment of the vehicle.

To minimize this transient, the output-error counters for pitch and yaw are reset to

their previous values as soon as the D/A interface is reactivated, Commands ga to

tht_ _,)rv,)s ew..n before the l)AP computation resumes, Tlmse tasks are performed by

th[' TVt; restart package (ItEi)t)TVC),

In additicm to re-establishing the I)/A intePfaco, restart protection must

I., pr_wtdrd against tim lo_s of information in the working registers (A, l,, Z, q)'

,,otlntoPs, intr,,rator G and computations involving past values of quantities must all

h_' I_rotrett_d. This is accomplished by storing the quantities in temporary locations

as t _,y ar_ COml_uted. The temporary locations are then copied into tl_ permanent

l,)c:ttionsduring copy cycles thatfollowtl_ecomputation sections. Accordingly, the

I)AP logicincludes st)veralcopy cycl(:s,each followinga major computation section.

• Should a restartoccur during a copy (:yclc,the copy cycle is repeated. Should a

rcstttrtoc,cur during a computation period, the restart logicdetermines whether to

recompute only the computation sectionor to repeat the entire I)AI_cycle.

Hardware restarts also affectguidance equations and AGC executivc

routinesthatmust be re-established. This means thatthere willbe some delay before

the DAPs can resume theiroperations. Simulation testshave shown a delay of _ 0.I •

second between restartinitiationand the re-establishment of the D/A interfacewith

the previous actuator-comm'.,nd values. Another DAP sample period (40 or 80 ms)

elapses (forre-establlshlngCDU rates)before the DAPs generate further incremental

commands. The effect,however, of thistransienton the vehicleattitudeisneg-

ligible.

Hardware restart protectionof the TVC DAP coding requires a special

TVC restartpackage. REDOTVC, calledfrom the standard AGC restart routine,

reactivatesthe TVC DAP interfaces,re-establlshesthe waitllsttask of

• TVCEXECUTIVE, determines where in the TVC DAF coding the TVC DAP compu-

tationscan be safelyrestarted, and, at the appropriate time, restarts the TVC DAP

computations.

Software Restarts. -- TVC software restart protectionis much simpler, involving

only the re-establtshlngof the TVCEXECUTIVE waltllsttask, accomplished by the

AGC restart logic. Unlike hardware restarts, software restarts do not require special "_

TVC restart logic.

3.3-54
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3.4 ENTRY AUTOPILOT AND MISSION CONTROL PROGRAMS
by Robert R. Bairnsfather

3, 4. I Atmospheric Reentry - An Overall View

The Entry programs cover the phases of spacecraft flight commencing with

the maneuver to SM-CM separation attitude and continuing until drogue chute de-

ployment. A typical trajectory for orbital reentry is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Ia, A t

lunar trajectory appears in Fig. 3.4. lb. The trajectory is broken into segments,

each identified by a Mission Program number from Pill through PflT'_'. From the

standpoint of the Entry DAP, trajectory portions above the o. 05 g contour are ser-

viced by the extra-atmospheric mode of DAP operation, and those below by the

atmospheric mode of DAP operation, The contour is _ensed by _ntry Guidance

wl_ich clears the switch o05GSW to zero if above the contour0 and sets . O5GSW

to one if below, In the atmospheric mode0 the DAP performs roiling maneuvers

such that the CM rollsabout the vector directionof velocity relative to air mass

by causing yaw rate to be coordinated with roll rate. (See also Entry Guidance,

Section 5, this document. )

A brief summary of the Pi_Ots follows:

P61 The CM is maneuvered toth_, SM-CMseparation attitude. I)SKY ttiH-

play provides ',nformation to initialize the I,ntry Monitor System (1',MS).

P62 Crew performs CM-SM separation. DAP establishes attitude hold

( after separation until crew specifies initial Entry roll attitude. DAP

initiates and performs maneuver to bring CM into Entry trim attitude

with respect to relative velocity vector.

P63 Initialize Entry Guidance. DAP maintains Entry attitude. Await e

onset of O. 05 g.

P64 Entry Guidance awaits onset of 0.05 g. If velocity at 0.05-g point

is less than 27,000 ft/aec, I-'67 is entered when 0.2 g occurs.

Ifveloci'yat 0.05-g point is greater than 27,000 ft/sec,

Entry Guidance establishesthe up-control reference trajectory.

DAP follows rollcommands issued by Entry Guidance and performs

coordinatedrollingwith ratedamping.

P65 When constant-drag control has reduced the predicted range to within

25 n.mi. ofthe desired range, the up-phase is entered,and Entry

Guidance steers along a self-generatedreference trajectoryto a

controlledsktpout condition. DAP follows rollcommands issued by

*The P60 mlsslon-control programs and the Entry Guidance programs described in
paragraphs 3 4 1 through 3 4 3 are included for information only They provide the
reader with a convenient linkage between the DAP (GSOP Section 3 ), Entry Guidance
(GSOP Section 5 )0 and the P60 mlsslon-control programs (GSOP Section 4 ) The

t control documents for the non-DAP functions are GSOP Sections 4 and 5

3.4-1
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Entry Guidance and performs coordinated rollingwith rate damping.

l If, however, altitude Pate is negative and if velocity is tow enough,
P67 is entered.

P88 When drag acceleration has become less than Q7 ft/sec 2, the ballistic

phase of steering is entered and Entry Guidance ceases to generate

new commands (Re). The DAP malntalrs rollattitudeat the existing

Rc and continues to perform pitch and yaw damping. Ifthe CM lenves
a

the atmosphere,, and when drag]evel becomes less than 0.05g. Entry a

DAP changes to three-axis attitude control in order to keep the CM in

the attitude of trimmed flight with respect to the relative velocity

vector. Also, Rc is set to zero to command fullllftup, providing a

horizon check. During the second reentry when 0.05g is exceeded,

Entry DAP resumes rate damping in pitch and yaw. The end of the

ballisticphase occurs when drag exceeds 6.5 ft/se¢2 (approxi-

mately 0.2g).

P67 Entry Guidance generates steering commands R c to flythe finalphase

pre-stored reference trajectoryto target. DAP follows rollcommands

as issued and performs coordinated rollingwith rate damping,

Entry Guidance stops updating rollcommand when the relativevelocity

< 1000 ft/sec. DAP maintains rollattitudehold and rate damping

t untilP67 is terminated by crew.

The portion of reentry of interestto the Entry DAP begins with SM-CM

separation (P62}, Adequate clearance between CM and SM is needed before init_atlng

the CM reorientation maneuver. In the interval while clearance is being established,,

the CMCMODE switch on the instrument panel should be moved to FREE to prevent •

the RCS DAP, whose software is still active, from firing the CM thrusters or else

re-contact may result. After the interval, the Entry eondiHons are established as

commanded attitude angles: roll attitude as was specified by keyboard entry, zero

yaw, and trim angle of attack. The extra-atmospheric DAP maneuvers to satisfy

these conditions and holds the attitude obtained. After the 0.05 g contour is en-

countered (P63), the atmospheric DAP takes control; it follows roll commands issued

by Entry Guidance, discussed in the following paragraph, and performs coordinated

turns with rate damping.

Return to earth at a specified landing point is ach/eved by Entry Guidance,

utilizing atmospheric aerodynamic lift. The transition from extra-atmospheric

control to atmospheric control is signified when Entry Guidance senses that the

acceleration has exceeded 0.05 g and sets the switch, . 05GSW. The gu!danoe

equations determine proper orientation of the lift vector relative to the trajectory

plane as the means of control in achieving the desired landing point. The component

|
3.4-3
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of llft in the plane of the relative velocity and the position vector controls the down-

range flight. Cross range is controlled by the out-of-plane component of lift. By

rolling the CM about the velocity vector, orientation of the lift vector is achieved

such that the desired in-plane component obtains. The out-of-plane component of

lift causes lateral drift of the vehicle. This sidewise motion is used for plane

changing, if any is needed. Otherwise lateral drift is an unwanted by-product of

the steering, and is constrained by causing the CM to roll so as to reverse the sign

of the out-of-plane nomponent c_f lift. Since the in-plane component is the fundamental

controlled quantity, it is important that its sign be unchanged during lateral

reversals or switchings. In effect this demands that the CM roll predominantly

through the smaller of the two possible angles at lateral switching time. In certain

critical cases, Entry Guidance insists on rolling over the top without regard for

the angle size, and the switch LATSW is set to inform the roll DAP. Thus Entry

Guidance provides a single output quantity, com_nanded roll an_le Re, to be

achieved by ti_e CM. This output quantity is supplemented by two switch settings:
that of LATSW and nf . 05GSW,

Within the atmosphere the CM is aerodynamically stable, a property that

simplifies the autopilot design. In pitch and yaw, since stability is no problem,

simple rate dampers are used. Furthermore, aerodynamic forces are utilized to "_

do most of the work during a coordinated roll. The vehicle roll attitude in response

to applied roll RCS torque can be represented adequately by considering only the

torque due to moment of inertia. Damping and cross-coupling torques are negligible.

Therefore, a simple predictive autopilot utiJlzing the phase plane is used.

;ii

'3
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TABLE 3, 4-I OUTLINE OF ENTRY EVENTS

CONTROLLING ACTION DAP FUNCTION

Separation Load Ro _Bc, a e 3 -ax l_ ,Attitude Hold

wlth R,_], a,

Load R H with R

Speelfled 8y Key [o I > 135 deg •Establish Set Re: board •
Entry condition (used as roll command Roll Damping using p.

except as noted)
l,oad R into R H. •

_c " 0 deg AttitudeControl in _, ,z •
using r, q.

_c • _t (expected '

, trim) 45<Ioi<izsdeg •
q

AttitudeControl in R0 8, a
(Unless specified,

• use Rc for roll using r,p.q.. (Use I_H.._forrollcommand),.i

command.) Icrl < 45 deg •

Attitude Control in R° B,a
using p, r, q.

If in roll deadzone: RH .- Rc
mw..mmmmmmu_

D > . 05g Rc given By
Entry Guidance Attitude Control in R.

q, r Damping (eoord.).

V < I000 ft/s Rc Remains Constant Attitude Control in R. _:
q, r Damping (eoord.) .

Drogue DSKY Response Disable DAP :

3.4- S !_'
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3.4.2 Reentr_ - System Point ¢)f View

The present section is intended to provide an overall view of the system of "_

Entry programs. Portions having to do with initialization and sequencing wit1 be

discussed in detail; autopilnt operation is deferred until later.

The Entry autopilots are designed to perform automatically all maneuvers for

all phases of Entry flight starting with positioning the CM in the Entry attitude and

continuing until drogue chute deployment. Such capability requires several modes

of operation. These modes are illustratedschematically in the block diagram in

Fig. 3,4.2 where the two basic modes are atmospheric and extra-atmoapherlc.

In the extra-atmospheric mode, the CM has three-axis attitude control based on

the Euler set R, /], o (defined in Fig. 3.4.13). The commanded values of the

attitude angles (Re, /]c, %) correspond either to those for attitude hold or to those

required to bring the CM into trim with respect to the velocity vector measured

relative to the atmosphere. Each of the errors associated with the Euler angles

is assigned to the body axis that exerts the most effective control. The atmospheric

mode is selected whenever atmospheric drag exceeds 0.05 g. Attitude control in

roll R is maintained using the p-jet axis while the q- and r-jet axes are used for

pitch and yaw dampers. The yaw damper also enforces a coordinated roll maneuver.

The basic steering cycle is done every two seconds and is described using

the atmospheric mode as the example.

The cycle begins with Navigation. Integratingaccelerometers (PIPA_s)pro- "_

vide the velocity increments which are used by AVERAGEG to update the state

vector. New body attitude angles are computed by CM/POSE and the cycle ends

with Entry Guidance providing a new rollcommand R c. The rolldigitalautopilot

also operates on a two-second basis. Ituses this command, together with present

estimate of body rate and attitudeangle which are provided each 0.I sec.0 to con-

trolthe CM over a two-second interval. Concurrently, the pitchand yaw dampers

operate each 0.I second. The effectof the jetthrusters on the CM is reflectedby

the IMU, thus closingthe controlloop. The same 5eneral cyclicbehavior applies

to the extra-atmospheric mode.

Timing is important inthe descriptionof measurement, steering and control.

A simplifiedtiming diagram for the Entry DAP is given in Fig. 3.4.3. The column

headed STEERING is executed every two seconds. Program READACCS (Fig. 3.4. Ill)

reads the PIPA's and, during Entry, saves quantities to allow program CM/POSE

(Fig. 3.4.17) to update the attitude angles. READACCS initiates a delayed task SETJTAG

(Fig. 3.4.27) to call the roll DAP CM/RCS (Fig. 3.4.34), and also initiates the navi-

gation program AVERAGEG (GSOP, Sec. 5) to update the state vector. AVERAGEG

exits directly to CM/POSE which calculates a fresh set of CM body attitude angles,

3.4-6
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STEERING CONTROL "'_

READ PIPA a

EACH 2 SEC. [READ CDU'S _ JETPROCESS __[MES

[INITIALIZE V ]EACH 0 ,I BEC CALLS GENERATED I[___CM/POSE CALL TASK
. -#............... SETJTAG i BY 9_SEC ROLL DAI_

I
[C k'.CULATE FLAG TO CALL CALCULATE

[STATE vECTOR IROLL ATTITUDE _ODY RATES: ,SEND NEXT INTER-

L -_N '-VN p, q, r

' l, 1 'ACTIVATE/DE"
ACTIVATE R£

I . _ _ALCULATE BODY p-TfII, USTE

]

N%OOR D. DAMP- CONTROLUSING: ',

O-EN TRY _C = _t
SPLAY ON j3c = 0
KY COORD, WITH B ,,

IF45< foil< 135 DEG,
iRH • ROLL COMMAND

[_TIME FOR 2 SEC ROLL DA_
Yes_ No l___ _ FDAI ATTITUDE ERROR,_

CM/RCS ROLL ATTITUDE
CONTROL Rc - R ±67.5°

GET JET TIMES
& PROCESS a c -a ±16.875 °

I _C " _ ±16.875 ° _ ,1_ THEa & _ ERRORS ' ;

UPDATE FDAI NEEDLES OR I ARE SET TO ZERO
I

FILE BODY RATES FOR TM i IFD >.05g

Fig. 3.4.3 Timing Diagram For Entry DAP. 3
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1

corrected for time Imps,_ since READACCS. CM/POSE has a variable exit that
4"

contains an appropriate address in the Entry Guidance program. The Entry calcu-

lations establish a new commanded roll angle Rc, and also two switch settings used

by the DAP. Entry Guidance ends each cycle with the current Entry DSKY display,

a display that changes with the internal Entry mode. The resulting roll command, |

R e is valid back at PIPA read time; however, to maintain uniform timing of the I

roll DAP (CM/RCS) and to allow time for computation, examination of R c by the ,:

DAP is delayed by about one second. The roll DAP operates every two seconds

but is initiated in sync with the faster DAles.

The column headed CONTROL is executed each 0.1 second, The initial

calculations measure the control variables. Program READGYMB (Fig. 3.4.28)

reads the CDU's and continues to calculate CM body rates and body attitude rates.

The body attitude angles are integrated between the CM/POSE two second updates.

Depending on the setting of. 05GSW, q-and r.damping are done or else the appropriate

attitude control is done. This may be either two- or three-axis control; the choice

depends onthe magnitude of o alJ is discussed in a later section. Follow',ng this,

a switch is interrogated to see if the two-second roll DAP CM/RCS is to be executed

on this pass. If not, it is omitted. The roll DAP uses R c to predict the Jet firing

policy for the two seconds until a fresh Re is available. The Jet firing policy exists
in the form of time intervals associated with particular p-Jet thrusters. The

( CONTROL cycle ends by either updating the FDAI attitude error needles or by

saving the current CM body rates in a list for telemetering. The additional CONTROL

function of processing the roll-Jet firing policy is done on an irregular bahia. The

program JETCALL (Fig. 3.4.38) may be ent#red up to three times in a 2-second

interval to enforce the jet firing policy.

3.4.3 Reentr 7 -Mission Oriented View

The present section will cover in detail the Mission Control program inter-

action with the Entry DAP from the point of view of program operation, but not of

program content. This includes topics such _s start-up and shut-down sequences.

For complete Mission Control Program description of the P60's, see Section 4 of

this GSOP.

Program P6 Its primary function is the display of data to the crew for initial-

izing the Entry Monitor System (EMS) and is therefore omitted here, (See GSOP

Section 4. ) The only DAP- related operation in P61 is to set HEADSUP to - 1 to

specify lift-up attitude st the beginning of entry. The crew has the option in display

noun N61 to change this specification.

3.4-9 '_
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_._ MANEUVER FROM SEPARATION
ATTITUDE TO ENTRY ATTITUDE ..

START AVERAGEG NAVIGATION, IF DORMANT, I

TEST IMU ALIGNMENT, I(For N22
SET'PoSEXIT TO CALCULATE DESIRED ENTRY GIMBALI display on call)

_GL_E_-(WITHOUT DISPLAY) {
J

CALL Q_._I'
INITIALIZE ENTRY DAP FLAGS AND START UP BODY RATE (See
CALCULATION Fig, 3,4,6)

........................... i .........

--AT_CH '_ TO END OF AVERAGEG

SET. ............. l
[ DISPLAY: REQUEST CREW TO PERFORM SEPARATION 1

t
I RESPONSE: CREW INDICATES THAT SEPARATION HAS OCCURRED]._

CALL _:
, DISABLE RCS DAP & QUENCH THRUSTER S, IF ON
• DELAY UNTIL INITIAL CM/POSE UPDATE HAS (See

OCCURRED Fig, 3,4,7)
, INITIALIZE ENTRY DAP TO PERFORM ATTITUDE HOLD

,INITIALIZE FDAI NEEDLE DISPLAY "'_
• ACTIVATE ENTRY DAP, PREVENT Ft'RTHER V3?'S

DISPLAY N61: TARGET COORDINATES FOR CREW VERIFI

LAT(SPL) 0 LNG(SPL) 0 HEADSUP .....

{ RESPONSE:CREWCHANGESAND/ORACCEPTSDISPLA_ {

• CEASE ATTITUDE HOLD
• START MANEUVER TO ENTRY ATTITUDE (TRIMMED

FLIGHT W/R RELATIVE VELOCITY VECTOR):

_ IF HEADSUP • +I, RC • 180deg (LII_T!DOWN
• IF HEADSUP • -I. RC • O deg(LIFT UP)

II .SET: ,"_ " "t So " 0deg

( CONT'NUED

Fig. 3.4.4 Events in Mission Control Program.
I
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Continued

| aZM0VEINTERLOCKPZRMITTiNGEXDAPTOTERMINATE'
AND START P6=33AT APPROPRIATE TIME:

P63FLAG • +!

ISET FLAG: ENT_yDSP PERMITTING TWO-SECOND UPDATING I
OF DESIRED CDU ANGLES FOR DSKY DISPLAY (N22)

V Yes

(: IS CMDAPMOD. +0 ) 1

EXIT: AND AWAIT WAKE P62 TERMINATION CRITERION

TO TERMINATE_ FOR _ IS ALREADY
SATISFIED:

ao VO__._ , '

[ TERMINATE _ ]

I .T_.T_P,,,,,,LL_.,.
t _o,._

I I
N64: D

VMAG

RANGE

i PREVENT P63 FROM BEING CALLED OUT I

OF SEQUENCE DURING A KEPLER SKIP BY Z-AXIS DAP: lSET P63FLAG TO -I

{BLANKDSKY, TO: _ I
s DISABLE N22 DESIRED GIMBAL DISPLAY, IF ON.
• OMIT DISPlAy DURING ENTRY INITIALIZATION PA_S,

Fig. 3.4.5 Transition from Program P62 to P63.

|
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Program P82 is outlinedinFig. 3.4,4 and Fig. 3.4,5. P62 can be entered

directlyfrom P6 I, or by way of the DSKV, In the event of the latter,AVERAOEG

will he inactive: a short delay occurs before it is activated, while the state vector is

brought up to date, The IMU alLgnment is checked and an alarm code is displayed

on the DSKY either _f

a. the IMU is reversed, yielding a reversed rotation for the FDA[ hall, or

b, the IMU ia more than 30° away from normal (or reversed) alignment,

PP_f_ram CM/POSE (Fi_. 3, 4. 17) will be activated shortly so Its exit address

must be set, Initially CM/I_OSE is caused to calculate dealred (trim attitude) CDU

anl_les for N22 display on call before exitin_ via the standard Entry Guidance logic

that maintains restart protection, Next, the Entry DAP is initialized by calllnl_

CM/I)APIC, Fig, 8, 4,6, The basle DAP program R]_'ADGYMB, Fig, 3.4. =8, la

started up in sync with READACCS, Fig, 3. d. 18, hut delayed by half an autopilot

update period, or 0, 05 see, This distributes the load on the T3 clock in order tn

avoid the stacking of interrupt tasks, ()nee started, READGYMB is self-perpetuatln_

until disabled on findin_ th_ switch CM/DSTBY is zern. CMIDAPIC also in[tiallzes

the following I_AP switch blts to zero',

GAMDIFSW, GYMDIFSW first pass indicators

CMDAPARM indicates DAP not armed

.05GSW above. 05 g contour ;

Two switches _re set to one:

LATSW no roll over top demanded

CM/DSTBY indicates DAP is active

Some computational quantities are zeroed here and restart protectS.on provided.

Several Jobs and tasks operate in parallel with P62. Those affected by

CM/DAPIC are described here.

READGYMB - The bas;c Entry DAP cycle is initiated each 0.1 sec by

READGYMB, Fig. 3.4.28. If the CDUIs are not in fine align, the program re-

initializes itself to an initial-pass status and exits. Otherwise, it reads the CDU's

and forms gimbal angle differences. If CM/DSTBY • 1, the program continues on

to test whether this is a first pass ar not. If so, certain DAP variables are initialized

and the program exits. Otherwise, computation continues at BODYRATE, Fig. 3.4.29,

to calculate the CM body rates. If CMDAPARM • 0, the DAP cycle is terminated.

Thus, CM/DAPIC starts the Entry DAP going and snows it to maintain a measure of

CM body rates.

The entire Entry DAP operates in interrupt: the initial portion Just described

operates from the T3 clock and all subsequent calculations will be done from the T5
l

3,4-12
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[ cM/DAPIC] C.ll dby

TEM = TIME1 - PIPTIME PIPTII_IE = PIPA READ TIME
(OVERFL.OW CORRE{YI'ED) _, DAP SAMPLE TIME

TEM = TEM - _/2 t • 0. I See.

.-Its TEM Pt3S _ Ye,_

i. ii-I Nn T[-_'M-_rEM"1:][

[SAVF, - TEM FOR RESTART,,, [ F_NTRY DAPOPF, flATP:S

]

START _ IN I IN SYNCH WITH PIPAfTEM ,qECONDS, ........ UPDATES BUT DELAYFJ)BY lr/2 SAc,

CLEA R DAP FLAGS: FIRST PASS INDICATORS;
ACTIVITY SWITCH,

GA MDIF&W GYMDIFSW .05G SWITCH
CM DAPA RM ,05GSW

SET STANDBY FLAG TO)SET DAP FLAGS: ACTIVATE DAP.LA TS_W C M/DSTB Y INITIALIZE LATSW FOR

SHORTE3T PATH
SW/NDX IS A COMBINED

INITIALIZE: _ATION SWITCH AND

= 0 INDEX USED IN FDAI
DISPLAY AND p,qor

SW/NDX = I TM LIST.

I RESTART PROTECT [

i nEI_URN[

Fig. 3.4.6 Entry Dig/tal Autopilot Initiali=ation.
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clock. This division is chosen so that the T3 calculation utilizes about 7.5 milli-

seconds. The 10-ms window between the ending of T3 portion and the start of the

T5 portion allows any waiting interrupts to be processed. In particular, it assures _

servicing of down-rupts.

READACCS - The sec6ndary DAP cycle operates on the two-second basis

established by READACCS, Fig. 3.4.16, and consists of

a. generation of body attitude angles by CM/POSE, (Fig. 3.4.17)

b. generation of roll command Rc by Entry Guidance, (Section 5)

c. generation of p-axis jet commands by the predictive roll DAP, CM/RCS,

(Fig. 3.4.34)

Items (a) and (b_ operate in cascade with READACCS and AVERAGEG as already

pointed out. Item (c) is triggered by READACCS.

When READACCS finds CM/DSTBY = 1, it performs several functions

pertinent to the Entry, DAP. Attitude and gimbal angles are saved so that CM/POSE

is able to update body attitude angles and correct for computation time loss. A DAP

restart protection function is performed. The sync of the predictive roll DAP,

CM/RCS0to the READACCS cycle is effected by causing a flag to be set after about

t a 1-second delay. (The exact value depends on CMC timing. )

Returning to P62 in Fig. 3.4.4, the variable address AVEGEXIT of _AVERAGEG is set to continue at CM/POSE. The exit for CM/POSE has been

established already.

In digression, consider the operating situation before the AVEGEXIT above

is set. If READACCS falls due while P62 is being performed, then READACCS

w_ll interrupt and be performed. If CM/DSTBY is non-zerd0 then certain quantities

relating to Entry DAP are established. READACCS then proceeds to establish the

execution of AVERAGEG at a higher priority than that of P82. Thus AVERAGEG

will go to completion before P62 is resumed. Since we assumed AVEGEXIT was

not yet changed, CM/POSE is omitted. However, P62 on resuming will change

AVEGEXIT Qo that all subsequent updates of AVERAGEG will continue on to

CM/POSE.

Returning once again to P62, the crew is requested via DSKY to perform

SM-CM separation. The program flow will halt here until the crew responds with

PROCEED. The purpose of the hold is to allow the crew full control over Separa-

tion: when it is to be performed and when it is judged to be completed. Regarding

DAP operation, it is noted here that even though the Entry DAP has been started up,

it is in a stand-by condition. Prior to separation the RCS DAP is active. At

• separation the CMC MODE Jwitch should be put at FREE to disable the RCS Jet!
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firings before activating the CM Entry fuel system. Otherwise the RCS DAP can

I fire the CM Jet thrusters because, even though separation has occurred, the RCS

DAP software remains active until after the crew has responded with PROCEED.
I i

Receipt of PROCEED by P62 causes CM/DAPON, Fig. 3.4, 7, to be called.

There, the RCS DAP is disabled and the jet channels zeroed. The program must t _

idle until the first-pass flag GAMDIFSW = 1, indicating that CM/POSE has done at t_

least one update and that valid body attitude angles exist. Normally GAMDIFSW i

will be non-_ero by this time. An interlock flag for terminating P62 is established.

The DAP is made to do attitude hold by loading the attitude commands with the

present attitude angles. CMDAPARM switch is set to 1. This allows the Entry

DAP to continue beyond updating CM body rates and to go to completion. Since T5

was being used by the RCS DAP, it was not possible before now to update the

attitude ,Pates and angles. As a result the attitude angles will be slightly inaccurate
until the next CM/PORE update.

When CM/DAPON is over, the program returns to P62 to do the DSKY

display ot target coordinates and initial roll angle for crew verification or change.

Upon receipt of PROCEED the DAP is caused to cease doing attitude hold and to

commence the maneuver to Entry attitude, defined by: initial roll angle as specified,

zero beta, and the trim value of _. The h_terlock flag is removed to permit termina-

tion of P62. This flag was required to prevent premature termination of P 62 as a

result of manual maneuvering. The entry display flag is set, allowing the computation

of desired CDU angles to be displayed on the DSKY each 2 seconds. The display

is done by the normal Entry Guidance exit display.

The termination criterion/or P62 depends on estimating the end of the

maneuver to entry attitude. If at this point in P62 the DAP mode indicator

CMDAPMOD shows that the Entry DAP has already le_ the mode where the estimate

is made, then P62 will go directly to P63. If, on the other hand, the maneuver to

Entry attitude is in progress, then P62 effectively goes to sleep until the termination

criterion is satisfied. The criterion for terminating P62 is based on the state of

completion of the Entry attitude maneuver: when ¢_ becomes less in magnitude

than 45% the time required by the CM to reach trim o is estimated using an average

pitch rate. When this time has elapsed the task WAKEP62, Fig. 3.4.5, is initiated

to terminate P62 and start up P63, Fig. 3.4.5. It is possible in rare circumstances

for P63 to be started up twtce...by a restart, for example. However, the second

pass through P63 is harmless.

The functions that P63 performs are to establish the variable verb-noun code

for the Entry Guidance DSKY display, and to cause CM/POSE to exit directly to

STARTENT in Entry Guidance and to prevent P63 from being called out of sequence.

As is seen in Fig. 3.4.8, STARTENT initializes the Entry steering equations. It .'
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L_ J CALLZDBY_._ -_

t DISABLE RCS DAP AND ITS RESTARTABILITY _'
* TURN OFF JET THRUSTERS. I_" QN.

i• SET FLAGS USED BY V 46. V 48 TO "NO DAP"
CONFIGURATION, (VERBS 46 & 48 ARE NOT
APPLICABLE DURING ENTRY PROGRAMS

P==_ - _ AND SHOULD NOT BE USED),

|I ..... J

[TEST WHETHER CM/POSE FIRST PASS _iIHASOCCURRED:IS_ NON-ZERO ........ " "
!

YES NO

[ WAIT.5 SE_j m

I

INITIALIZE:

• PREVENT ETA RTING _ BEFORE I_KY " ?
VERIFICATION OF _ IN P62:

P63 FLAG = -!

• SET FLAG TO INITIALIZE FDAI NEEDLE
DISPLAY AT NEXT UPDATE.

• CLEAR CM/RCS FLAG. (HAS BEEN BEINGSET BY CM/POSE INITIALIZATION IN _).
JETAG = 0

• INITIALIZE DAP FOR ATTITUDE HOLD:
Rc=R RH=R ,

_c TM Bc=_
• SET DAP ARM FLAG: CMDAPARM = 1

• SET FLAG TO PREVENT FURTHER VERB 37's

( .ZTUR.)

Fig. 3.4.7 Entry DAP Starti,lg Sequence.
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INTERACTION BETWEEN ENTRY GUIDANCE AND ENTRY,DAP _
(Refer to Section 5 for Entry Guid_mee) i.

Actla.._...._n _

s Initialize Entry, Includes the Switches:

S_.TAHTENT LATSW . I
.05GSW I 0

• At End of Pass, Set:

M_de t() IN[TROLL
POSEXIT to TARGETING

• Preamble to Entry Guidance, entered once each pass.
When Drag Acceleration exceeds 0.05 g's, set . 05GSW -- 1;

TARGETING otherwise, set • 0,

INITROLL s Initial Phase of Entry.

t KEPLER • Ballistic Phase of Entry.

• When D > C20, Enforce Roll Over Top. Set:
J

NEGTEST LAT_W = 0

• Roll DAP will Reset LATSWEach Update

• When V < I000 ft/sec, Stop Steering.

PREDICT 3 • Start Up Parallel Job P67 .I

Set: Mode to P 67.2

• Calculate Present Latitude, Longitude for

P67J Display in P67.1

• Exit without Doing Entry Display

• Program to terminate computation cycle thatSERVEXIT
began with HEADACCS.

J

Fig. 3.4.8 Milestones in Reentry Steering.
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also sets the internalEntry mode selector toINITROLL and POSEXIT to TARGETING. ._

Thus CM/POSE willgo directlyto TARGETING, the common preamble for all

phases of Entry Guidance. As described tit Section 5 of this GSOP, the various Entry .

phases are chosen based on Mode. Note that the entry display is omitted during

STARTENT; thlsiS because the range-to-go display is grQss. (Two to three itera-

tionsyieldconvergence, )

A summary of Entry Guidance actionsthataffectthe DAP operationis

given in Fig. 3.4.8, As indicated, the switch. 05GSW is estabMshed in TARGETINGo

Generally, it will change during INITROLL and KEPLER phases causing the DAP mode

to be atmospheric or extra=atmospherlc. NEGTEST decides when the vehicle

should roll over the top and clears LATSW accordingly. PREDICT3 senses when the

relative velocity becomes less than 1000 ft/sec and terminates steering. When this

occurs, the DAP maintains attitude hold using the more recent value of Rc. The
steering calculations are replaced by a calculation of present latitude and longitude

(P67.2') which are to be displayed in a parallel job of lower priority, P67.1,

Fig. 3.4.9. The terminal phase of Entry consists of attitude hold in roll to Rc, and
rate damping in pitch and yaw. During descent, as shown in P67.1, the crew can

monitor the flashing display: range to target, present latitude and longitude. This

phase is terminated at crew option, but can last until drogue chute deployment.

Crew response is PROCEED (TERMINATE is equivalent). On receipt of PROCEED, ,,_
Entry Guidance is disabled by removing CM/POSE from the 'tgo to t' address of ._

AVERAGEG. The Entry DAP is disabled by clearing the flag CM/DSTBY. The

clearing of GYMDIFSW is optional. The computer idle routine R00 is entered

signifying termination of the Entry Guidance phase.

The actual de-activation of the Entry DAP Software is delayed until the switch

CM/DSTBY is examined at the next regularly scheduled update. The shutdown

procedure of the DAP is completely specified by the stand-by switch. At the next

READGYMB update, if CM/DSTBY - 0, all CM jet thrusters are quenched; the

restart mechanism is disabled to clear the restart Group and to prevent restarting

the DAP; and READGYMB is not re-established in the WAITLIST. These actions

will terminate the DAP cycle. If a restart should occur before the DAP restart

mechanism were disabled, the effect would still be the same since CM/DSTBY

would be unchanged. The second use of the stand=by switch is to nullify any roll

Jet activity that is pending. WAITLIST calls to JETCALL, Fig. 3.4.38, are ignored

as they fall due, and the p-axis jets are left off. The third use of CM/DSTBY is in

READACCS. Those operations performed there relating to the EntryDAP are omitted

if CM/DSTBY • 0. Thus, after receipt of PROCEED_ the cyclic DAP action ceases

within 0. I second (or 0.2 seeondtfa restart occurred), and all DAP related operations
cease within 2 seconds.
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ESTABLISHED BY ENTRY GUIDANCE ,_,_ P67.1 WHEN VELOCITY BECOMES LESS

- THAN 1000 FT/SEC.

DISPLAY (N67): RANGE TO TARGET, LAT, LONG
CALCULATED AFRESH IN ENTRY GUIDANCE EACH 2 SEC.

i
|
#
o

REsPoNSE: WHEN cREW WISHES TO TERMINATEENTRY pHASE AND DISABLE DAP, DO PROCEED.

• DISABLE ENTRY DAP:

SET: CM/DSTBY , 0, GYMDIFSW • 0

• DISABLE ENTRY STEERING:

SET: AVEGEXIT TO SERVEXI T \

(ooto "_oo) i .

Fig. 3.4.9 Termination of Entry Control (P60s) _:_
i!
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3.4.4 Ent_ Autoptlot - Introduction

Interfaces ")

The CM interface topics will be discussed before taking up the analytic and

computstional aspects of the autopilot.

Entr_ DisDla_,s - The DSKY displays associated with the P60's are defined

in Section 4 of the present GSOP. In addition, the autopilot is required to provide

a display presentation to the FDAI attitude error needles as follows:

ee Extra-Atmospheric DAP - The three attitude errors R c - R (or 11H - R), _c " _]'
A

and _c " _ are presented each 0.2 second. The

error used by the autopilot to fire the p-jets is

displayed on the roll needle, the error used to

fire the q-jets on the pitch needle, and the error

used for the r-jets on the yaw needle. If I_I>

135 deg, the roll DAP does rate damping only,

and the roll needle is zeroed every 2 sec.

Atmospheric DAP - The only presentation is roll error, corrected for

shortest angular path, on a 0.2.-second basis. The

pitch and yaw error needles are not driven and are

at null.

The maximum deflection provided by the CMC to the error needles is 6',. 5° for roll -_
(p-axis) and 16.875 ° for pitch and yaw (the q- and r-axe_), corresponding to the full- •

scale calibration 50/15.

Manual Modes for DAP - The Entry DAP operates as though it were autonomous.

i TheCMC MODE switch (HOLD, AUTO, FREE) is not examined. Manual takeover by

" the pilot will not affect DAP operation nor its display presentation. That is, the DAP

will continue to present errors to the FDAI attitude error needles and to put out Jet

discretes based on the current CM attitude and rates and the current commands. The

disabling of the DAP Jet discretes is effected by hardware outside the CMC. Manual

takeover is accomplished by turninR the Translation Hand Controller clockwise to bypass

the CMC. Control of the vehicle is then exercised by means of the Rotational Hand Con-

troller via the SCS backup. Whenever manual control is relinquished by releasing the

THC, the CMC will commence to direct the CM in accordance with current commands

and current attitudes and rates.

Jet Thruster Configuration - The control forces exerted on the CM are generated

by jet thrusters whose locations are shown schematically in Fig. S. 4.10. The coordi-

nate system is a body-axis triad. The accompanying table identifies the relationship

between the principal body rate produced by a given Jet, the Jet number, the fuel system, ,_
the channel number, and the channel bit assignment.

The following sections are devoted to analytical and computational description
of the autopilot. &
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* p 9 6 I !I 6 3 00005

• iD 12 6 2 10 6 4 00012

+q 1 5 1 3 5 3 00005

" q 2 $ 4 4 5 2 00012

+ r $ 5 _ 7 5 7 00120

" r $ 5 6 6 5 8 • 00240

|
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3.4.5 Aerodynamic Attitude and Body Rate Estimation

Trajectory Triad -,_,
The Inertial Measurement Unit is the source of input data for Entry Guidance

and the autopllots. Accelerations in the form of velocity lficrements are provided

by the PIPA's, and the timbal angle values are _oTnmunicated by the CDU's. T,be

coordinate system used during Entry is defined in Fig. 3, 4.11. During entry the

axis of symmetry of the CM is pointed backward along the trajectory and the triad

used by the autopilota is - UV_._AA,UYA, _dJN__. In the figure, the body axis set U__BX,

UB____YY,UB...__Zis shown for R corresponding to lift-up and for _ = _t (correspun_-

ing to trimmed flight).. The Entry angle YE la defined as the angle between the
local horizontal and the relative velocity vector. The trajectory triad is calculated

in CM/POSE, Fig, 3.4.17.

Body Tria d

The body axis triad of the CM 1_ defined relative to the platform axis set in

Fig. 3.4.12 in terms of the three glmbal angles, When all three timbal angles are

zero, the body set UB_._X,UB._.Y, UBZ and the platform set UI_X, y._Y, UI_....ZZcoincide.

At other times the body set is obtained from the platform set by using the Euler

timbal sequence: inner, middle, outer, abbreviated I, M, O. These rotations are

pictured in Fig. 3.4.19 along with the transformation equations, (I). The CM unit

body triad UBX, UB..__Y,'UB_._.ZZ,expressed in platform coordinates, is computed from

equations (II). The body triad is calculated in CM/POSE, Fig. 3.4.17.

CM Bod_, Attitud_,

To control the CWI in attitude, a measure of attitude is needed. Certainly

the gimbal angles form an adequate set. However, the R, _, _ Euler angles of

Fig. 3.4.13 are another equally valid and in some ways a more desirable set. The

CM is to be posed relative to a velocity vector (for Entry, it is the velocity relative

to the atmosphere) and the angles 1t,/3 , _ are a measure _)f the pose assumed.

Entry Guidance will generate commanded roll angles R e which are defined in the
same way as 11. The angles o and _ are pitch and yaw angles, becoming during

atmospheric trim the angle of attack and angle of side slip. These angles are ira-

" 1 jectory-related and independent of platform alignment. Computationally it makes

little difference whether CM attitude control uses a set of desired gimbal angles or

the set R_. Both are Euler sets and must be treated in some artificial way in order

to be used in the phase-plane logic based on a control (or body) axis set. The RS_

set has the advantage of providing a continual indication of trajectory-related CM

attitude information which is of general use. In addition, some simplification ac-

crues from the overlapping control requirements of the atmospheric and extra-atmos-

pheric DAP's. Briefly, this may be indicated by the attitude rate equations in Fig.

3.4. 14. In the third equation, RS8 tends to be negligible under DAP influence so that

the ¢r error and 6t are assigned to the q-axis. For _ error and _, p- or r-axis cbntrol is

3.4-22
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PREL

-uvA .4_

LOCAL HORIZONTAL

1 BODY AXES DRAWN FOR LIFT UP (R ,O)

UR mUNIT (EN)

VREL m_V - KWE UNITWxUR

UVA , UNIT (VREL)

UYA , UNIT (UVA x UR)

UNA• UVA.UVA

i

Fig. 3.4.11 Entry Autopilot Coordinate Triads
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uPx
uB._.x

. co so s CM , iuP_._..Y](,)
, .soco/ m o \sx o cxI \uP.._..z/

Body triad expressed in platform ooordinatei

UB=.__X• (CM Cl, SM, - Sl CM)

UBY = (-COCISM +SOS!, COCM, COSISM +SOCI) (If)

UBZ = (SOCISM +COSl, -SOCM, -SOSISM +COCI)

Body angular velocities

p- C) + i SM WhereSM • SIN M, etc.

q- i CM CO €�SO(Ill)

r =-i cm SO+ M CO

Fig. 3.4.12 Platform to Body Transformation r,
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R_a SEQUENCE t

RN'Y.REL PLANE

IBY

LOCAL HORIZONTAL

' o o1 " B C/3 0 0 CR SR TJVA (I)

\so o co o z o .s. cn/\__A_/

Fil..3. !1.13 CM Body Attitude Angles - Definition
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Combine matrices in Fig. 3.4.13 into sin_le matrix. Calculate
• attitudc angles an ft_r CALCGA, (See Section 5,)e

Obtain body angles frnm

CR _' UL' UN__.A,SR ='UL' UYA

Co -. ut..._,,UB___Z,S_•- U__L.

For updating angles R,/3, _ between matrix calculation, integrate

the rate equations

c_ _.--p c_ + r s_ -_
J

fl ='p So +rC_

Thus ......

R_'R+ R_"

Fig. 3.4.14 Computation of CM Body Attitude AnBles

4
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determined by the predSminant term of _, but generally this choice can be made

based on onlyo The remaining attitude rate _ is to the alternateassigned axial

by symmetry of the equations. Another viewpoint is that DAP influence on _ error

and _ tends to keep _ small. This is equivalent to a coordinated roll maneuvvr,

and effectively decouples the 1_ and _ control axes.

The CM attitude angles are defined relative to the trajectory triad -UV..._A,

UY_._A,UN_..._Aand the body triad U_._, UB._._Y,UB__.ZZ,Both are expressed in platform

coordinates. The defining Euler sequence R, _, _ is pictured in Figure 3.4.13

along with the transformation equations (I). When all angles are zero, UB_...XXpoints

_way from the heat shield along -UVA, the negative relative velocity vector; UB__Y

lies along UV_AA,the normal to the trajectory plane; _nd UB__Zlies in the trajectory

plane and points along the lift vector. The condition R , 0 corre_pondv to po_-itive

lift or lift up. Rotation of the body triad by rolling about ._ (or -UV__A)through

the angle R, causes the lift to have a component out of the trajectory plane. The

direction of UB__Zcan be called ._ since it points in the direction of the lift vector.

The direction of UB..__Ycan be called YB_N since for any R it points in the desired

direction for UBY. That is, it is normal to the relative velocity, lying in the

UN_.__A,UY__._Aplane. The second rotation is yaw about _U.Lthrough the angle _. The

last rotation is pitch about UB___Ythrough the angle o, shown negative in the picture.

The result of the final rotation is to locate the actual CM unit body triad U_.B_X,_,

: UB_._.ZZrelative to the trajectory triad -UVA, UYA, UN.___Ain terms of the Euler attitudeangles R, _ ,o . The equations for calculating the angles R,/3, o and also their

derivatives are summarized in Figure 3.4.14.

For the approximations involved in mechanizing the attitude rate equations,

see the block diagram, ATTRATES, Fig. 3.4.30.

During almost all of the Entry trajectory, _he angular velocity of the

trajectory triad is negligible so that control of the CM with respect to the trajectory

triad is possible even though the body rates are measured relative t o the platform

and the body attitude angles are measured relative to the trajectory triad. How-

ever, near the end of Entry, the trajectory bends _own quite sharply and its

curvature can no longer be neglected. For the DAP to continue to control

the CM with respect to the trajectory triad, it becomes necessary to measure both

the body rates and attitude rates relative to the trajectory triad. This is accom-

plished by noting that the triad rotation is essentially due to VE. The equations

of Figure 3.4.14 neglected the effect of _E" By using _E as a measure of trajectory

triad angular Velocity, the relative body rates and attitude rates are approximated

by the equations in Figure 3.4.15. Use of the relative body rates prevents the

DAP from firing Jets to oppose the atmospherically generated _E' A proper

|
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To approximately correct for _E in rat_ control relative

to relative velocity vector, use }

prel= p- S_SR _E

¢

qrel=q- CR _E

e

rrel= r+C_SRm E

With these, the attitude rate equations keep the same fnrm

C_ R=prel C_+ rrelS_

=-prel So + rrel C_

= qrel + R S_

8

Fig. 3.4.15 Gamma Dot Correction to C M Body Rates

measure of attitude angles is retained by integrating the relative attitude rates

between the CM/POSE updates. By cor:'ecting the body rates and then using the

corrected values wherever required in _he DAP, control of the CM with respect

to the velocity vector is maintained. The level above which _E correction is

applied is _Emln. -"_

The computation of equations in Figure 3.4.11 through Figure 3.4.14 is

performed in CM/POSE, Figure 3.4 .L7 and Figure 3.4.18, CM/POSE is entered

each two seconds directlyfrom AVERAGEG and uses the new positionand velocity

to generate the trajectory triad. The body triad is generated using the gimbal

angles that were saved during READACCS. Thus the Euler attitude angles which

are extracted ( in the figure: NEWR, NEW_, NEW@) were valid at the time at which

position and velocity were valid: at the PIPA read time. To obtain the present

attitude angles, the NEW angles must be corrected for any increment accrued in

the interval between PIPA read time andthe present. This is easily done since an

independent integration of attitude rates is done each 0.1 second to maintain, R, B ,

a . When the NEW values are corrected, they replace R,_, o. Thus CM/POSE

prevents accumulation of error in attitude resulting from integration by providing a

fresh reference each 2 seconds,

In addition to updating R,_, _ , CM/POSE tests to see if the magnitude of the

relative velocity V is less than 1000 ft/sec to provide a warning that subsequent

calculations of UY._.._Awill be unreliable because UR and UV.._Aapproach co*linearity.

If the velocity is less than 1000 fl/sec, the last calculation of UYA will be used for

the remainder of the flight. The error committed in using an old value of UYA

affects only the measure of roll, and is not important at this stage of the flight. The _ .

calculation for mE is chosen to be more accurate in the rei_ion where _E is of ,_ ,

possible interest. :._
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Misalignment of IMU.--The CMC state vector is carried in basic-reference
coordinates, When the IMU is not exactly aligned, the CMC matrix REFSMMAT,

relating the J_l£J£.-reference _ system to the desired _-member

dinat......._c_, is in error since the matrix does not define the actual platform I_

alignment. During AVERAGEG navigation, the PIPA Av*s are measured in stable- _i

member coordinates and must be transformed via REFSMMAT T intobasic-reference

t_coordinates for integration. A state-vector error accumulates with each integration J

step as the CM decelerates during entry. The body-attltude angles are defined with I

respect to the relative-velocity vector and deteriorate progressively but are usable

for most o_"the flight. Near the end of the flight, however, when the actual velocity

has fallen to a couple of thousand feet per second or less, deteriorlatlon is much

more rapid. In these latterstages of entry, even though the rollangle is in error

and the steering is based on a bad statevector, _he rollaxis remains stable. Error

in/3 has little direct effect, since it is used only in the _ calculation. (See Fig, 3.4.14. )

It is the pitch angle a that tends to be the most in error; it also has the greatest

effect on DAP operation since both the roll-attitude DAP and the yaw damper are

affected. (a) The roll-attitude rate equation in Fig. 3.4. 14 shows that as _ approaches

90 degrees, the p contribution due to body roll rate vanishes. The roll DAP, by

using cos # as a gain factor, recognizes this fact and ceases attitude maneuvers

while continuing rate damping. During the period of roll damping, the CM will

drift in attitude at deadzone velocities. When leaves 90 degrees, the roll DAP

will resume attitude control--and with the proper sign. (b) If the on-board estimate

of _ were used inthe yaw damper, yaw rate errors in excess ofthe deadzone limit

would be sensed if 1/cos ,_ became sufficiently large; these errors would cause

continuous firing of the yaw jets. The jets are too weak to overcome the aerodynamic

forces, and the main effect would be to deplete RCS fuel. Because the aerodynamic

forces hold the CM in trim attitude, the yaw damper, as mechanized in Fig. 3.4.30,

e -o-;nassumes that hyp rs ,., trim applies. Thus, yaw coordination is insensitive to the

on-board = and remains valid during the variation in trim that occurs during trans-

sonic and subsonic flight.

Angular Velocity, Measurement in CM Body Axes

'/'he body angular velocities roll p, pitch q, and yaw r are measured in the

positive sense about the respective axes UBX, UBY, UB__Zand are obtained from

the gimbal-angle rates using the sequence I, M, O of Fig. $. 4. 12. When the gimbal

angles are zero, body axes coincide with platform axes and the rateep, q, r are equal

to the respective gimbal rates C); 5, l_. When the gimbal angles are not sere, the

body rates are obtained from equations (111) of Fig. 3.4. 12.

Measurement of the gimbal rates, and hence of the body rates, is not con-

tlnuous but occurs at regular time intervals as indeed do all calculations done by the

_, CMC. The basic computation cycle for Navigation and Guidance is 2 seconds. ¢

f_
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[ [ CALLEDBEACH
2 SEC. TO READ PIPAS. J

ON COMPLETION, ESTABLISHES
AVERAGEG.

TEST ENTRY DAP STANDBY YES
SWITCH: IS _ ZERO

INO DAP IS DORMANT

ENTRY DAP ...

SAVE GIMBAL ANGLES

AOG, AIG, AMG

IN: A_/PIP

Am/piP
AMG/PIP

SAVE ATTITUDE ANGLES
R,@,

IN: R/PIP
/PIP

_/PIP

INITIALIZE TIME FOR NEXT _r= 0.I SEC.

ENTRY DAP CYCLE IF RESTART

OCCURS.., {RELATIVE TO

CM/GYMDT --T/2

FLAG ET_-_-T-_=_CAUSESISTART CM/RCS IN SYNCH WITH [

UPDATEDAP.FLAGIsOFROLL II PIPTIME AFTER NOMINALS*! SEC.[
SET VIA WAITLIST [ DELAY: [
BY SET,TAt,. I [

I SET JETAG IN (I + 2T) SEC. ]

Fig. 3.4.16 Initialization of Body Attitude Calculation (CM/POSE).
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ENTER AT 2 SEC. INTERVALS

t ['Q_._E I IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING'

Q._paycF.
VELOCITY RELATIVE TO AIR MASS:

" _N" KWEUZx !_
_ UNIT (VREL)

TEST TO PROVIDE STABLE DIRECTION

FOR _ AT END OF TERMINAL VQUIT • 1000 FT/SEC
PHASE:

IF VREI,- VQUIT NEG, USE PREVIOUS

_Q_._, OTHERWISE

tJYA. UNIT ( _X _]_)

USE GIMBAL ANGLES SAVED AT PIPA
READ TIME (O = AOG/PIP, ETC. )

TO GET BODY TRIAD:

UBX • ( CM Cl , SM , - SI CM )

t_ _ ,( - CO CI SM �SOSI, COCM , COSISM SOCI)
4-

UBZ ,,(SO CISM 4- CO SI, - SOCM _-SO SISM _ COCI) ,

#" ._ J

CALCULATE ATTITUDE ANGLES WHICH ARE
VALID AT PIPA READ TIME:

/

= UNIT( UBY × UVA)

CR" _TL. UNA , SR =-UL. UY__A

S_ = I.)'V......._A.UB_._Y

c- • I/.L."trsz , s- • -!Lb., us.._x
USE ARCTRIG (SEE SECTION 5) OR AI_CSIN_

OBTAIN: NEWR, NEW._ . NEWa
t__ ii

[CONTIN--"]

• REFSMMAT NOTE: For simplicity, the text is written using the IMU, or

.s_r/fln_.b._r coor din.ate ss_. In the flight rope, however, the AVERAGEG

state vector is tn the _ -_ S._ _, necessitating use of

REFSMMAT T at this point in order to transform the body triad from stable-member

to basic- reference coordinates. _,

Fig. 3.4.17 Calculation of Attitude Angles,

kt ....
s.4-sl ,_
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i___SeFIRST PASS ?: YESAMnTFSW ZERO 9

• NO

, f---CORRECTFOR INCREMENT ACCUMULATED

SINCE PIPA READ TIME: "_

( DO COPY CYCLE )

R _- NEWR �R- R/PIP

/3.- NEW_ + /3 _/PIP

_- NEW _ + a a/PIP

COMPUTE INERTIAL VELOCITY MAGNITUDE

FOR DISPLAY:

+
CONTINU_ IN ENTRY GUIDANCEVIA VARIABLE ADDRESS.

Fig. 3.4.18 Attitude Calculation, continued
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Body rates must be determined more frequently, and the computation cycle time

chosen is T (0. I see). Thus each interval 7, the glmbal angular rates required

by (III) are measured as CDU angular differences in the manner _,,
!

Tm40-O k-Ok.l II

and i_ illustrated in detail in READGYMB (Fig. 3.4.2B). Using the measured gim- _

bal differences _Yr, iT, _T, (III) yield body rates as differences pT, qT, rT. These !

differences represent body rates that are exact only if the angular accelerations are

, zero. A better estimate is obtained from the measured pT, qT, rT by the simple @
algorithm which corrects for constant acceleration. •

_01 - A00
T ,, Z_O- _,e I +. 9

where the subscript 0 refers to the previous value of a difference and 1 refers to the

_resent value. For each body rate in turn, substitute the present difference anti the

previous difference in place of the thetas, as shown in BODYRATE (Fig. 3.4.2g).

By previous difference, the previous result of (Ill) is meant, not the previous

average. This fact is not made explicit in the referenced figure. The rate estimation

program RATEAVG is shown in Fig. 3.4.33.

( The CDU is a two-rate gimbal-angle readout dcvlce. If the gimbal angle
rate exceeds about 4°/see, the CDU will follow by alternating between high rate and

low rate. The CDU angle indicated to the CMC as a result will contain a high-fre-

quency sawtooth component of pea_;-_,o-peak amplitude about 0.1 °. Therefore, the

angular velocity estimates derived by differencing the CDU angles over a 0. l-P.ec

interval will contain noise of the order of l°/sec (when the vehicle rate exceeds 4°/see).

Testing indicates this estimation error has no significant effect on autopilot per-

formance.

The body angular velocities are calculated in BODYRATE, Fig. 3.4.29.

A_ter the averaged body rates az_e obtained from equations (III) of Fig. 3.4.12 with '

the aid of RATEAVGo the "_E correction is applied using the equations of Fig. 3.4.15.

In this calculation, hcwe,;er, the estimated = is replaced by a nominal value (_trim)
in order to reduce the _ body-rate error due to cumulativ_ state-vector error.

When the DAP is ,or _n standby, the p_ogram picks up at ATTRATES, Fig. 3.4.30,

and the body uttitude rates are integrated to yield attitude angles as shown in

Fig. 3.4.14. Since the integration Occurs in interrupt and the rectification takes

place under interrupt inhibit, there is no chance of an update being lost.

This is the end of the measurement portion of the DAP. The following

paragraphs are devoted to the control portion. ,,_
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3.4._ Extra-Atmospheric DAP "_y
The CM autopllot function outside the atmosphere is fundamentally attitude ,"

control in aS! axes. Inside the atmosphere, attitude control is used only for roll,
and rate damping is used for pitch and yaw. To minimize the size of the DAP soft-

ware, multiple use is made nf program logic wherever permissible,

It is convenient to categorize DAP action outside the atmosphere in terms of

the size of a, as is suggested by the attitude rate equations of Fig. 3, 4, 14, By

quadranting _ relative to 45°, the attitude rates can be considered as being cun-

ts,oiled by a single body rate, In _ far example, /flu[ > 135° then r is the predominant
term and /_ error can he assigned to the yaw axis. The control effectiveness of r

diminishes if p Is several times greater than r o_, Iflo[is near 135°. These restric-

tlons do not seriously affect the present deslgn, however. In Fig. 3.4.19, the assign-

ment of F,uler attitude errors in this manner to body axes is summarized, The

region[ o I > 135° is not expected to be entered, since nominal separation attitude

is well outside the region. However, the DAP must be able to recover from any

attitude, subject to restrictions of glmb,tl lock, (More will be said later of glmbal

lock.) In the region of CMDAPMOD = -0, rate damping in roll is enforced to keep

p small. Ideally, the I'olI maneuver from R to the initial entry value Re should be
performed completely, either before starting the pitch maneuver or after its com-

pletion. However, a maneuver of this type requires a predetermined sequence of

maneuvers: do completely the roll maneuver about the body x-axis and then do the -_

pitch, or do the pitch maneuver completely and then do the roll about the body x-axis.

The present design elects to perform combined maneuvers where possible in a co- "

ordinated manner to remove the requirement of knowing when any one maneuver is

fully completed. To this end, the roll maneuver is not initiated until the pitch

maneuver enters the region =o,<45o(CMDAPMOD - +0). The o and/3 attitude DAP

is intended to execute maneuvers of 2°/second. Cross-coupllng between thrusters,

however, makes an upper bound necessary, and 4°/second is used. The phase plane

logic (Fig. 3.4.20) of the 0. l-second DAP, used by both o and/3, is also used by

R if CMDAPMOD = +l. Otherwise, the predictive ph='se plane (Fig. 3.4.24) of the
2-second DAP is used by R.

Overall Operation of EXDAP

The automatic maneuver from separation to entry attitude normally begins

within the interval 45°<[o[<135 °. When separation is acknowledged by the pilot, the

DAP is started up and maintains attitude hold as was described in P62, Fig. $. 4.4.
On receipt of the new commands, the DAP will start the a and /3 maneuvers and

continue attitude hold in R. The reason for the latter is that the direction of the

pitch maneuver in inertial space is determined by the roll angle R. Middle glmbal
excursion is reduced in this way. In this region of a (CMDAPMOD • "I"l), the
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]_XOA T M O,qPIIE RE A'r MOS PIII,:H I"

Iol< 45 deg, Iol> 135deg. 45<1_1< 135de_ a~_r t

|I CMI)APMOD 4-0 -0 +I -I

Attltude-contro Enforce rate Attitude hold Attltude-control

error = damping error = error -- Rc - R
Roll egn(C_)(Rc-R) error = 0 sgn(_)(R H - R) rate = p

rate = p rate = r axis • p
axis = p axis = r

Attitude.control Attitude control Yaw-rate damp-
ingwith roll

error = •rror = coordination

,gn(c_!(_- 0) s_n('s_)_c "_)
Beta rate = _] I rate = r rate = Sgn(-_)_ rate = r - p tano

I

axis • r axis = p axis = r

Attitude - Pitch -rate damp -
control ing

error =Qc ''_ rate = qAlpha
rate = q uis = q

a_Is = q

Fig. 3.4.19 Entry Autopilot Attitude Modes.
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ENLA_PGEDVIEW: EFFECTOF SAMRJNG

Fig, 3.4, 20 Phase Plane Logic for CM Attitude DAP.
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i control axes for R error and /3 error are interchanged from the normal as _hownin Fig. _. 4, 19. All three axes are attitude controlled and obey the same phase-plane

logic each 0, I second, The rates when not in the dead zone will be between

2a/see and 4°/see,

In the intervalIn} < 45° (CMDAPMOD = + 0),R error and _ error return i

to their proper axes as shown. (, and /_ continue to share the same phase-plane

logic, but roll control is changed from the 0. l-second update to the 2-second pre-

dictive attitude DAP tOM/ROB), A teat is made to recognize the transition of lal

across the 4.5° boundary and to assure that tile p-jets are off. This is necessary since

the time interval until the first CM/RCS update can be as much as 2 seconds. The

WAITLIST call to WAKEPfi2 (Fig, 3.4.5) is also made at this transition, hJ

general [t will b_ zorn by this time, so any remaining r_!l error will be nulled

in a coordinated manner.., a desirable feature should the CM encounter the

atmosphere ahead of _chedule,

The _tttitudecommands for the extra-atmospheric phase of flightwere discussed

earlier, _indare outlinedinTable 3.4-I. The mechanization of tilecontrolportion of

the extra-ntmospherlc DAP ts EXDAP, Fig. 3, 4.31.

Gimbal Lock

The sub.iectof glmbal lock has been lightlytreated since itsavoidance is not

I a DAP function,but a crew proeedu,e. The DAP willnot generate abnormally largemiddle gimbal angles after a nominal separation. Large MGA excursion resultsfrom

two things: a) rollangle accumulation during the uncontrolledintervalfollowlt_g

separation and b) the coordinated rollmaneuver enforced during a 180° rollafter

la[ < 45°. Item (a)is unwanted, but is not serious unless the rollangle is large.

For nominal IMU alignment, the desired conditionat the startof the pitch maneuver

isthatthe outer gimbal angle be near zero or 180°. The crew can reduce unwanted

MGA excursion by manual maneuver prior to startingthe automatic _,XDAP pitch

maneuver. Ifthe crew maneuver is performed before the PROCEED signifyingseparation

is keyed intothe DSKY0 the DAP willhold at the new attitudesince,afterseparation,

the ENTRY DAP does attitudehold in rolluntiltat becomes less than 45°. A large

separation tranGientin rollcan be corrected by rollingthe CM to the nearest zero or

180°.ofthe outer gimbal. The 180° rollmaneuver can be done inthe same way.

Manual Interaction

The manual over-rlde properties of the DAP require some amplification.

When firstturned on in P62, the DAP performs the three-axis attitudehold. For

pitch and yaw control° the commands ac' _c are set equal to present attitudes

3, 4-37
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• , _. The present roll attitude is set into both roll command registers Re and .

RH. The reason for this is that two roll DAPs exist: )

a. the two-second DAP, u_lng Rc as roll command, operates when Tst ,_
45 deg nr I _ I > 135 deg.

b. the 0.1-second DAP, using R H as its command, operates when 45 deg ,_
[ ot [ < 135 deg.

The contents of Rtt will be maintained at values intended to provide continuity
to the Poll-axis control in the presence of manual override, This is accomplished

by using current roll-attitude R when I _ ]> 135 deg, and by using Poll-command

Rc each time the deadzone is entered when I_[ ,: 45 deg.

The CM wi!l maintain attitude hold to the saved commands, with the

following exception: when la I> 135 deg, the roll DAI_ does only rate damping.

(It considers that the attitude error is zero. ) Thus, in the region [ ,_] _ 135 deg,

if the crew manually rolls the CM, the DAP will accept the resulting attitude as

defining the roll-command RII to be used during the pitch maneuver to ! _I - 45

deg. However, since the CM will pitch in the direction defined by RH. the result-
ing roll attitudn, above, should be either 0- or 180-deg outer-gimbal angle (as-

suming preferred entry IMU alignment) in order to avoid excessive middle-gimbal

excursion. The attitude-holdmodc isterminated when the crew respond.qto NOUN 61

in P62, and the entry trim values are established: ._

_c ffi cot' r]c " 0

R c as specified / 0 deg for liftup ,,
( lt_0 deg for liftdown

When the CM approaches these conditions (either automatically or manually), the

two-second roll DAP, on entering the deadzone, will save Rc in R H. Thus, if

manual override subsequently takes the CM from l_ l< 45 deg back intothe region

I_I > 45 deg,R H then contains the desired entry rollangle Rc, and roll-attltude

hold willnot be interrupted. On the other hand, ifthe override takes the CM into

the region Ia l> 135 deg, the DAP willput the current rollattitudein+oR H in or-

der to prevent having a large rollerror as I_I becomes less than 135 deg. The

updating of R H inthe foregoing manner willpro¢ide some degree of roll-axiscon-

tinuityand _._w the DAP to be relativelyinsensitiveto manual override. When

manual contxJl isrelinquished, the DAP willpickup and willmaneuver the CM in-

to a conditionof trim with respe¢t to the present velocityvector. P63 willbe

started the firsttime thatthe DAP recognizes thatIa[ < 45 deg. Subsequent

manual maneuvering WtU not initiateP63 again.

Detailed Description EXDAP

It ia convenient to discuss the 0. l;second sampled DAP separately from the

2-second predictive roll DAP, The latter is included in the atmospheric section,

even through its services are used outside the atmosphere. 1
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Fig. 3.4.21 Phase-Plane L_gic (without Bias)for CM Attitude DAP.
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The phase-plane logic for the sampled attitude DAP is common to all those _'t
axes operating at the 'r = 0. I second interval. The variables are attitude error, and J

rate error in the control axes. The phase plane logic is given in Fig. 3.4.20. A

biased dead zone is employed to obtain a minimum limit cycle frequency. A closer

view is in the lower part of the figure. Since the dz is used on a sampled basis, it

is effectively enlarged by one sample time and proportionally to velocity. A point

having velocity Vz traces the boundary trajectory, shown dotted. For the dead zone

parameters chosen, a trajectory will always enter, the negative half through the

offset if the acceleration is great*.r than 2°/s/s. The degree of penetration depends

on the actual value of acceleration over the number of samples. Typical values of

acceleration for single-ring operation of the CM are between 3°/s/s and 6°/s/s,

Symmetrical (theoretical) limit cycles have periods of t:m order of 60 seconds. _ut

t practice steady state not r:,ached, yielding asymmetrical cycling of potentially
in is

longer duration.

To render the description of the phase plane specific, let X = {3c - /3 be the
error, V =/_ be the velocity, and the Jet axis be v. Further, let X' = X - SGN(V)

I_IAS. The equation for X _ converts the unbiased dz into a biased one. The following

description is based on the unbiased dz in Fig. 3.4.21.

Both X' and V are to be kept within specified limits: the range (-Vz, Vz) for

V and the range (-Xz', Xz _) for X _. Within the area bounded by these limits, jet

thrusters are turned off. If Ix'l<xz,. but V > +Vz, negative jets are desired and

are indicated by the minus sign. Similarly, if V exceeds the lower bound, positive

jets are required. If J v J < + Vz, and X _ > + Xz t, positive jets are required to

establish a positive velocity to reduce the error X t. As indicated, the positive jets

remain on until at a sample interval V has exceeded Vz, when all jets are turned

off. The positive velocity causes the point (Xt0 V) to drift leftward. At a subsequent

sample instant, X _ is observed to be less than Xz t but V > +Vz and negative jets are

actuated. In this manner arbitrary initial conditions (X', V) of reasonable value

are caused to enter the central box. If these were the only jet thrusters or if there

were no cross coupling, this would be the whole story. However, coupling fcom

thrusters on other axes as well as coupling of a and body rates causes the velocity

to increase above Vz by an undesirable margin. The addition of the upper bound at

2Vz constrains V to have acceptable values,

In actual operation both X' and V are separately tested against limits. A tag

is set to zero if the limit is not exceeded, and to ± 1 bit depending on the sign of the

limit exceeded. In Fig. 3.4.21 the pairs of signs refer to the result of both tests,

where the two tags are show_ in the order (X t, V). The tags are combined in a

"logical or" using ones complement arithmetic to generate a single tag. The

resulting tag is used to select the proper Jet code from a list for the axis being
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controlled (r in the present example). When a jet code Is executed, only the jets

designated by the code are fired or are left if
on already firing. All other jets are

quenched. A tag of value zero quenches any jets that might be firing. Figure 3.4. I0

which showed jet geometry also lists the jet codes but not in Indexable form.

The flow diagrams that apply to the extra-atmospherlc DAP are REA DGYMB

Fig. 3.4, 28, through RATEAVG, Fig. 3.4.33. Subsequent figures also apply when

CM/RCS is used, but are not discussed yet. The diagrams are sufficiently annotated

so as not to need further comment. Table 3.4-11 lists jet codes in Indexable form.

3,4.7 Atmospheric DAP

Before encountering the atmosphere, all CM body attitude errors will be at

null or nearly so, and the DAP mode will be characterized by [ al< 4fi° (or CMDAPMOI_
• +0) in Fig. 3.4.19. When the 0.05-g level is sensed by Entry Guidance, a switch

is set. The DAP observes the sv'itch and changes the DAP mode to -i, and the q and

r control to pitch and yaw dampers. The predictive roll system CM/RCS is already

activated and performing and is ready to accept commands when issued by Entry

Guidance. t_tev on. when the ballistic phase is entered, the switch . 05GSW is cleared.

The DAP is able to slip easily back into the mode +0 and as easily out again when

.05GSW is once more set to l (see Fig. 3.4.19).

In the atmosphere, the CM is controlled during flight by orienting the lift

t vector. The amount of lift available for control purposes, i.e., the ratio of lift todrag (L/D), is determined by the c.g. location. Preflightballastprocedures ensure -

thatthe Zcg offsetwillgive the desired L/D. The corresponding trim pitch angle

is at. The yaw trim results from the Ycg offset, and is kept as small as possible.

In actual flight, the Ycg residual causes small _ trim, of the order of a degree or

so. For L/D of 0.3, the pitch trim a t is about -20 degrees, and remains relatively

constant throughout hypersonic flight. As the transonic region is approached, o t ........

increases about 8 degrees or so. When the CM goes subsonic, a t decreases to
about 8 degrees below the hypersonic value and becomes a new trim value of

around -12 deg. The DAP will tolerate such changes in a t.

Functional Behavior of Atmospheric Autopilots

In Entry k'_lidance, control is based on the components of lift in and normal

to the trajectory plane, cu_upo.,tents that are specified in terms of an angle define_

the same as R but having value Rc. If the CM is to achieve the desired lift
direction, then the _ body axis _ must lie along YBN, Fig. 3.4.13. This condition is

met when B = 0. Thus one property of the Entry autopilot is to keep _ = 0 and '.

another is to have the actual vehicle roll angle R agree with the desired value R c.

Within the atmosphere, aerodynamic forces tend to keep B essentially zero, .

and a assumes a trim value _t so that attitude control is required only in _ii
#
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roll, As the CM rolls, UB.___Ysl_ould remain normal to UV.__A. When _ • 0 and o is

constant, such a maneuver causes UB._...XXto describe a cone of angle 2 _ about -UV.__A

while UB.__Zsimilarly descrihea another cone about +UV.__A. This condition of rolling

about the velocity vector, or making a coordinated roll, is equivalent to requiring

that the CM angular velocity vector lie along -UV..._A. In the atmosphere, then,

coordinated roll maneuvers are enforced by the angular rate autopilots already

required tt_ damp pitch and yaw body rates caused by dynamic behavior of the CM,

F_,gure 3.4.1,3 shows that for the ideal case, 3 = 0, only roll and yaw rate

are present if the body angular velocity is to lie along -UV.__A. Further, this angular

velocity is equal to the rate of change of roll angle R. A third property of the

atmospheric autopilot ia that it enforce the proper proportionality between yaw and

rail rate necessary to produce coordinated roll.

Table 3.4-II Table of 3et Code,_

TABLE NAME JET AXIS OCTAL CODE
..,,_

+r Jets on 00120

Yaw Code Jets off 00000

-r Jets on 00240

+p, +q Jets on 00005

Roll Code Jets off 00000
Pitch

-p, -q Jets on 00012

(See also Fig. 3.4. I0)

NOT.E.E • -- Sign convention of Fig. 3.4.21: Positive tag selects

positive jets.

-- Sign convention of DAP flow charts: Positive tag selects

negative jets.
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In the atmospheric mode, rate damping is used to maintain pitch and yaw

angular velocities within prescribed l|mita. The digital autopilots perform thisfunction in a discontinuous.manner by producing a control _otion each time new in-

put data are available. Thus, the pitch and yaw autopilots are exercised each

0.1 second immediately following the measurement of an_lar velocity.

p_tch Damper D_P

The pitch-axis autopilot for the CM performs rate damping action using the

simple logic of Fig. 3, 4.22a, which is the single axis representation of Fig. 3, 4.21.

As long as sampled pitch rate is less than 2°/sec., no action is taken and the jet

thrusters are off. Whenever sampled pitch rate exceeds 2°/sec,, the jet thrusters

are activated to produce opposing torque, The Jets remain firing until the pitch rate

is observed to be less than 2°/arc, Because of the digital nature of rate measurement,

Jet switching is based on the value of the rate at the time of measurement, which

in general will not be exactly 2,°,/sec. Hysteresis, a result of the 0, 1-see interval

between control actions, is prehent at the nominal 20/ sec switching discontinuity

and prt, vonts the formation of high frequency limit cycles in the presence of pitch

acceleration. The hysteresis zone is of variable width and can be as large as twice

the total &V achievable by the jets in one sample time (Fig. 3.4.22b).

Yaw Damper DAP

The yaw axis requirements are somewhat differentthan pitch. The CM must

roll about the velocity vector in order to maintain nominal trim attitude and to keep

t the stagnation point in a fixed region on the heat shield. Figure 3.4.23 illustrates

the situation in the UBX. UB_.__ZZplane. The UB___Ycomponent of VRE Lis kept essentially

zero by the aerodynami_ force so that the velocity shown can be considered to be the

total velocity VRE L. In the coordinated turn illustrated, the angular velocity vector

lies along -VRE L if the angular velocities in yaw and roll are related by

r = p tan

and if pitch angular velocity q = 0. Even when the latter condition is not exactly

fulfilled, the equation is still useful. Since cumulative state-vector error may

eventually cause the indicated at to be grossly wrong, however, the coordination

term [ tan (@) ] , is replaced by tan ( _trim ) in the flight rope. This ensures

yaw control throughout the expected range of aerodynamically enforced trim, and

is independent of the onboard measure of @.

During periods of angular acceleration in roll, a corresponding a¢:celeration

in yaw is quickly established and supported by aerodynamic forces. We utilize these

forces to encourage the CM to make a coordinated turn. The bulk of the work is done

by the aerodynamics with the ya w Jet thrusters operating only as needed according to

Fig. 3.4.23. The Jets fire when _ecessary to keep the vehicle within the central band.

This allows r to be proportional to p and at the same time keeps yaw oscillations

damped to within i 2°/|econd.
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The yaw damper operate_ at the O. 1-second sample interval established °'_

by the angular, velocity measurements and exhibits the same switching boundary

hysteresis as the pitch damper.

The flow diagrams that apply to the atmospheric (damping) DAP for q

and r are t_EA_YMB, FiR, 3.4.28, throuRh ATTRATES, Fig. 3.4,30,

3.4, 8 {toll Attitude Control - CM/RCS

Every 2 seconds during the entry phase, Entry Guidance provides a roll

,mmmand Itc, To do this, it examines vehicle current position and velocity and

also landing point position, decides on the proper orientation of the lift vector, and

generates the commanded roll attitude of the CM necessary to achieve that orients

tton. The roll autopllot uses the _ommand It e , the present volt attitude l t, and roll
rate p to generate firing ttme_ for the ,jet thrusters. In general, there ave three

time intervals generated eavh 2 seconds. Two are thrust durations, and one is

quiescent duration. Itaving obtained the time intervals, there remains the book-

kt,eping t_.sk of implementing the result of the cah:ulations.

Bookkeeping consists of main',zining a short list containing pairs of

entries: a jet thruster selection code and a time duration. The jet code specifies

which jets are to be turned on or off and the time duration specifies the: interval until

the next change in jet activity occurs. Bookkeeping is carried out with the aid of the _,_,

TIME3 preset timer (WAITLIST) in the CMC. The list contains only entries which

can be executed within a single two-second interval.

Lof_ic in Phase Plane with Control Line

The roll model for the CM is a simple inertia which makes the phase plane

an attractive tool because motion is described by straight lines and parabolas. The

(X,V) phase plane of Fig. 3.4.24 is used whereX-- Rc - R0 and V = _t. When the
CM has the commanded attitude, both X and V are zero, and the point (X, V) representing

the state of CM motion is at the origin. Bear in mind that roll rate p is related to

R by cos a in a coordinated roll. Although not necessary to the understanding of

the roll DAP phase-plane logic, this knowledge is helpful when reading the flow

chart mechanization. The DAP assumes that a coordinated roll obtains, and uses

the current value of cos a to scale one axis of the phase plane so that velocity V

and change in error _X are compa'Able. Incompatibility results in overshooting

the origin and costs fuel. The X-axis is selected for the cos a term in DAP mech-

anization, which means that V _ p, and X _ (R c - R) cos a in the following discussion.

3.4"48
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This choice was originally made for its simplicity because only the error X depends i

| on '_; w:locity limits and dead zone limits are constants expressed in units of body8

rate, When platform misalignment Is considered, however, and the state-vector

error begins to accumulate, errors are introduced into the indicated body-attitude

angles. The indicated • can go through ,q0 degrees, In this region, the cos @ in the

DAP approaches zero and turns off the roll-axis attitude control, Since, in this

region, p-effect on lndlcat_d roll attitude R is insignificant {Fig. 3,4.14), the DAP

should nat be used to generate roll rates, The CM will drift at desdzone values of

p. Wh_'l_ • increases further, cos @hecomea nonzero, and the DAP resumes control,

The sign reversal of cos _ mai,_tains slahillty,

The salient feature of the control technique is the use of a line at slope K

to determine the rate with which an error is reduced. This has several advantages.

The fundamental and motivating one is that fuel consumption (Z_V) becomes somewhat

proportional to error, The CM responds rapidly to large error and proportionately
more slowly for small error, The slope K is chosen as small as is consistent with the

_'ate of response needed during Entry. A by-product is that the equations involved

are simplified, l,'urthcrmore, this system will efficiently follow ramp inputs by
establishing the necessary rate.

A second facet is trajectory construction using parabolas of different accelera-

tion, a gambit that minimizes the sensitivity of the control system to actual jet

thruster acceleration. Choosing the lower acceleration (a 1) to have a value near that
of the single fuel-ring thrusters, and the larger acceleration (a) to have a value

slightly less than that of the dual fuel ring has the effect of providing good transient

response with little penalty in fuel usage.

The following discussion applies to right of the terminal trajectory. In

operation, the roll DAP has initial values (X, V) as marked in Fig. 3.4.24. The

DAP design is based on the trajectory indicated. Positive jet acceleration of exactly

a causes the parabolic path shown to be generated. The jets will remain on until

the specified drift velocity (V d) is reached, at wldch time the jets are turned off.

The time duration of the first thrust interval (t 1) is (Vd .- V)/a. The trajectory

drifts at constant ,,elocity (V d) until the terminal trajectory is intercepted. The

drift velocity is defined geometrically by the control line shown in the picture and
V2

is calculated as V d = K (X d - Xs).where X d = X + -_-_ . When the terminal trajectory iE

reached, it is foll_ved to the origin by using a second thrust interval having negative

jet acceleration of exactly a 1. The time duration of the second thrust interval (t 2) is

Vd/a 1. The time duration of the drift interval (td) is

[2X -t 1 (V +V d) -t 2 V d]/2 Vd.

_. 4-4a ii
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t If the duration of the trajectory from the point iX, V) to the origin, which is the sum
of t 1. td, and t 2, exceeds the update interval iT), then only the firat T seconds of
the trajectory is implemented. The roll DAP computes a completely new trajectory i,

each T seconds from whatever iX, V) it finds. In this way, changes in command, !

noise in measurement, uncertainty and cross-coupling of jet acceleration and I.
other disturbances are always taken into account. Now, suppose that the initial point

were iX, V)' in the figure, The parabola would be extended backward to the x-axis

to define X d, and the same geometry applied as above.

The behavior described above will, of course, occur only if the first in-

terval has acceleration _ and the second interval has acceleration a I. In actual fact,
both _,u'ust intervals must use the same jet thrusters -- either the single-ring or the

dual-ring thrusters. Consider the normal, single-ring operation: lot a I hi, th_

actual jet acceleration; then the first interval is computed using the value 2 a 1 for

a. In this case, the DAP control logic will predict the value of Vd and specify the
first thrust duration. But the actual jet acceleration is only one-half of the

expected value ._, so that at the end of the burn the actual velocity is half-way bf:-

tween V and Vd, For suitable values of K, the duration of the predicted traj,_ctory
to the origin will exceed T. During the time remaining in the T interval, the point

will drift to the right or to the left, depending on whether the velocity achieved was

negati-e or pos_tive, When the next update occurs, the same process recurs, and,

|, eventually, the point iX, V) will be to the left of the control line, Possibly several

updates are required in order to achieve a suitable _V for the first tmrn u_ng a,,

sin_e, for each update, only one=half of the expected is achlewd, The slowed ,es-

ponce is the price paid for the independence of ac:el,'ration magnitude. Once

across the control line, the ft,'st b_rn i$ _=.nerally absent, so that the predicted

trajectory and the actual trajectory agree, TI_ origt== is _pp:-oac_ted directly and

without overshoot.

On the other hand. t_ons_der that both fuel rir,_s are ac'.ive and that the dual-

_et acceleration is a; th¢n, to compute the second burn, the value a/2 J.s used for

a t. In this case, the pr_dicted tr_e,,tory and the ac_al %refectory will _gree u,tttl
the second burn eta-tz.

3.4..49
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Tke higher acceleration will cause tw the &V and result in undershoot of

tile origin. On the next update, the first. }_urri is exact, and goes to a much reduced _t
Vd. Thus the error due to the second burn is considerably reduced. Convergence

is rapid, usually an extra cycle cr two. The slowed response is again the price paid

for independence from knowledge of actual,acceleration. However, what is bought is

stable operation over a 2:1 acceleration variation, a propevty thatdoe_r riot exist if both

thrust intervals are baaed on the same (single-ring) acceleration,

RetuMlinK to Fig. 3.4.24, the shortest angular path test consists of asking

whether the paint (X, V) lies in_ide the contours at +180 or outside of them. In the

nominal single fuel case, any point (X, V) inside the contours considers the o_tgtn

as its te =minal point. Points ¢)utaide these contours should consider ± 3(]0 as their

origin. Such points X are shifted by -360 agn(X) and thereby appear inside the can-

tours so far as the phase plane logic is concerned. Such a _hift is necessary since

physically -360, 0, and 360 arc, the same CM attitude. Furthermore it i_ necessary

that the contour dividihg the regions of stable nodes be dynamic rather than geometric.

Otherwise there exi_t_ a region between the dynamic contour and the geometric one

where points will initially head for the origin as node; hut the trajectory will carry

across the geometric contour and then head for 360 as the proper node. This results

not only in taking the longer path, but also in taking a longer time to do it. The

acceleration assc.ciated with the shortest path contour of Fig. 3.4.24 is that for the

single-ring je_.

The dead zone' utilized for the roll attitude is the parallelogram of Fig. 3.4. _5. _'_

The shape is chosen to provide a smaller limit cycle amplitude for a given zone width

X B. The effective dead zone on a T = 2-second basis is nearly rectangular since

XB = Yz T. The inter,_,ept V I is intended to keep the limit cycling velocity at a value

less than Uz ana is used to specify the cont_'ol line intercept X s.

Control policy is outlined in the three flow charts starting with CM/RCS,

Fig. 3.4.34. In the first, roll error is established. I,=ecause of symmetry, the

control equations are instrumented only for the rhp, where the plane is bisected by

the terminal trajectory. To determine which half-plane contains (X, V), evaluate

the equation for the left-hand buffer curve, Fig. 3.4.26 at the initial p_int (X, V). If

the point is to the left, reverse the sign of the variables to reflect about the crisis

into the rhp and continue at the dead zone test. If not tothe left, eimiliarly evaluate

the right-hand buffer curve, If the point is to the left of this curve, it is in the

buffer zone. The zone is designed to pass trajectories that would nearly reach the

origin. These trajectories, if not passed, would be reflected about the origin and

caused to go through another two-burn cycle. Such near misses are principally due

to noise in velocity measurement, or timing effects, or deviation in the actual singl.e-

ring acceleration from the DAP value el, or a combination of these. If the point lies
in the buffer zone, it is treated as a second burn and caused to thrust to the X-axis.

/
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, FIE. 3.4.25 Roll System Dead Zone

V

SUFPER_

Fi I. 3.4.26 Bu/fez. Zone.
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If it is not in th=_ zonL_, thin it is ;drc'ncly in the rhp and th< prc,;ram ennttnues at "_
the dead zone test. Regarding tile buffer zone, tile branches that make it up are

terminal tra!eetorios suitably shifted.

• Pick up at tile dead-zone teat and continue past. If the point (X, V) is to theI

" right of the maximum velocity trajectory through X -- Xs + VM/K, then thrust up

(or lawn) to V = VM. If the point is to the left, and below the control line, thrust

up to Vd. But if the point is to tile left and over the control line, keep the present

velocityas the driftvelocityifVd <V, In alleases calculatethe complete trajectory

to the origin. The equations are summarized inthe flow chart,

Tile result of the trajectory calculations are three time intervals:

t I the time to thrust from V to Vd (or VM)

td the time required to drift at Vd (or VM)

t 2 tile time to origin on terminal trajectory from Vd (or VM)

Intervals t I and t2 are firing intervals and t d is a quiescent interval. The
attitude system can generate throe, two, one or none of the time intervals. None

• are generated if the point (X, V) lies within the dead zone at the origin. Jets are

quenched, if on, and tile program exits.

• TIMETST and JET CALL1
@
e
• The program portion named TIMETST, Fig. 3.4.37, examines each of

• 3three possible time intervals and prepares to execute each in sequence if

1. no interval is less than three centiseconds.

2. the sum of the interval and the previous intervals plus the time used

in computation is not within 3 centiseconds of 2 seconds.

Each time interval that fails to meet the above requirements is ignored, but the jet ,

codes corresponding to such intervals are appropriately executed.

The program portion named JETCALLi, Fig. 3.4.38,performs the actual

bookkeeping with the jet list, executing the jet codes and establishing WAITLIST

calls as required. These c_t_ return via JETCALL to be processed.

3.4.9 DAP Displa_,s and Telemetr),

The program CM/FDAI, Fig. 3.4.39. is a general exit routine for the

Entry DAP's. It is passed through at the evd of each 0. 1-second DAP cycle and

services all FDAI attitude error needles on alternate passes. On the intervening

passes, the three CM body rates are listed in the UPBUFF area of erasable for

telemetering. The list format is: time of lates,* initialization of list, a combined switch

and index, and five sets of body rates spaced 0.2 second apart and in the order

p, q, r. The magnitude of the index designates the latest set of rates filed, because

the telemetering cannot interrupt the DAP. The telemetering portion of CM/FDAI

is self-cycling, but it is forced to recycle after each CM/RCS update. ) ,

3.4-52
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3.4. lO Restart Protection of Entry DAP

In the Entry DAP, restart protection is quantized in units of updates. That

is, the WAITLIST call for REA DGYMB is restart protected relative to REA DACCS

time and to the number of DAP cycles that have been performed since that time.

Should a restart occur during DAP computation, the entire update is lost. Other-

wise no interruption to DAP operation occurs. But since a restart turns off all

jets, there is always a momentary interruption to DAP control. The CM/RCS DAP

has a tlag, JETAG, to signify that a 2-second DAP update is due. The ilag is

cleared in CM/RCS to indicate that the DAP was indeed called. Clearing of the flag

is placed as near the end of CM/RCS as possible, Should a restart occur before the

flag is cleared, then the next 0.1-second update will once again call CM/RCS and t]:c

update is not lost. However, if restart occurs after the flag was cleared, the 2..

second roll update is lost. Again, restart has turned off the jets, so no DAP control

problem exists. The loss of updates is not critical and has a negligible effect on an

entry trajectory, even when restarts occur at a moderate rats.

3.4, 11 DAP Flow Chart Summar_y

The Entry DAP is described by the flow charts starting with READGYMB,

t. Fig. 3.4.28, and continuin_ through CM/FDAI, Fig. 3.4.39. This chain of events
starts with gimbal angle rendout and is followed by body rate calculation, attitude

rate calculation, and attitude angle integration. Immediately following this the

sampled DAP is entered. Covered in the next two figures are those autopil_*

functions that are implemented on the 0.1-second basis: the rate dampers and

EXDAP. The next two figures are the subroutines BIASED DZ and RATEAVG used

in the foregoing figures. The 2-second predictive roll DAP CM/RCS starts with

Fig. 3.4.34 and continues through the processing of waitlist time calls, Fig. 3.4.38.

CM/FDAI, Fig. 3.4.39, is the DAP display program. This set of diagrams is

presented as a block since it represents the complete sequence of events associated

" with DAP updates. Initialization of the DAP is covered by CM/DAPIC, Fig. 3.4.6,

and CM/DAPON, Fig. 3.4.7. Timing of CM/RCS is established by SET, TAG,

Fig. 3.4.27. Of importance also are the calculations that are required to establish

the body attitude Euler angles: CM/POSE, Fig. 3.4.17 and Fig. 3.4.18. in conjunc-

tion with READACCS, Fig. 3.4.16. The program for these calculations runs some-

what independently of the DAP. All constants used by the ENTRY DAP appear in
Table 3.4-III.
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RI'/A DACCS (AVERAGI,_G)

Initiates SETJTAG Via

WAITLIST After Nominal

I SET'_T^G_-]~_seo.DoI..
1

• Set Flag to Cause CM/RCS Update on Next DAP Cycle:
JETAG ffi+1

• Save Time to Synchronize CM/RCS.

tused • TIME1

(Nominal Time of Next CM/RCS Update is

tused + T/2,)

,,_ ......... -? ,
Disable Restart Protection [

for SETJTAG ,..

q

C ZX,T

l_ig. 3.4.27 Roll DAP Synchronizer.
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[ _ ] ENTRY DAP°s START HERE
EACH r• o.ISEC

ENTER EACH T SEC. 'INCRE'MENT NOMINAL RESTART I
TIME FOR NEXT ENTRY DAP CYCLE LF RESTART [

OCCU8_ ,., (RELATIVE T_ _.]_) I

CM/_YM_ToCM/aYM_T+T [

[ARECDU'.INF,NEAUGNJNo
I Yes

READ GIMBAL ANGLES VIA CDU's AND FORM FIRST
DIFFERENC ES:

-_r _ -DELAOG • AOG (K - I) - AOG(K)

-iT . -DELAIG u AIG (K - I) -AIG(K) |

-l_IT= -DELAMG. AMG (K - I) - AMG(K) |

1No ....

I IS DAP ACTIVE: ....... ] REINITIALIZE DAP

_-, I---_S-_CM-M_DSTBY" ! ' QUENCH JETS

I
1

-- y Yes • CLEAR FIRST

DAP INACTIVE' I IS THIS FIRST_ PASS: _ PASS FLAG:

DISABLE: IS GYMDIFSW ZERO GYMDIFSW • 0
• QUENCH JET,' !

" DEACTIVATE No

( RESTART SET TEMPORARY IGYMDIFS w . 11MECHANISM REINITIALIZATION !

FLAG: _ p

JETEM = I. 1 IIINITIALIZEToZERO: DAP QUANTITIESOLD

BODY fl PTK - I' qTK - I' rTK - I

_ATESJJ_ET.=TAG.JETEM
I

IRE-ESTABLI SH DAP CYCLE

AT _ IN

v SEC. V_A

Yes

RE-INITIALIZATION PASS:

'P _No

Fig. 3.4.28 Oimbal Angle Rates & Body Rate Initialization.

(
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[IW)DYitAT!,:] C,,ntinucfr,m HEADGYMB

CALCUI,ATE BODY IiATES AS FI[_S'['
DIFFEI¢I,:NC ES;

qT = i'r CO CM + IV[T SO

rT • "iT St") CM + t_T CO Fig, 3,4,12

PT" OT + iT SM

FOR EACH, IMPROVE P,STIMATE BY qTK. I Etc,INCLUDING A SECOND DIFFERENCE
(USE RATEAVG, FIG, 3.4.33h ARE SAVED

FIRST
DIFFER ENC ES.

q_ " q_K + (qTK " qTK-l) /2

r_. - r_K + (rlk . rTK.1) /2

, PI" " PrK + (P_k "PrK-I )'12

...... t_........ Yes

[ IS'_E" 0? . I See Fig. 3,4.18

1NO

INCLUDE EFFECT OF _E IN BODY RATE ._MEASUREMENT:

p_" - Pr - 9E T SR Strim FiB. 3.4.15

q,r -- _ - _,E _'cR

rI. - r_" + _E 1"SR Ctrtm

,.. I I

I0 MS. UNDER TIME5 RUPT.

Fig. 3.4.29 CM Body Rstes.
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CONTINUED FROM _t_'-
_.T=_.INTER RUPT UNDER

COMPUTE BODY ATTITUDE RATES AND UPDATE ANGLES:
a*- _ +q7

C '" cos(a), Se' • sin(e)
co'4 rT _*m pz CO#+

DELR, C_I" ASSUMES

# _-@ + S_ DELR Fig. 3, 4,14

R *'R + DELR

COMPUTE PITCH ATTITUDE ERROR; SAVE TM QUANTITY:

qAXIS ERR .e c "a

AKI = qAXIS ERR , ROLL TM * R

CM/DAP I,(.omsw I l  xmp
t ;/yr.

DAP iS IN ATMOSPHERIC MODE. ]

PAXIS ERR = _c " _ (fop TM) ICMDAPMOD= -I. AKI • O, AK2 • 0 ZEROFDAI PITCH& YAW

"9 ----.=_ NEEDLES
YAW DAMPER: TEM2 • r_ - p_. T_

CALL _ ]

RESUME _ ] Fig. 3.4.32
USE TA_Q_J TO ,NDEX YAW JET-SELECT [
CODE FROM A TABLE AND SAVE J

/

_ EX DAPIN
PITCH DAMPER: TEM 2 • qT

P

FROM
CALL _ [COME

HERE

RESUME q'Ar. J [EXO ATM DAP.

USE TAG_.._.1 USE OR'D TAGS

TO INDEX PITCH JET*SELECT CODE FROM TABLE. COMBINE
PITCH AND YAW CODES & ACTIVATE q-AND r-JET THRUSTERS
VIA CHANNEL 5.

[ SEE IF PREDICTIVE ROLL nAP;UPDaTE VL_ _m_ ISDUE:'S JETAO ' 0 [

Fill. 3.4. $0 CM Attitude Anlllu; Pitch sad Yaw Dampers,

$.4-57 , i
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CALLED BY

i [ IS P83FLAG" +'0 "_ C_'<O ?_ IS IC_I_ eos(45deg) I

7_ _; I.......2.11_N-o-T- " _'Ye. ._3No
RECOGNIZE & ESTABLISH END SIGNIFY THAT ALL 3 AXES ARE UP,DATEI_
OF P_62: EACH T SEC. I

• RESTART PROTECT _ CMDAPMOD = +I, JETAG • -I |, PREVENT ENTRY KEPLER I

PHASE FROM CLEARING

6_: ONLY IF IN P62, PERMIT ACTIVATION
P63FLAG = -I OF WAKEP82 :

, CALL WAKE P62 IN 21 SEC IF P83FLAG = +I_ P83FLAG • +0VIA _ TO TERMINATE
P62 & BEGIN _

. _ _ PAxIsERR • TEM! {For FDAI)

-AXIS CHANGE OVER TEST. TEM2 • SGN (-_) Or
SEE WIIE'rHERp-AXiSISIN CALL BIASED DZ
TRANSITION FROM 1'SEC. RESUME TAGI, TAG2SAMPLED DAP TO T SEC
PREDICTIVE SYSTEM:

IS JETAG < 0 ? OR 'Jl_LQJWZTH _ & UsE RESULT
...................-[..... |- TO INDEX ROLL JET-SELECT CODE

Yes I No FROM A TABLE, AND ACTIVATE

F_U'EN"CHp'_'E'TS " IF oN:l THRUSTERS VIA CHANNEL 6.
[&It JETAG * +0 I "'_

- . i-
ICMDAPMOD•SON(C.#)(+0)[ in rollDAP _[RIN P82 AND WITH Rc IN P88: ',

TEM l ." SGN (C._) (_C" _) [ deadzone |] TEMI • SGN(_') ( R H - R) ,

I"• 0.I SEC. r-AXJ rAxIsERR • TEMI, AK2 • TEMI (TM & FDAI)

T • 2 SEC. IF CMDAPMOD - +0, TEM2 = _, OTHERWISE TEM2 • r_

CALL

RESUME_k_. TA.C_

_-AXIS: TEMI • qAxIsERR, TEM2 • q1"

CALL BIASED DZ

RESUME _H'

ORZEC.d T_ , ,

Ioo.,.,o.,,IEXDAPIN

Fla. 3.4.31 EXO Atmospheric Attitude CM DAP.
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TEMI • SIGNED ATTITUDE ERROR BIAS • 0.6 °
TEM3 • SIGNED (ATTITUDE) RATE

X, • S.6°

:_ A..DzamTA_EONTSEVALUES, 1. Vz • S°/s
+l WILL SELECT 'T_ JET CODE
CORRESPONDING TO NEGATIVE
ACCELERATION.

Fig. $ .4.33 Biased DZ and Rate DZ for CM Attitude DAP.

t
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1 CALLED BY
!

I_EM.T_M1-TEM.......I
J_ 7

ESTIMATE BODY RATES IN PRESENCE OF CONSTANT ACCELERATION.

TEM I • PRESENT VALUE OF ANGULAR INCREMENT.

(PT. q1**or rT)
TEM = LAST VALUE OF ANGULAR INCREMENT,
1"= O.I SEC,

Fill. 3.4.33 CM Body Rate Estimation.

1
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| t _ I CONTINUEHEREFROM
DUAL GAIN SET INDEX TO SELECT POSITIVE ACCELERATING ROLL
ROLL DAP JETS FOR FIRST THRUST INTERVAL AND CHANGE

LATER AS REQUIRED'
JNDX . - 1

, _ ,
No - '

ILATSW.I I

CALCULATb: ROLL ERROR: CALCUI,ATE ROLL ERROR TO [
i

EXPRESS S , RC IN ENFORCE ROLL OVER TOP:

JRANGE (0, 360deg) R AND RC IN RANGE _ 180dog i

X-R c -R x, Rc -a |
@

TAKE SHORTEST ANGULAR PATH: NOTE. -X has a range •
2 o-_0 deg. t

TEM-SGN(-V) T_IY_ +X

' _ Yes

No Ix-x-3,0SGN_X_l ',

CORRECT X FOR ASSUMED [

COORDINATED ROLL: [ .,_.

_,, x.-x ,co,' J
Yes

]ISCMDAPMOD_No ' +I J _-'SIGNIFYjETAG=+0CM/RCSmNE_]

IxsCM_,',PMOD:-"
CM/FDAIR [

., RATE DAMPING [CMDAPMOD (0,[-I)]ONLY:

|

I,
[ pAxls'"""x ,Fo_FDAZ_I

Fig. 3.4.34 Dual Gain Roll DAP - Error Calculation.
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Continued from _ -]
DETERMINE WHICH HALF PLANE CONTAINS
THE POINT (X, V). TEST FOR LHP: Yes

SGN(V) _-al " -X - _ _)0 ?

! N°1

TESTsGNFORIvIRHP:[__ - X--_U--U-_] - X + _-_ cO ? ] l ....REVERSEv,X, JNDxSIGNOF ]2al

FOR VELOCITY DZ: [ | Yes i <

Ivl _v z _ , I _

. Yes 1

[CALCULATE INTERCEPT

_ORDINATE: %,2'
THRUST TO ZERO POINT IS IN DZ: _ X D • X +VELOCITY: • QUENCH p.JETS, IF ON. , 2a

JNDXI *-JNDX _SIGNIFY IN DZ. V D-0
V D , V SIGNIFY CM/RCS DONE:

tI • 0 JETAG•+0

/ I ' IGO TO If CMDAPMOD • 20, R H .- R;

_'F_Z otherwise R H -- R c '

I GO TOCMIFDAIR I

IszT,.DZXC_ TOSELECT SECOND THRUST-TORQUEOPPOSITETOFIRST.
INTERVAL JNDXI • - JNDX

IS REQUIRED. MAXIMUM
TEST WHETHER THRUST TO VELOCITY

I XD " VK-_ " Xs >-0 ' , ,

Fig. 3,4.35 Dual Gain Roll DAP - Initial Logic,
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| ....... x,.,o
COMPUTEDRIFTV_LOCIT','_. THRUSTTO_.

VD.K(X D-X s) VD= VM

_SET QTAG > 0 SET QTAG = +0

FIRST THRUST INTERVAL . "V_D- V _ {1 TH._ST_ TOVDt I
m

J
t .....

list1 <°
Yes

I IS QTAG > 0 Yes .......

No

THRUST DOWN TO VM: OVER LINE.

JNDX • JNDXI ATW; /[ tI " -tI • V
tl " 0 _

_E=Tt2 [ "

£ - ,,
i VD THRUST DOWN TC ORIGIN._ECOND THRUST t 2 = a-- i-

NTERVAL _ Yes
ISt 2 <0

No t2 = " VD IS NEG.. THRUST UP
JNDXI • JNDX TO ORIGIN.

2X - t I (V -t 2 VD [td = 2 VD l

t d OVFL. t d • 2T 'J

I
IF

• SIGNIFY THAT _ COMPLETED:.
JETAG • +0

• WILL LOSE ONE UPDATE IF RESTART OCCURS BEYOND
THIS POINT. RE-INITIALIZE TM LIST FOR BODY RATES:

IGOTOTIMET_I S ,,
FII. 3.4.36 Dual Gain Roll DAP - Time Caleulatlona.
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CCONT'D

[ l_ttially, fused

• TIMET_T SAVE PRESENT TIME. holds TIMEI left

TEM • TIMEI by BETATAG.

I CALCULATE _T SINCE NOMINAL I Nominal CM/RCS
__,, UPDATE (Over/low Corrected):l update time in

used = TEM - fused - I"/2 ,.j above tl_se d �T/3

T - 0.! SEC
T- 2 SEC

T + 3 (In Cent_aeaonds)

No IS t I - 3 > 0

t l' • - 1 USE ,_,[_, GET ROLL -NDX

0�¤÷0�¤ÔYes

,, _ ISt'> 0

_ISt d -3>=0 _.-Ye_s 1 tdtlº -1

i IS t' > 0
No

J

No

ISt 2 - 3>0 Yes td = +0
't3 = -'I

t

t2 " "' [USE_J_. GET ROLL JET[

" _ _ODET;BITS " ROLLCODE']

[5'.-")', I .

Fig. 3,4.37 Roll DAP - Time Interval Pro_easing.
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Continued from TIMETST
u --

INITIALIZE JET LIST:
OUT_'AG- 0 , NUJET, 0

....il f
CALLS TBITS • 0

YED JET
ACTIVITY COME
HERE: TEM1 • t I , TEM2 • TIBITS

=2 t I =+0
i

'. _ Yes

IGNORE ANY JET -1 ---=_ISTEM!,+,_? _
CALLS IF IN

STANDBYMODE: _lNUJET-"E"°',q
T

Ye. ITEM21"0" " 1 "_11"td TEM,-TBITS" .........]•,_----.._td • -I
-- - "....._.........Yeal

-- _NUJET TEM2 l

[ TEMI _t2t2 -! TEM2 = T2BITS l
t Yes

IS TEMI • 0 ?

-1 +0

• INu_ET'o- NUJET' + TEM2J

CALL _:
AT • TEMI
TASK"

ACTIVATE ROI,L p-JET THRUSTERS
WRITE IN CHANNEL 8

No Yea
IS O • ,SUBSEQUENT PASSES VIA INITIAL PASS EXITS

W_TLIST DUE TO JETGALLS HERE. DO NEEDLE
EXIT HERE: DISPLAY:

aoTO_ aoTOCM/r_S
I

Fij. 3.4.38 lqoll DAP - Time Interval Execution Loilic.

1
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CM/FnAI j CYCLE(EACH_.0._ SEC_I

SEE IF ROLL DAP IS USING _ • . 1 SEC. UPDATE: I

IIS CMDAPMOD > 0 ?

ol rN IYES

INTEGRATE ROLL ERROR BETWEEN

UPDATE S FOR FDAI NEEDLE DISPLAY:

P_xIsERR m PAxIsERR . DELR C_ I

I CM/_D_!,..___J_A,.__o,.L_o_I
I(COMEHEREFROM _FOR FDAXDISPLAY'|IROLLDAPEACH
IT" 2 SEC.) _AK = 0.5 PAxIsERR/

ilk

COME HERE EACH _"SEC TO A_TERNATELY SERVICE

FDAI NEEDLES OR TM BODY RATE LIST:

IS SW/NDX > 0 ?

SW/NDX - -SW/NDX IS SW/NDX > 3

! _o,o.,.,..v.I .,'"TM'.,'T.I[DISPLAY ... CM TM TIME = TIME 1 "Sw/sw - -is ....

DECREMENT INDEX: ISW/NDX" 3-SW/NDX

STORE p1", q1', rl' IN UPBUFF AREA IN CYCLES OF [

J

i! THREE. LIST IS DOWNLINKED TWICE EACH 2 SEC.ET I
i

EXIT'

Fiib 3.4. $9 Entry DAP Display and Telemeterin I Iatsrface.
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Table 3.4-III ENTRY DAP Constants

CONSTANT VALUE
m

a 9, _t dell/see 2

aI 4.55 deg/sec @

o t pad-loaded quantity, funct.on of L/D,

_trim - 20 deg

BIAS 0.6 deg

_Emin 0.5 deg/sec
-1

K 0.25 sec

KWE 1546. 70168 it/see

= (. 729211505X 10"4tad/see)(21210604.46 it)

t T 2 sec

_" O. 1 see

VQUIT 1000 it/see

VI 1 de_/see ,.,

V M Z0 deg/sec

VZ, VMI N 2 deg/sec

X B, XBU F, XMI N 4 deg

X S 2 des

X Z 3, 6 deg

XZ° 3 deg

3,4-67 _
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3.4.12 Symbol Table

a roll acceleration estimate for dual-rings; used by predictive _'_,

roll DAP, CM/RCS.

a I single-ring roll acceleration estimate; used by CM/RCS.

AIG inner gimbal angle, as read each 7 seccnd.

AIG/PIP value of AIG that exists at PIPA read time and is saved for

use in attitude calculation, CM/POSE.

AK CM attitude error in body axes to drive roll FDAI needle.

AKI CM attitude error in body axes to drive pitch FDAI needle.

AK2 CM attitude error in body axes to drive yaw FDAI needle.

AMG middle gimbal anglej as read each 7 second

AMG/PIP value of AMG that exists at PIPA read time and is saved for

use in attitude calculation, CM/POSE.

AOG outer gimbal angle, as read each 7 second.

AOG/PIP value of AOG that exists at PIPA read time and is saved for

use in attitude calculation, CM/POSE.

AVEGEXIT variable exit address in AVERAGEG used to establish program

flOW. _

AVERAGEG program to perform navigation; generates RN, V_N, See
Section 5, GSOP.

a pitch attitude angle, used by ENTRY DAP. It is the third

rotation of the CM body triad in the Euler sequence R, 8, a.

and is about UBY.

a/PIP value of a that exists at PIPA read time and is saved for use

in attitude calculation, CM/POSE.

rate of change of pitch attitude a.

a c a attitude command, used by ENTRY DAP.

a t the hypersonic value of a for the CM in trimmed flight, a pad-
loaded quantity.

attire - 20 deg, approximately the hypersonic
for L/D • 0.3.

BIAS bias value used to offset the biased dead zone of EXDAP.

yaw attitude angle, used by ENTRY DAP. It is the second

rotation of the CM body triad in the Euler sequence R_a.

and is about UB_._Z.

3.4-68
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_/PIP value of _ that exists at PIPA read time and is saved for use
in attitude calcul_tio% CM/POSE.

rate of change of yaw attitude _.

_7 _ attitude increment due to _, calculated each 7 second.

_c _ attitude command, used by ENTRY DAP.

CHANNEL 5 CMC channel for CM q- and r-Jets.

CHANNEL 6 CMC channel for CM p-lets.

' CMDAPARM if switch bit is zero, DAP is in standby mode and only calcu-

fates body rates, If bit is I, DAP exerts control on CM.

CMDAPMOD a 4-position switch used by ENTRY DAP.

-0 [_l > 1'5° D < 0.05_

+l ° < IoJ<13 ° D < 0.05

,0 I < O <0.05
-1 D > 0.05 g

CMTMTIME a register containing the time (TIME 1) of initializing the list

used for telemetering the body rates (see SW/NDX).

l CM/DSTBY switch bit is 1 if DAP is active. DAP will be turned off when
bit becomes zero.

\

CM/GYMDT register used by ENTRY DAP restart mechanism. Contains

time of next DAP update relative to time when PIPAs were
read.

CM/POSE program to calculate CM body attitude angles.

CM/RCS name of the predictive roll ENTRY DAP. Computations

performed each T seconds.

CM _ r short-hand notation for cos (M). cos (O), cos (I), where M,
CO, CI _ l O, ! are the gtmba; angles.

Ctrim cos (-20°), nominal hypersonic trim _ for L/D = 0.3

Co' DAP variable, cosine of the first approximation too .

C20 . maximum drag level for down-lii_, used by Entry O:aidance

to determine LATSW setting. See Section 5, GSOP.

D atmospheric drag acceleration, used in Entry Guidance.
See Section 5, (]SOP.

-DELAOG outer gimbal angle difference, generated each 7 second andused in body rate calculation.

3.4-69
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-DELAIG inner gimbal angle difference, generated each 7 second and used

in body rate calculation.

-DELAMG middle glmbal angle difference, generated each 1"second and -_

used in body r-te calculation,

DELR roll attitude increment due to/_, calculated each 1"second,

GAMDIFSW switch is zero until gamma has been caloulated once in

CM/POSE, in order to assure that a valid difference can be

computed. Switch may be reset to zero more than once.

GYMDIFSW switch is zero until CDUs have been read once by READGYMB,

in order to assure that valid CDU differences exist, Switch is

1 otherwise. Switch may be reset to zero more than once.

mE angle between local horizontal and V REL; measured positive
upward,

_E rate of change of mE'

_Errin minimum value of IYEIfor which the body rates are corrected for _E'@

HEADSUP a quantity set by the crew via DSKY to specify the roll attitude

that the CM is to assume before entering the atmosphere.

I inner gimbal angle.

i rate of change of inner gimbal angle.
JETAG a switch used to control the time sequence of CM/RCS. If

JETAG = +I, the roll DAP is updated. If JETAG • 0, DAP is

omitted.

JETCALL _ .(Jet list processor, program to service the. roll Jets as required
by CM/RCS. Initial pass uses JETCALLI, subsequent passes

JETCALLIJ _ via WAITLIST use J,ETCALL.

JETEM temporary registers used by ENTRY DAP.

JNDX two-value quantity used in CM/RCS tolpecify sign of the roll

acceleration to be used during the first thrust interval.

JNDXI two-value quantity used in CM/RCS to specify the sign of the

roll acceleration to be used during the second thrust interval.

K slope of the Control Line used in CM/RCS.

KWE the product of earth rate and earth radius use_ in approximating

the coriolis term in the calculation of velocity of the CM relative

to the air mass. Instead of W_x _R, KWE UNITW x UR is

used. KWE m 1546. 70168 ft/sec. See Section 5, GSOP: Entry

Guidance.
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LATSW switch bit is zero if Entry Steering wants ENTRY DAP to
roll over the top. DAP rolls through shortest angular path

if bit is 1.

LAT(SPL) latitude of desired landing site.

LNG(SPL) longitude of desired landing site,

M middle gimbal angle.

rate of change of middle gimbal angle.

NEWR } { v alueso_EulersetRl]oasextractedbyCM/Pf}SE

NEW_ from the calculated sines and cosines of the _tttitude

NEWs angles.

NUJET register containing roll Jet code that is to be executed next

by the Jet list processor of CM/RCS.

0 outer gimbal angle.

() rate of change of outer glmbal angle.

OUTTAG switch word used to mark the type of entry into the Jet-list

processor of CM/RCS.

p roll rate, component of CM angular velocity vector along

S body X-axis, U__BX.

p_" ettttude increment due to p body rate, calculated each _"second.

PK-I} ( previously calculated body rate (increment), saved for usepI"K. 1 in calculation of current body rate.

PAXIS ERR CM roll attitude error in body axes generated by DAP and

displayed on FDAI needle. Equivalent to AK.

Prel CM roll body rate, corrected for _E'

PIPTIME time at which PIPAs were last read.

PITCH CODE table of pitch Jet codes.

POSEXIT variable exit address in CM/POSE used to establish program
flOW.

P63FLAG a flag used in sequencing the change to program P63 from P62.

q pitch rate, component of CM angular velocity vector along

body Y-axis, UBY.

q1" attitude increment due to q body rate, calculated each I"second.

!
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qK'l _ _previously calculated body rate {increment} saved for use

qTK. 1 J [in calculation of current body rate

qAXIS ERR CM pitch attitude error in CM body axes generated by DAP
and displayed on FDAI needle. Equivalent to AKI,

qrel CM pitch body rate, corrected for _E'

Q7 minimum drag for up-control phase of ENTRY Guidance (see
Section 5, )

r yaw rate, component of CM angular velocity vector along
body Z-axis, _,

rr attitude tn_rement due to r body rate, calculated each
I"second.

PK l } I prevlouslYCalculatedbodyrate(increm.nt)..vedforrrK. 1 use in calculation of body rate,

tAXIS EltR CM yaw attitude error in CM body axes generated by DAP
and displnyed on FDAI needle. Equivalent to AK2.

rre I CM yaw body rate corrected for 7E

R roll attitude angle, used by ENTRY DAP. It is the first

Euler rotation of the CM body triad about the negative relative

velocity vector U_V_VAalong which UBX points,

R/PIP value of R that exists at PIPA read time and is saved for use 3
in attitude calculation CM/POSE

Ft rate of change of roll attitude, R

Re roll attitude command issued by Entry Guidance and used by

ENTRY DAP It is defined as a rotation about the negative

relative velocity vector VRE L

READACCS program to read integrating accelerometers (PIPAs), and

to establish timing for ENTRY DAP and attitude calculations

in CM/POSE.

READGYMB program to read gimbal anglesvia CDUs and start ENTRY

DAP sequence each r second.

RH regiL_er used by EXDAP in roll attitude hold; contains desired
roll attitude

_RN CM inertial position vector, generated by AVERAGEG
navigation.

ROLL same as R.

ROLLC same as Re.
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BOLL CODE table of roll jet codes,

SETJTAG program to initiate CM/RCS by setting flag JE'FAGo

| sM
lshorthand for sin (M), sin 101, sin 111, where M, O, I areSO_ S! _gimbal angles,

Strim sin (-20°), nominal hypersonic trim a for L/D - 0 3
.i

SW/NDX combined switch and index associated with FDAI display and

with telemetering. The contents of SW/NDX is negated immediately

before use. Then, if the contents of SW/NDX is positive, the

attitude errors are sent to FDAI error needles. If SW/NDX

is negative, the value is used as an index to file the three body

rates in a list for telemetering.

_e DAP variable, sine of first approximation to _.

ton 1 same as t1.

ton 2 same an t 2.

tof f same as td.

t1 first roll acceleration interval generated by CM/BCS.

t 2 second roll acceleration interval generated by CM/RCS.

td roll drift interval generated by CM/RCS.

TBITS register that contains roll jet code for no jets on.'

TIBITS register that contains the roll jet code for first acceleration

interval.
a

T2BITS register that contains the roll jet code for second acceleration

interval.

t' quantity used in TIMETST in determining the useability of /'

the time intervals t1, t2, and td that are generated by CM/RCS.

tused elapsed time since nominal update of predictive roll DAP,
CM/RCS. Used to maintain sync of DAP by accounting for

computation time and other delays.

T sample period of predictive roll DAP, CM/RCS. The same

period is used by the navigation cycle beginning with READACCS.

Ttrim tan(-20), approximated by Strim

TAGI } { three value quantities g.nerated by ENTRY DAP phase planeTAG2 logic for use in selecting Jet-axis codes from a table.

TEM } { temporary quantitie, u,ed in flow charts for convenience.
TEMI May be one or several actual computer registers.

TEM2 .;
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TIMEI, TIME2 CMC time; double-precision registers in the order TIME2

TIMEI, In general, to read time, both TIME2 and TIMEI 1

must be read. However, in computing time differences,

TIME1 alone may be used provided account is taken of possible

incrementing of TIME2 by overflow of TIME1 and the corres-
ponding re-setting of TIME1 to zero.

T1 same as TIME1.

T2 same as TIME2.

TIME3 a preset timer that is maintained by WAITLIST for the pur-
pose of scheduling.

T3 same as TIME3.

TIME5 a preset timer, maintained by the user for the purpose of

scheduling.

T5 same as TIME5.

T sample period used for body rate calculatlons. All portions

of ENTRY DAP, except CM/RCS, operate at this rate.

u_x
UBY CM body triad.

i

U.._.L unit vector in direction of llft _ector. It is normal to -UV_..A.A
and rotated away from UN..__Aby the angle R.

UN_._.A unit vector in trajectory plane, normal to both -UV...._Aand

UY_.._A.Also called UZ___A.

UNITW unit vector along earth's spin axis. Same as U_Z.

UPBUFF CMC erasable array assigned to the uplink program and used

during Entry to telemeter CM body rates.

UPX _ ( triad attached to stable platform; identical to body triad

U'_ t l when all gimbal angles are zero.m

UR unit vector along R_N.

UV_._A unit vector along VRE L.

UXA same as -UVA.

UY_.._A unit vector normal to trajectory plane. It lies along

3.4-74
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UZ same as UNITW.

UZ...._A same as _.

V phase-plane velocity used by CM/RCS. It is equivalent to p.

It may also appear as the product VT.

V generally used as ordinate when X is the abscissa in pha_e

plane figt_es for the ENTRY DAP. In present application

the error X is defined as (Command minus Actual) and the

Command is considered to be constant. It is therefore

convenient to define V as the rate of change of the Actual

rather than _s X, as is usual. The resulting phase planes

are inverted from the usual.

V magnitude of VRE L. Also called VREL.

VD roll drift ve)ocity computed using the Control Line and a
parabola having acceleration (a) by CM/RCS.

VI velocity intercept of Control Line of slope K and parallelogram Q

dead zone in CM/RCS.

V M maximum roll rate allowed by CM/RCS.

VMAGI magnitude of VN computed for a display.

VN CM inertial velocity vector, generated by AVERAGEG navigation.

VQUIT value of VREL at which Entry Guidance ceases generating Rc

and at which CM/POSE ceases computing UY._._A.

VRE L velocity of CM relative to air mass.

VREL magnitude of VRE L.

VT angular increment in CM/RCS, product of roll rate V and

sample time T. See V.

V z velocity limit used in all dead-zone figures.

X attitude error used in all DAP phase plane illustrations.

(see also V. } It is the difference between Command and

Actual attitude. For the predictive roll DAP CM/RCS, the

error is corrected for assumed coordinated maneuver,

X-(R c-R) Co'.

X B x-axis intercept used in CM/RCS by both buffer zone and the •

parallelogram dead zone.
@

XBU F x-axis intercept of buffer zone in CM/RCS, and is equivalent

to X B. *"

l
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XD x-axis intercept of parabola having acceleration (a) and

commencing at the point (X, V). Used in CM/RCS. ")
D

S XMIN x-axis intercept for parallelogram dead zone in CM/RCS.

X s x,axis intercept of Control Line in CM/RCS.
e

t X z x-axis intercept (in absence of bias) used in the biased dead
zone of EXDAP.

Xz° Xe-axis intercept used in the unbiased dead-zone figure used
in description of EXDAP.

YAW CODE table of yaw Jet codes.

YB.....NN unit vector a)ong desired direction for UBY. It is normal

to -___ and rotated away from UY__Aby the angle R.

• 05GSW switch bit is zero if atmospheric drag acceleration is le, j

than 0, 05 g.

wB angular-velocity vector of CM.

:1
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i 3.5 TAKEOVER OF SATURN STEERINGby Olstein Eliassen and Jack C. Reed

A capability is provided that allows the command-module computer to

provide steering signals to the SATURN S-IVB Instrumentation Unit (tU) autopilot.

There are two modes of takeover operation -- Automatic Mode and Manual, or "Stick,"

Mode.

3, 5. I Automatic Mode

The Automatic Mode of CMC- SATURN IU takeover provides the CMC

with a backup capability of issuing steering commands to the IU autopilot during

boost stages S-IC, S-_I, and S-IVB. The mode provides polynomial guidance for

thr, S-IC stage but provides attitude- hold commands, only, for the S-II and S-IVB

stages. The Automatic Mode is available only during Pl 1 and is entered by the

crew's selecting the CMC position of the LV GUIDANCE panel switch.

Nomlnally the LV GUIDANCE switch is in the IU position, and the P11

attltude-error subroutine (Figures 3.5-4 and -5 of COLOSSUS GSOP Section 5) mon-

itors the CDUs, computes the attitude error, and displays the error on the FDAI;

upon the crew's selecting the CMC position, the takeover function begins, and the

Pll subroutine begins issuing the appropriate commands to the IU autoptlot. Takeover

commands are then computed as follows: The error existing at takeover is storedas the attitude-error bias; this value is subtracted from the actual error computed

on the succeeding cycles; and the resulting value is used to issue steering commands

that attempt to maintain a constant error equal to that existing at takeover (see Figure

3.5.1):

AK ffi [(desired attitude - measured attitude) - attitude-error b_as] x _

SATURN SF, * where *'desired attitude" is a function of time,

i. e., pitch polynomial (GSOP Section 5, paragraph 5.3.5), until

disabled by the crew's selection of another program.

Returning the LV GUIDANCE switch to IU while still in Pll takes the CMC

out of the SATURN steering loop. Should the CMC position be again selected, a new

attitude-error bias will be stored for computing AK.

*SATURN Scale Factor, an erasable constant for increasing the gain to the IU
autopilot. The maximum scale value is. 4.0, resulting in a maximum output of 1.2 .
volt/deg for pitch and yaw and 0.3 volt/deg for roll.

q.
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3.5.2 Manual Mode

The Manual (Stick) Mode of CMC -SATURN [U takeover provides the "_

crew with a capability of issuing RHC commands, through the CMC, to the SATURN

IU autopilot. To initiate the SATURN manual functlon_ the crew must first set to

"3" the CONFIG octal window of Noun 46 RI. This is done by means of Verb 48 (R03).

The crew then executes Verb 46. The routine is disabled by setting the CONFIG

window to "0" and repeating Verb 46.

Keying VERB 46 ENTR (with CONFIG = 3) during PII terminates

the attitude-error subroutine (automatic mode) and leaves only the RHC for issuing

control signals to the IU. The RHC out of detent provides constant maneuver rates

based upon stored erasable parameters.

The manual takeover mode is entered once each 100 ms by means of the

TIME5 clock and interrupt mechanism. During each cycle, the RHC bits are sampled,

and rate commands are generated that remain in force until updated by the next cycle.

The commands are communicated to the SATURN IU autopilot by means of the IMU

e fro r-counte r digital-to-analog conve rte rs.

Since the IMU error counters also drive the FDAI attitude-error needles,

these needles will be driven by stick commands. Because the stick commands are

implied rate commands, and the needles are designed to indicate attitude errors, the

magnitude of the needle deflection is not meaningful; the sign of the needle deflection

will be the opposite sense of the stick deflection. "_

3.5.3 Coarse Align Avoidance during SATURN Steering

If gimbal lock is detected (CDUZ>85 ° magnitude, either real or due to

CDUZ transients) during SATURN powered flight (as indicated by CONFIG = 3 with

AVEGFLAG = I), coarse aligning of the IMU is bypassed in order to preserve the

integrity of the CMC/SATURN IU interface for possible use by the manual SATSTICK

mode discussed in Section 3.5.2 above. Coarse align CDU moding uses the same

error counters and digital-to-analog converters used by SATSTICK, so it is nec.

essary to avoid this conflict. Stick capability is mandatory; therefore, coarse
aligning must be avoided.

3.5.4 Restarts

Restarts in either Automatic or Manual Mode will

(1) Disable SATURN TAKEOVER relay,

(2) Return command values to zero,

(3) Re-enable SATURN TAKEOVER relay.

In the Automatic Mode, the computation of attitude error resumes and

a new attitude-error bias is stored at each restart. !

3. S-_
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3.5.5 S-IVB Engine,off Signal

The CMC issues the S-IVB engine-off "output" whenever the SPS engine

is commanded off. The bit is always reset upon selection of any program.

3.5-4
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3.6 COASTING-FLIGttT ATTITUDE MANEUVER ROUTINE (R60)
by Donald W, Keeno

3, ft. 1 Introduction

The purpose of the attitude maneuver routine (R60) is to automatically reorient

thc spacecraft during coasting flight. This maneuver process is illustrated in

Fig. 3.6, 1. The desired attitude to which the spacecraft is to be aligned can be

specified in one of two ways:

a) By a set of terminal desired gimbal angles, _8c,

b) By two unit vectors, uDS M and _UANB.

8 is the set of desired (or commanded) gimbal angles defined by

t -e

_ec , 0 ,,

middle gimbal angle !{ )desired inner gimbal angle

_UANB Ls a body-fixed axis vector, u A, with components in navigation-base coordi-

nates, uDS M is a desired-direction vector, UD, with components in stable-member

coordinates. _uDSM specifics the direction in inertial space to which UAN B is to be

aligned. A flag switch, FL3AxI S, is provided to specify which of the two types of
inputs is to be used.

If the vector type of input is chosen, the routine known as VECPOINT is used

to compute a set of desired gimbal angles, _8c, based on the values of uDS M, UAN B

and the current gimbal angles, _. In Routine 60, these desired gimbal angles are

displayed to the crew. The crew then has the option of performing the maneuver

either manually or automatically. If the automatic option is selected, R60 calls

a routine known as KALCMANU which computes a set of parameters (u r, A)that
determine how the reorientation is to be performed. The maneuver is performed

by rotating the spacecraft about the axis of single equivalent rotation, u r, by the

t 3.6-I
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angle A. Ur and A are completely determined by tile initial orientation, 0, and th,,

desired terminal orientation, _0e. The rate at which the maneuver is performed i._

specified by the crew in R03.

I The KALCMANU steering routine computes fma" sets of quantities for use by

the RCS DAP in following the angular path defined by u r, A, The first of these is a

set of autopilot reference angles, 0 d (or intermediate desired CDU angh_s), which

ave updated once every second during the maneuver. To achieve a smoother se-

quence of commands between successive updates, the program al_o generates a _t

of incremental CDU angles, AO_d,to be added to _Od by the i_CS DAP. The steering

routine also computes the component maneuver rates, --_d(inspacecraft axes), and

a set of bias angles, _, to be used by the autopilot to prevent fuel-consuming aver-

shoot when starting and stopping an automatic maneuver. The steering logic will

also set a flag switch (FLttlGttRATE) if the largest maneuver rate is _clected so
that the autopi!ot will increase the frequency response of the rate filter an,i re,we .f-

fectivcly counteract the croflscoupling torques that nmy occur during the mam, uw._r,

'Yhe aforenotcd procedure allows the autopilot to establish an,I maintain a Slm(,_,-

craft rotation about the wctor Up at a fixed rotation rate _od. The maneuvers are

timed in open-loop fashion so that after a predetermined interval A0 d, --_d' _' and

1 LIIIGIIRATE are set to zero and the autopllot reference angles, .0,l' arc m._t ¢,qua]

to the terminal angles, e e. Thus, upon completion of the maneuver, th_ spav,_-

craft will finish up in a limit cycle about _0c.

3.0. 2 1_60 Executive

( The R60 Executive section of _he attitude maneuver routine i_ illustrated in 1.'ig.

3.6.2. The keyboard displays indicate the total FDAI ball-angle attitude required

for the reorientation. * If the vector option is selected by the calling program, the

routine VECPOINT is used to compute the terminal desired gimbal angles 0_c: The
crew has the option of either manually reorienting the spacecraft or having the ma-

neuver performed automatically. If the crew elects to perform the maneuver manual-

ly, it may select the FDAI total attitude-error display (via V62) for additional visual

cues in performing the maneuver. If the automatic option is to be used, the SC CeNT

switch must be in the CMC position and the CMC MODE switch in AUTO. During the

maneuver, the crew should monitor the FDAI ballfor gimbal lock since KALCMANU

has no provisions for avoiding gimbal lock. If the spacecraft attitude is approaching

the gimbal-lock zone, the crew may stop the maneuver by switching to HOLD or

simply by moving the hand controller and manually steering the spacecraft around

gimbal lock. Otherwise, if the magnitude of MGA exceeds 75 ° the DAP will auto-
Ilm

matically stop, the maneuver. The crew should manually steer the spacecraft away I

Ifrom gimbal lock. The maneuver maythenbe completed either automatically or manually.

The desired gimbal angles, _ec, computed by VECPOINT are determined on the

basis of minimizing the rotation angle required to align -U-ANB with uDS M. In
general, this procedure will reduce the fuel required for the maneuver by not

_. * ])'or the command module, the FDAI ball angles are equivalent to gimbal angles.

3.6-3
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constraining the orientation of the spacecraft about the pointing axis*, defined by

uDS M. Additionally, the attitude about uDS M ,will be left unchanged. Consequently,
the crew may specify the attitude about the pointing axis to satisfy additional eom-

munication, visibility, or thermal constraints, if desired. This is done by manually
reorienting the spacecraft about the pointing axle either prior to or after the maneu-

ver. If this procedure Is done after the automatic maneuver, a final trim will

usually be required to assure that _.UANB is aligned with_UDSM, If the trim is to bea
done manually, the crew should place the CMC MODE switch in HOLD and PROCEED
with the maneuver request sothat the VECPOINT solution is recomputed from the
new attitude.

3, _.3 VECPOINT

As mentioned in the preceding subsections, the VECPOINT routine is used to

compute the desired gimbal angles, _c' based upon the values of_UDSM, UANB and
the current gtmbal angles, .8. VECPOINT, in turn, uses a number of _ubroutines
in its computations. These subroutines will be described first.

s) CDUTODCM Subroutine

This subroutine converts three gimbal angles, 0, to a direction-cosine matrix.
_, that relates the corresponding spacecraft navlgatlon-base orientation to the stahle-

member frame. The formulas for this conversion are _'_
im lie

C 1 C2 C3

C • C4 C5 C 8

C7 C 8 C s .....
qim

C 1 • cose Icos 8m

C2 = -cos 0 i sin e m cos % +sin e I sin 80

C3 = cos 9 i sin 8m sin #o +sin et cos e o

C4 = sin 8m

C5 • cos e m cos e o

c 8 • -cos0 maine o

C7 • -sine jesse m
H

See exception noted in Subsection 3.8.3.

3.6-8 . .,;;
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C 8 - sin 0 l sin gm cos _o +cos Ai sin Ao

D C 9 = -sin 0 i sin 8 m sin 8 o +cos a i cos a o

where

ii
_o • outer glmbal angle _

I

a l • inner gimbal angle _t:i

0 m = middle glmbal angle _ii'

The interpretation of this matrix is as follows: If ax, ay, s z represent the
components of a vector in navigation-base axes, then the components of the same

vector in stable-member axes (bx, by, bz) are

 'i l"t
by ,, . ay

\

b) IICMTOCDU Subroutine

This subroutine extracts the CDU angles from a direction-cosine matrix, _,

that relates the navigation-base axes to the stable-member axes. The formulas

!,( for thisconversion _re

am - arcsin C 4 v
• i

8i -- arcsin (-CT/COS 8m)

illC I isnegative, ai isreplaced by _ SGN(ei)-Si]

8° ffiarcsln (-C6/cos 8m)

[IfC 5 is negative,8o is replaced by IrSGN(8o)-ao ]

c) ROTCOMP Subroutine

This subroutine computes the direction-cosine matrix, l_, that relates one

coordinate frame to another frame that is rotated with respect to the first by an

angle A about a unit vector_u r. The formula for this matrix is

. T ,:cl_(_u r, A) • _cosA+_UrU (1- cosA)+ UXrsinA

!
3.6-7
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where

l o 0] 3

• 0 l 0

0 0 l

D

2
urx urx Ury Urx urz

2

_r _r T " UrY urx UrY Ury urz

2
Urz Urx Urz Ury upz

m

,m u

0 -Urz Ury

_c

UX = Urz 0 -Urxr

-Ury Urx 0
m

"5
/

ur • unitrotationvectorresolvedintospacecraftaxes

A = rotation angle

The interpretation of I_ is as follows: If ax, ay, az represent the components
of a vector in the rotated frame, then the components of the same vector in the

originalframe (bx, by, bz)are

bx i.xlby = /__r' AI ay
b z a z

The process used by VECPOINT in determining the terminal desired angles,

8 c. is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3.6.3. VECPOINT uses three frames of
reference: the L frame, the M frame, and the N frame - as well as the stable-

member (SM) frame. The L frame is simply a base frame used as the starting

3,6-8
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Fig. 3.8.3 The coordinate frames and transformations used in VECPOINT
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point for subsequent rotations. In R60 VECPOINT computations, the L frame is

the initial navigation-base frame computed from the initial gimbal angles, 9 . The

vector u D ia resolved from the atable-member frame as UDL t using the trans-

formation _STM. t? Tile L frame is then rotated so thatU._AL and U_DL are coinci_

dent. The rotation vector, u r , is defined by the cross product between UAL and U_DL.

If the two vectors are either parallel or antiparallel, a special computation of u_v is
performed (see below). Rotation about the cross-product vector will assure that

spacecraft maneuvering will be minimized and that the rotation vector will have no

component in the UA_ or UDL directions.

In the M frame, u A is aligned with u D and normally the desired terminal

angles can be extracted directly from the matrix _MSM that relates this frame to
the stable-member frame. If, however, the M frame corresponds to a gimbel-lock

orientation, an extra rotation about UDM (or _UAM) will be necessary to correct for

the gimbal-]ock condition.** For VECPOINT, gimbal lock is defined when_uXM is

within 31 deg of the ±y stable-member axis direction _uysM) , that is, when the

magnitude of the desired terminal middle gimbal angle° 18r.ml , exceeds 59 deg.
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.5, in which the shaded area represents the

gimbal-lock region. As can be seen, _UxM can be rotated out of gimbal lock by s

sufficiently large rotation about UAM. Under some circumstances, however, no

amount of rotation about UAM will correct for gimbal lock. This possibility may -'_

occur if the angle between±_UXM and_UAM is less than 31 deg. Whether or not

gimbal lock can be corrected in such a case depends on the geometry of the problem.

In order to simplify the VECPOINT calculations, however, it was decided that

gimbal lock would be unavoidable under these circumstances. In fact, no correction
will be made in VECPOINT if

and _uXM falls within the gimbal-lock region. Note that this criterion includes

among others, the thrust vector for P40 pre-burn alignments. In this case, a

platform realignment would be required before reorienting the spacecraft.

The subscript L appended to the vector indicates the frame of reference into

which the vector is resolved. Note that the components of_uAN B, _UAL' _UAM
and UAN are all numerically equal since they represent the same body-fixed
vector.

tt ....
_LSM is defined as the transformation from the L frame (or first subscript)

_t T

to the stable-member frame (or second subscript). CLS M is its transpose.
** Note that, while there is logic in VECPOINT (see Fig. 3.6.4) to avoid a final middle

gimbal angle causing gimbal lock. there is no logic in the KALCMANU-'_culatlon
of maneuver parameters which ensures that the computed maneuver will not carry I
the vehicle attitude through gimbal lock dur_. s the maneuver.

3.6-10
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If it is found that the M frame can be reoriented to correct for timbal lock, --)
then the next step in the logic Is to determine the direction of rotation about UAM

and the magnitude of the rotation, A', required for this reorlentation. It is delir-

able to find the direction that minimizes the angular excursion through the timbal-

lock region. This ls found by first locating the direction u IG of the inner timbal

axis (+_UyS M or - Uyfi M) that Is closest tOUxM, Referring to Fig. 3.6.5, if

uXM lies to tile "left" of the plane defined by_u IG and t_IAM, then A' is positive.

If, on the other hand, _uXM lies to the "right" of the plane defir.ed by__ IG and u AM'

then A' is negative. Note that if _UXM ties in the plaue of u IG and _uAM then A' can
he either positive or negative, For this case, lASt Is greatest far any fixed

angular relation between _uIG and u AM

The remaining p_rt of the problem is to determ ,_e the magnitude of the rota-

tion required to correct for timbal lock. Theoretically, one could determine the

minimum rotation required to place U_M exactly on the boundary of the timbal-lock

region. To simplify the problem, however, VECPOINT uses a predetermined set

of anglos that w_ll assure that, even in the worst case, U°XM will always lie outside
the timbal-lock region. To define the worst-case conditions, examine the spherical

triangle ABC shown in Fig. 3.6.6. The problem is to find the maximum value of

the rotation angle, A, required to rotate u X M to the timbal-lock boundary (point B),

given the angle c between_uAM and u_XM. Clearly, the maximum value of A

occurs when uXM falls in the "middle" of the gimbal-lock region, that is, when

uXM lies in the plane of UlG and UAM. The following relationship holds for any
spherical triangle:

sin C
sin A • sin a

The maximum value of A, A max' occurs when

dA sin a cos C

or when cos C • 0, that is, C ffi90 *.

Thus,
= sin a

A max sin'l

Note that the required rotation _ngle depends directly on the angle between uXM

and UAM. If _ is less than a, then A max is indeterminate; that is, timbal lock

may be unavoidable. To avoid calculating A max explicitly, VECPOINT divides the
problem into three zones as defined in the following table.

3.6-14
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Note thatthe correction for /_Irnhallock willoverride the desire to znlnimizo.

the rotation about the uA axls.

The one remLtinlngitem to be discussed concerning VECPOINT is the case

when UAL and UDL are Ltlmostparallelor antiparallel. IfUAL and UDL are almost

parallel,then -_c is set equal to _L' Ifthe two vectors are almost antiparallel,

then a 180-dog rotation is required for the alignment. In this case, the rotation ""

veclor is chosen so thatu r is perpendicular to UAL and liesin the plane thatcon-

tains UySM(L) and uXL. I_,however, UAL happens to be perpendicular to the

plane, then any vector in the plane may be used for Ur. In thisevent, the X axis is

chosen. The computation of the M frame, the check for gimbal lock. and the extrac-

tion of the desired angles, 0 c, are then performed in the manner already described.

3.6.4 KALCMANU Maneuver-Parameters Calculation

The KALCMANU routine is designed to generate commands for the CSM-RCS

autopilotto reorientthe spacecraft from an inltialattitudeto some desired attitude

specilledby _0c. Although a number of authors t_avediscussed optimal solutlonsto

thisproblem, the task is a formidable one because ofthe nonlinearnature of rigid-

body dynamics and the kinematics of rotationalmotion. Optlmal solutionsfor a

particularclass of spacecraft configurationsare treated in Reference 6.I. In this

reference, the criterionfor optimalityis based upon the product of maneuver dura-

tion and fuel expenditure. Using the same criterion, previous design studies based

upon a number of suboptimal approaches (Ref 6.2) have shown that a reasonable design

compromise is to rotate the spacecraft about a single tnerttally fixed axis. This

technique is employed in KALCMANU.

3.6-16
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The process used by KALCMANU in computingthe rotationaxis,up, and the

rotationangle,A m, is illustrate_in Fig, 3,6,7, The program firstcomputes
the transformation between the initial spacecraft axes (at the time the KALCMANU

routine begins) and the stable-member axes, _BSM' The program also computes
the matrix relating the desired terminal spacearafl attitude and the stable-member

axes, _CSM' The transformation between the desired and the initial attitude is
whereCB'

}'t _'; T _',t

I_CB " _BSM CCSM

_CB can be partitioned into its symmetric and antisymmetrle components as follows,

For the symmetric part,
,',, * * T

RS = (I/2)(RCB + RCB)

By comparing this with the equations described in the ROTCOMP subroutine (see

Subsection 3.6.3) it can be seen that ',

,', T (l-cos A m)

For the antisymmetrlc part,

, ,,, _.cT

RA • (I/2)(_CB - RCB )

or 0 - Urz Ury

• - sin A m '_RA = Urz 0 Urx

oUry Urx 0

-
The maneuver angle can easily be obtained from CB as

The rotation vector, u r , is normally extracted from the antisymmetric part

of RCB ; that Is, ,,

_ur • unit ('RA6_ RA3_ "RA2) i

t
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D As sin A m approaches zero, however, the unit operation becomes indeterminate
and an alternative calculation must be performed. If the ma,euver angle is less

than 0.25 deg, then no complicated automatic maneuvering is necessary and there-

fore one can simply set the autopilot reference angle, _0d, equal to the terminal

desired angles -_c and exit. ff A > 170 deg, _, method employing the symmetric

part of RCB is used to determine Ur, as illustrated in Fig, 3.6.7. The magnitudes

of the component_ of u r are easily determined as

[Urx[ = I/RSI cos A m
I 1 - cos A m

JURY[ =__ cos A m

lUr .l • u " cos
- cos A m

To obtain the signs of each component, it is first necessary to determine the
D_c

sign of the largest component by referring to the values of RA . This is done to

avoid the problem caused by truncation as sin A m approaches zero. If Am is equal
to 180 deg, then the sign of the largest component may be arbitrarily chosen. The

signs of the remaining components may be determined by examining the off-diagonal

_erms in RS.

3.6.5 leJkLCMANU Steering ,,

The KALCMANU parameter calculations described in the preceding subsection

solve the problem of what angular path to take in order to reorient the spacecraft

without excessive fuel expenditure. However, the problem of how to steer the "_

spacecraft a'gng this path must now be con_idered. One solution is to iteratively

solve for u and A explicitly as a function of the current spacecraft attitude and--r m

to control the spacecraft angular velocity,__.._, by firing the RCS jets so that ._ is

parallel to _ur" This approach, however, leads to several problems. First of all,

because of the deadband requirements of the autopiiot, and control inaccuracies,

explicit guidance can lead to excessive changes in control commands as the space-

craft approaches the tern.Lnal attitude. This problem of terminal guidance is char-

acteristic of explicit guidance schemes unless special consideration is given to the

terminal-control problem. Secondly, there is a timing problem since the computa-

tion of u r and Am is somewhat lengthy and would require an excessive amount of

computer time. Instead, it is better tc formulate the problem in terms of perturba-

tions from a smooth reference trajectory that satisfies the end-point constraints.

The procedure is to solve the global problem once via KALCMANU in order _o es-

tablish a reference trajectory (defined by _Ur, A m) and then ha'Te the autopilot solve ' 'i! ,
3.6-21
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the mlcro-problem of contro111ng the spacecraft deviations from this reference

trajectory, using small-angle approximations. This approach not only avoids the

termlnal-guidance problem L.nd the timing problem but also provides "tighter" path

control for satisfying other boundary conditions that may be placed upon the selec-

tion of the reference trajectory.

In order to determine the required steering interface between KALCMANU

and the autopilot, it is first necessary to define the nature of the autopilot control

variables. To simplify the discussion, the two-dimensional problem of rotation in a

plane is considered first. There are two state variables of interest; namely, the

attitude error, 0e, defined by

0e _ 0-0 d

where

0 - actual vehicle attitude

Od • desired vehicle attitude (constant)

and the angular velocity of the vehiclej w. The "state" equations are

e() - w(t)
and

(_(t) •t (oe,w)
where

f(0 e, w) is the control acceleration (applied by the jets) as determined by non-
linear phase-plane switching logic. The control law is defined so that 0e and w
will be nulled to within the control-law deadbands so as to maintain attitude hold

about the reference attitude, 8d.

New state variables can be defined as follows:
4'

@e(t) = O(t) - _d(t)+
and

We(t) • w(t) - wd
where

w d : a constant

ffi a constant

A
_d(to)- O(t o) ffi conctant

The state equations for the new variables are

_e " We

_e " f (¢e' We)
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D With these control variables, the autopilot will attempt to null the rate error, we_

thus forcing the spacecraft to rotate at a constant rate, With this simple trans-

formation of variables, using the same control law as used for attitude hold, the

autoptlot can be converted to a constant-rate-command system. Note that at _he

beginning of the maneuver the desired angle _d(to) is set equal to the initial angle

0(to). The constant, (_, is added to the attitude error to prevent overshoot when
starting and stopping the maneuver, fl is computed as

Wd
m

where

m -- slope of the phase-plane switch line (- 0.6 deg/sec/deg)

To interpret the effect of fl, refer to Fig. 3.6. Ba. This figure shows a sim-

plified pbaso-plane logic and a typicalphase-point trajectory. The maneuver starts

at pointA with 8e - 0 and _ = 0. With the applicationof steering commands, the

phase point instantaneouslyjumps to a biased conditionat B where _e = _ and

we = "_d (Wd is negative for the case illustrated).The phase pointdriftsto pointC,

where the control jetsare turned on to reduce the rate error toward zero at point D.

The trajectorythen traverses a limitcycle EFGH untilthe maneuver finishesat

point I, where the biases (3 and _#d are removed. At this point, the trajectory

jumps to an unbiased condition at point J, Note that the actual rate is approximately

equal to the desired rate and the phase point drifts to point K, where the jets decel-

erate the vehicle back intoa limit cycle around the desired attitude. The situation

without the angular bias, _, is illustratedin Fig. 3.6.8b. Note the fuel-consumlng

overshoot inthis case. The incluslonof the bias term is based on the assumption

thatthe initialrates are small and thatthe desired rates are achievable during the

maneuver. For the three-dimensional problem, itmust also be assumed that /3 is

small enough so thatthe small-angle assumptions are not violated. For these

reasons, CS_I-LM docked automatic maneuvers should not exceed rates of more than

0,5 deg/sec,

The logic flow for KALCMANU steering is shown in Fig. 3.6.9. The basic

inputsare

a) u r' the unitrotationvector.

b) A m, the rotationangle.

c) lwdl, the magnitude ofth_ desired angular velocityas specifiedin R03.

d) HOLDFLAG

The steering logic works on a cyclicbasis, Every AT c (- I see), the program

issues new steering commands to the autopilot. On the first pass. a number of
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parameters are computed once an, aaed during subsequent passes. One of these is

the incremental rotation matrix, AR. '/'his matrix corresponds to a one-second

rotation of CBSM, the initial spacecraft orientation, about the rotation axis. Ur.
The magnitude of the rotation AA m is determined as

AAm . %

For the first and all subsequent passes through the steering logic, _BSM is rotated

by the angle AA m, and the autopilot reference angles _d are extracted from this
m_trix. The new desired reference matrix iS simply

CBSMN + I * CBSMN _R

Thic iterative process generates the required reference trajectory _0d (t), which

begins at the initial spacecraft attitude, _8B, and terminates at _c' The desired

rate is simply

where _ is the transformation from navigation-base axes to the CSM-RCS autopilot

control axes. _ is defined as

A° oQ = cos 7.25 ° -sin 7.25"

sin 7.25 ° cos 7.25"

_Xd remains constant throughout the maneuver. The bias (or lag) angles are computed
as

Px

_dz

These quantities also remain constant during the maneuver and are added to the

attitude errors by the autopilot,

As mentioned in Subsection 3.6.1, the maneuver is timed in open-loop fashion

and, for this reason, the first pass also computes the maneuver duration, tin, as

The logic then sets a flag (FLMANU) to identify this as the first pass and, utilizing
a section of coding common to both the first and subsequent passes, updates the

desired reference (" 1 in described above.angles_e N projected sec advance) as

3.8.29
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With coding still unique to the first pass, the steering logic computes the time at

which the maneuver will be completed as

tf = t+t m
where

t = present time

and the time at which to stop the steering-update process as

t_ = tf- 1 sec

The logic also computes the time tu, at which the next update is to occur. If the

maneuver is to he performed at the highest rate, FLHIGHRATE is set to 1. HOLD-

FLAG is then set equal to -1 to allow the autopil_t to perform the maneuver, Note

tlmt all the initial commands are issued simultaneously to the autopilot with inter-

rupt inl_lbtted so that the maneuver will be started properly.

lteturning to the common section of the coding, the logic then computes a set

,_i' incremental angles, __0d, for interpolation of the _8d reference angles between
successive updates. This interpolation is required because the autopilot operates

at a much higher sample rate, ATs (ffi 0. I see), than the steering (ATc • 1 sec).

__.0d is computed as

AT s

where 3

_eN = desired reference angle projected 1 sec in advance ',

_8B = present desired reference angles

These incremental angles are subsequently added tO0_cI by the autoptlot, as explained ',

inSubsection 3.2. e_dIsthen set equal to @--B'and_8B is replaced by 8_N for use on
the subsequent pass.

The logic then checks to see if the maneuver is to be completed within 1 sec.

If not, the next steering cycle is called for in 1 sec, compensating for any delays

between updates. If the maneuver is to be terminated, further updates are suspen-

ded and the program stops the maneuver at the appropriate time'. To stop the

maneuver, the program simply sets

_wd = 0

__ed = o

= o
FLHIGH RATE = 0

and sets _ = e_c to eliminate any steering error. The crew can also intervene and

• stop the maneuver at any time by simply switching out of CMC AUTO or by moving the -_
• RHC.
e.

• Actually delayed by approximately 10 milltsec,
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